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FOREWORD

In January of 1965, the Association of A mericanGeographers established
the Commission on College Geography. Supported by a succession of grants
from the National Science Foundation, the Commission has pursued its aim
of improving the level and quality of college and university, training in Geog-
raphy via a variety of undertakings. Central to all of these efforts is the
question, "What kind of Geography should be taught in America's institutions
of higher education?". The supporting materials, the instructional strategies,
the sequence and objectives of training programs are relevant only within the
context of a specific philosophy of Geography.

From its inception, the Commission has taken the position that there is
no single kind of Geography that can and should be taught at the college level.
The richness of traditions that range from man-land relationships, to areal
variation, to spatial distributionsthe variety of approaches, from empiric-
inductive to theoretical-deductive, from "cartophilic" to quantitative, from
field inquiry to primary documents analysisthe breadth of interest in the
physical and human processes that shape the man-natural environment sys-
tem, these are all Geography's strength. A central purpose of the Commis-
sion is to enlist individuals of differing viewpoints in the task of defining and
articulating modern Geography as a university field. Intellectual challenge
and defensible methodology are the tests of the "kind of Geography" that
should be taught, not conformance to one particular point of view.

Because the Commission holds this philosophy, it rejects "the model
course notion" as a modus operandi. In its concern with introductory Col-
lege Geography, it is pursuing the strategyof encouraging numbers of talented
individuals to develop course outline syllabi. The first such four are included
in this publication. Others are in progress. These outlines are purely ex-
perimental; they are in the process of being tested by their authors in the
classroom. More importantly, they are being distributed widely within and
witnout the geographical profession in the hope that they will stimulate in-
quiry, reaction and emulation.

The Commission is indebted to Wesley Calef, Ann Larimore Kolars,
Robert B. McNee and Kennard W. Rumage Tor their valued contributions. They
have shared their ideas freely wtth members of the Commission and have
been unstinting in their application of time and intellectual energies in the
process of improving introductory College Geography.

Saul 13. Cohen, Chairman
Commission on College Geography
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PREFACE

Many experiences in the last few years have influenced my thinking and
hence this report. I have gained from study of the report of the Geography
and Liberal Education 'Committee' and from participation in meetings of the
committee. The Commission on COLLEGE Ceography was a direct outgrowth
of that committee and it is the funding agency for this report. The activities
and publications of the High School Geography Project were very helpful, too.
As a consultant for that project during 1962-63, and as a member of the Steer-
ing Committee for the Project thereafter (1963-67), I absorbed many ideas
about both geography and liberal education of benefit at any educational level.
During the summer of 1964, I attempted to set down preliminary thoughts
about what innovations might be possible at the college level,..sharpening my
views through conversations with Laurence G. Wolf. This 'attempt I used as
raw material in the development of a tentative outline for the High School
Geography Project during 1964-65. That ouVine, after extensive revisions
through suggestions from various geographers associated withthe High School
Geography Projdct, will soon be published along with other outlines developed
by the project. It is being used to guide the development of the first full
course to be produced by the project. Currently, this course is called "Geog-
raphy in an Urban Age." Feedback, as I have observed the course taking
shape, has been invaluable in thinking about possibilities at the college level.
The effort to understand the other outlines being published by the project, and
the thinking which lies behind them, has sharpened my thinking about geography
and the purposes of liberal education. Likewise,I gained immeasurably from
participation in a conference of curriculum specialists of many disciplines
held at Purdue University in January, 1966, as a representative of the High
School Geography Project.2 Further opportunity to develop my ideas and to
subject them to the criticism of my peers came in the summer of 1966, at the
Institute on Cc liege Geography held at the Ohio State University, sponsored by
the Commission on College Geography and funded by the National Science
Foundation. Sharing ideas with other geographers while serving as a consultant
to the U.S: Office of Education in recent years has been a help as well. Both
faculty and students at the University ofCincinnati have helped with comments
and good will.

Of all these influences on my thinking, I believe the most important were
the meetings of the Geography and Liberal EducationCommittee and the Steer-
ing Committee of the High School Geography Project. The open and often
heated discussion among men of such stature inspired me. If the full proceed-
ings of both committees had been recorded in detail, I think one would find
there all of the ideas, or nearly all of the ideas, presented in this report. No
doubt such ideas would appear in differing order and with differing frequency
and intensity than in this report. but nevertheless they would be there. In
short, I owe a great debt to the whole profession for the many opportunities
recorded here, but especially to the men of those committees for giving so
freely of themselves. If this report does not accurately reflect the current
thinking of the profession, and I am aware that my own biases prevent this

!Geography and Liberal Education Committee, Geography in Undeigraduate Liberal Educa-
tion (Washington, D.C.: Association of American Gedgraphers, 1965).

2Irving Morrissett (ed.), Concepts and Structure in the New Social Science CuiricJla (West
Lafayette, Indiana: Social Science Education Consortium, Inc., 1966), 167 pp.
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in certain eases, it has not been for lack of opportunity to learn from fellow
geographers.

Many people have read and criticized this report and the report has been
substantially altered as a result. I particularly wish to record the assistance
of the following:

Dr. Edward J. Shoben, Jr., formerly Director of the Center for Research
and Training in Higher Education, University of Cincinnati, and cur-
rently Director of Commission on Academic Affairs, AmericanCoun-
cil on Education, Wachington, D.C.

Dr. Joseph Velikonja, Department of Geography, Universityof Washington
Dr. Edward Taaffe, Department of Geography, The Ohio State University
Mr. Peter Halvorson, Department of Geography, University of Cincinnati
Dr. Saul B. Cohen, Department of Geography, Clark University
Dr. William D. Paulson, Department of Geography, Universityof Chicago
Dr. Erich Isaac, Department of Economics, City College/of New York
Dr. Laurence G. Wolf, Department of Geography, Universityof Cincinnati
Dr. W. A. Douglas Jackson, Department of Geography, University of Wash-

ington
Dr. Homer Aschmann, Department of Geography, University of Cali-

fornia, Riverside
Dr. Wilbur Zelinsky, Department of Geography, The Pennsylvania State

University
Miss Dorothy Sonntag, Department of Geography, University of Cincinnati

I

viii
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A PROPOSAL FOR A

NEW GEOGRAPHY COURSE FOR LIBERAL EDUCATION:

INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHIC BEHAVIOR

Introduction

The purpose of this report is to present a reasoned, coherent, course de-
sign which is consistent with the aims of general education, with current think-
ing about the nature of the learning process, and with the nature of contem-
porary geography as an on-going community of scholarship.

The nature of liberal education and the relation of geography to it is ad-
mirably discussed in the report of theGeography and Liberal Education Com-
mittee; therefore, 1 see little point in belaboring the issue here. Suffice to say
that 1 believe such education should be both liberal and general. By liberal, I
mean that it should be liberating to the student. It should free the student's
mind from shackling preconceptions and lure it in new diiections. It should
shake habitual thought patterns and puzzle the mind through the introduction
of new ideas and problems. ln short, it should stimulate intellectual growth.
By general, I mean that it should focus on qu4stions of concern to most think-
ing men today, questions which are relevant to most of us as life ie lived in
the mid-Twentieth Century and not questions which excite the specialist only.
It need not concern itself particularly with "what every educated man should
know" but it most certainly should concern itself with the kinds of questions
thinking men generally are asking today. The number of such questions, their
sequence, and the relative emphasis given to each is much less important
than that the questions themselves be of general significance or relevance
and that the questions be probed sufficiently to give depth as well as breadth
to the course. ln short, 1 believe that liberal or general education should
stimulate intellectual growth and that it should be relevant to life as it is lived
and will be lived by the student.

The organization:of this report reflects my current value system. Fart I,
Lecture-demonstration versus Problem-solving, considers the question of
basic course design. A much more conventional approach is to begin with a
description of what is to be taught and then, as a subsidiary matter, take up
the question of how it is to be taught. I have inverted this, taking up the how
question before the what question. There are two major reasons for this
ordering. First, 1 believe that all coursesteach values, whether these values
are explicitly recognized by either the instructor or the students or not. Sec-
ondly, in the contemporary American scale of values the ability to solve prob-
lems, whether by the scientific method or some other method, is pre-eminent.
1 believe the most important single criterion in selecting and ordering mate-
rials for any introductory college course, geographic or otherwise, should
be their potential contribution to the development of problem-solving abilities
by the student. Hence the question of how takes precedence over what.

But the what question is important, too. Part II, The Structure of Geog-
raphy, is an analysis of geography as an ongoing scholarly community, in-
cluding its major research foci, its value system, its methods and technology,
and its major organizing concepts. This emphasis on geography as a com-
munity of scholarship reflects the second item in my scale of instructional
values. That is, I believe that the contribution of geographers to general
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education will&\in more or less direct proportion to the degree to which we
understand ourselves. Put differently, I believe that the ideas of anthropology,
sociology, and psychology are much too valuable to be applied only outside
the walls of universities. I think we geographers should borrow these ideas
to understand ourselves, as well as borrowing them to explain the behatior
of far-off tribesmen. Self understanding should help us to sort out those
aspects of the idea-system of geographers most worthy of communication to
the world at large.

A closely related idea is my conviction that an introductory course in
geography should literally introduce geography or as much of it as can be en-
compassed in a single course. I believe that the teacher of introductory
courses should not base_his selections of what to include on the basis of a
narrow vision, of some highly personal whim or prejudice. In short, I be-
lieve that an introductory course reflecting the ideas of the whole of the geo-
graphic community is likely to be of more benefit to the student than a mere
course in McNee-ography.

Part III, Relating the Structure of Geography to Liberal Education and
Course Strategy, is a systematic analysis of each aspect of the structure of
geography in terms of its utulity for liberal education and in terms or how
well it could be presented in either the lecture-demonstration format or the
problem-solving format. That is, one cannot assume that all ideas relevant
to us, as geographic specialists, are Pqually relevant to the student.

Part IV, the institutional Setting, deals with the general institutional ques-
tion, how_well the proposed course might fit into the kinds of institutional set-
tings widely found in the United States, and with the more restricted question
of how the course fits into the curricular framework of the University of Cin-
cinnati. Part V, Course Design, is the outline of the proposed course.

Part I. Lecture-demonstration vs. Problem-solving

Introductory courses in geography as liberal (general) education end to
differ widely in the degree to which they emphasize either (a) the dem nstra-
tion of the conclusions or findings of the discipline or (b) initiation of e stu-
dent into the ways of knowing characteristic of the discipline. Most i. roduc-
tory courses involve something of both, but usually one is emphasized muff
more than the other. Most commonly, introductory geography courses have
stressed demonstration of the findings of the discipline. That is, they have
aimed primarily to transmit what it is that geographers have learned. Hence
the dramatic wall map, the "grand design" textbook, and the.spell-binding
lecture have long been touchstones of geographic education. Techniques of
demonstration have preoccupied some of the best minds in the field. Indeed,
for thany, general education and the demonstration type of course have been
considered almost-equivalent. Yet there have always been some geographers
teaching introductory geography courses in general education who have
stressed the geographer's way of knowing rather than what the discipline has
concluded. In such courses, the topographic map exercise is likely to be em-
phasized more than the wall map, field work more than field trips, searching
discussion more than summarization, data sources and interpretation more
than conclusions, the formulation of problems more than certainty of answers,
and intriguing unsolved problems more than solved problems. Though most
courses involve both approaches, the tendency to stress one or the other ap-
proach accounts for some of the most significant differences in course design.a, A course stressing demonstration, rather than the( geographer's way of
knowing, has many advantages. It canhave the elegance, clarity, and order of
the dining room because it has left all of the messiness in the kitchen. The
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student's immediate hunger for significant geographic generalizations can be
filled, and quickly. In such a course, there is ample Lime to give him some-
thing of everything about geography, from canapes to cake Indeed, the student
may leave the course with a well-nourished feeling, or even that glorious
Thanksgiving Day overstuffed feeling. Such courses are never charged with
too much emphasis on geographic research guts and they are seldom
charged with being too narrow in scope.

A course which stresses initiation into-the geographer's ways of knowing
is more like a Boy Scout cookout than it is like the elegant meal described
above. The Tenderfoot is likely to be frustrated and unhappy until he learns
to build a fire, to keep the food from burning, and to have the patience to wait
until the food is cooked. At first, his meals are likely to be highly unconven-
tional, disorganized (dessert first, soup last), and, to a casual observer, un-
healthy. Yet Scouts thrive on such experiences. There are both the immedi-

'sate satisfactions of doing something for oneself and the long-range satisfac-
tions of self-confidence in probing the unknown. So it is with students in
courses stressing problem-solving. There are both inuriediate and long-
range satisfactions in creating your own map, in interpreting a complex pat-
tern on an air photo, in analyzing ,store loCations from primary data, in
making a choice among alternative possibilities in the location of a factory,
in finding the Corn Belt for yourself rather than having it thrush upon you, in
dispvenng the diffusion process through plotting the spread of ula-hoops or
skyscrapers, in finding the meaning of political boundaries ,n ough plotting
movement (or the lack of it) across a boundary, or in anticipa ing Aristotle
by noting similarities and differences betweenGreece and Persia:, Such satis-
factions are maximized in a course stressing-problem-solving.

Stressing problem-solving is not without potential dangers. Some intro-
duction Or geographic research techniques is necessary; unless the introduc-,
tion of such techniques is carefully controlled, the course can become too
specialized for the purposes of general education. Stressing problem-solving
puts a strain on teaching ingenuity, because it is very difficult to develop
problems for the students which are at once challenging and yet within the
competence of the students at any particular point in the course. Similarly,
just as a demonstration course runs the danger of shallowness or superficiality
in its stress on comprehensiveness, the problem-solving course runs the
danger of narrowness or lack of comprehensiveness'in its stress on analysis
in depth through the solution of problems. However, awareness of these dan-
gers can do much to mitigate them. . \

1 believe that there is a need for a greater stress on problem-solving in
introductory courses today than has been common in the past. Ours is an age
of continuing change, of very rapid and, far-reaching change in geographic
distributions over the earth and their meaning for mankind. As the pace of

. change has quickened, geographic interpretations from the past become less
and less useful; indeed, past interpretations may be a definite handicap in
interpreting the real world of today. 1 believe we must prepare the student
for this world of rapid change. 1 believe that the best way to do this is to de-
velop his problem-solving abilities, so that he is equipped to function in a
world in which the "truths" of today become "untruths" or irrelevant to-
morrow. According to some observers, the present-day half-life of science
is about 10 years; only about half of what is accepted as true in science today
will still be considered true 10 years from now, and only about a quarter in
20 years, and so on. This clearly means that habits of inquiry, positive atti-
tudes toward problem-solving, are of nrore utility to the student in the long
run than memorization of the conclusions of a particular point in time. Who
can say just what the half-life of geography is"? Perhaps the half-life of



geography is more than 10 years, perhaps it is 12.5 years or 15 years. But
certain it is that any "complete meal" that we prepare for introductory stu-
dents today will be out-moded, or archaic, long before the student has finished
his useful life as a citizen. Hence I believe that the goal of widespread geo-
graphic literacy can best be served by stressing problem-solving as a major
value in geographic general education.

In urging greater stress on problem-solving, I do not mean to imply that
there are no values in the demonstration type of course, nor that problem-
solving should completely dominate an introductory course in geography as
liberal education. Problem-solving takes a great deal of time; it would prob-
ably not be possible to give sufficient breadth tOthe course if demonstration
were eschewed altogether. Similarly , some aspects of geography lend them-
selves more readily to problems at the introductory level than others; if one
were to treat only those aspects of geography readily taught in simplistic
problems, many of the more challenging, ideas of geography would not appear
in the introductory course at all. Rather, in stressing problem-solving, I
assume that a viable course would include both demonstration and problem-
solving but that, in designing the course, the instructor would first try to de-
velop appropriate problems and scicundly develop demonstration materials.

The most important reason for developing problem-solving materials
first, before developing demonstration materials, is thatthe weight of the lec-
ture tradition, pre-dating the printing press and the widespread supply of cheap
printed materials, tends to make prisoners of us all. The beginning teacher,
trained primarily by being lectured at, tries valiantly to develop sufficient lec-
ture material so that he, too, can "fill up an hour." After a few years of experi-
ence, he tends to become so enchanted with his own lecturing style that he
finds it very difficult to conceive what it is like to be in the student's position.
He tends to think of the educational problem in simplistic terms, as merely
a question of up-dating, or otherwise improving, lectures. Seldom does he
think in broader terms, of how the transmission of ideas from teacher to
student might be improved, of experimentation with any and all means to speed
education, whether through reading, lectures, problem-solving, or other means.
1 include thyself in this indictment; it is only with difficulty that I'ha;,* been
able to stop talking long enough to consider other possibilities than lecturing.
In short, unless a real effort is made to try alternatives, particularly problem-
aolving, geographic education will continue to prepare students for the world
that was rather than the work) that will be. Yet4it is this world of the future
for which we are supposed to be preparing students.

Part II. The Structure of Geography3

Geography is what geographers share .4 Not what geographers do, but what
they share. In short, professional geography is a sub-culture within the gen-
eral American culture. Though there is indeed an international geographic
sub-culture, national cultures lay a hevy hand on geographic professional
communities. Since we are concerned here primarily with guidelines for an
introductory geography course for American students to be taught by Ameri-

3In writing Part II, I hove borrowed heavily from the ideas of William Pattison, partially as
expressed in "The Four Traditions of Geography," Journal of Geography, LXIII, (May,
1964), 211-216, and in o draft copy of Chapter Two of his forthcoming book, The Geog-
rapher's Way, and partially in direct consultation.

4Robert B. McNee, "An Approach to Understanding the Current Structure of Geogrophy,"
Chapter 6, of Concepts and Structure in the New Social Science Curricula (see abo"e).
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can geographers, it seems wise to limit the discussion, to American geography
and the American geographic sub-culture. Further, to make this analysis more
pointed (though perhaps less accurate from the anthropological point4of view),
geographers may be viewed as a tribe. Like a tribe, they have Their totems
and taboos, their tribal heroes, their sacred books and symbols, their rallying
criet, their 'characteristic modes of thought and speech, their division of labor,
their methods of establishing authority; their ways of ,selecting scouts tip
seek, out new hunting grounds, and their views toward other tribes, They
freely adopt metnbers of other professional tribes, but only if such members
are willing to think, act, an4 behave like "true" geographers. They freely
adopt ideas and tools from adjacent tribes but only if such ideas or tools can
be recast 101 geographic framework or otherwise sanctified. Some menLLers
Of the tribe stress tradition, the "unbroken line of splendor" If:11:pg from
Greece and Alexandria. Other tribal members stress th, new

- ideas from neighboring tribes, the better to advance th( dell-
being of the tribe. A crucial few stress the nurturing age. nt.tw. ideas
originating within the tribe.

Centralesearch Questions . *. .

In analyzing such a tribe, where does-enetegin? 1 think one should begin
with the questions, or groups.of questions, to which geographers have sought
answers. For it is these research themes, directions of inquiry, or intellectual
problems which have attract most geographers into the tribe in the begin-
ning. It is these intriguing, puzzling, questions which have fired the imagina-
tion and inspired researcher, teacher, and student alike. It is these problems
which have given direction and thru t to both geographic research and geo7
graphic education.

The Science of G graphy5 list four majoi "clusteis of research inter-
est:" (1) physical geography, (2) hural geography, (3) political geography,
and (4) location theory studies. oval g .tography or area studies is noted
briefly, but not identified as a majo research theme. William Pattison6 has
a somewhat different list: (1) geography as earth science or physical geog-
raphy, (2) man-land geography or geography as ecology, (3) spatial or geo-
metric geography, And (4), geographic area studies or regional geography.
Pattison's list concerns approaches or "traditions" in geography rather than
only current research themes, the topic of the ad hoc committee. Consequently,
Pattison's list is the more complete and comprehensive, but the two lists are
generally quite compatible. The Science of Geography listing of physical
geography appears identical with Pattison's physical geography; The Science
of eography listing of cultura1 geog phy corresponds closely with Pattison's
man-land or ecological geogrphy; Th Science of Gcography's location theory
'studies can be included with no maj istortion in the somewhat broader
category of Pattison's spatial geography.

Political geography, as described in The Science of Geography, appears
to me to be an amalgam of man-land geography, area studies, and spatial
geography with primacy given to questions of spatial order. Interest in the
spatial consequences of political processes stresses a geometric research
focus; interest in landscape transformation carries overtones of a residual
research, interest in man-land geography. Other topical categories in geog-

5Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Geography, Earth Science Division, National Academ
of Scionces---Nationol Research .Council, The Science of Geography (Publication 12
Washington, D.C., .1965), pp. 8q,

6william Pattison, "The Four Traditions of Geography," Journal of Geography, LXIII (flay,
1964), pp. 211-216.
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raphy, such as economic geogrphy, havkalso been, and partially continue to
be, amalgams in terms of research themeS.---TTactitional economic geography
has contained elements of the Man-land question, the area study question, and
the spatial question, with primacy among thcse questions shifting over time,
Today, the spatial question dominates at least the production cored of urban-
economic-trarisp.,nation geography, with man-la-nd qilestions and geographic
area study questions relegated to a quite subsidiary position.8. Other topical

-ungs 'n geography, such as nopulation geography or, ,,Azcial,geograpby,
iiso to contain varying prop rtions of the four basic research questions
by Pattison. Thus one may conclude that_for our purposes here the

political geography research theme noted in The Science of Geography can be
broken into its component parts and redistributed under the man-land, geo-
graphic area studies, and spatial headings, with the major portion being joined
to a broad spatial orgeometric research cluster. The existence of geographic
area studies (regional geography) on the Pattison list of traditions and its
absence on The Science of Geography list of research clusters does not mean
that regional geography has no potential as a research theme, that it is neces-
sarily 1 dying tradition. The ad hoc committee was constrained to consider
the scientific aspects of geography rather than geography per se. Humanistic
aspects of geography perforce were slighted in the report. For many geog-
raphers,. regional geography has been .4 major vehicle to express their human-
istic tendencies as well as their scientific tendencies. ,Indeed, much of the
mosyvitar regional geography has been humanistic intone and spirit, however
much it may rest on scientific underpinnings. Likewise, there has been a
tendency, at least in the past, for much of the research in regional geography
to focus on educational objectives, i.e., to stress the understanding of areas
for the purpose of helping students totunderstand the diversity of the earth.
However, there is no inherent reason why research in geographic area studies
need be :united to either humanistic oreducational objectives. The objectives
in geographic area studies research can be quite as broad in scope and as
"pure" as those of any other research objective. Indeed, geographic area
studies research undertaken in this spirit can be highly effective in clarifying
the "answers" derived from research directed to solvingproblems in physical
geOgruphy, man-land geography, or spatial geography.

Pe' er liaggetc) also lists four areas of geographic inquiry. He does not
list physical geography as a distinct topic of inquiry, apart from research on
other geographic questions. No doubt this is because his book concerns "hu-
man geography." His listing of geographyas areal variation seems analogous
to geographic area studies as defined here; his geography as location studies
seems to equate with the location theory cluster of the ad hoc committee and
with Pattison's spatial or geometric geography; he distinguishes between the
landscape school of geography and the ecological school, a distinction nbt made
ty either Paulson or the ad hoc committee. I do not think that this distinction
is sufficiently important to list separately, unless one were prepared also to
subdivide the various lines of inquiry found within physical geography, geo-
metric geography, and geography as area studies.

7Robert B. McNee, "Toward Stressing Structure id Geographic Instruction or Good -by to
Hevea Eiraziliensis and All That," position paper for National Science Foundation: Summer
Institute in Approaches to Introductory College Geography, COlumbus, 1966.

8Edward J. Taaffe, "Introductory Economic Geograptly: Selected Ideas-Or Thorough Cover-
age," position paper for National Science Foundation: Summer institute in Approaches to
Introductory College Geograpiy, Columbus, 1966.

9Peter Haggett, Locational Analysis in Human Geography (New York: St. Marlin's Press,
1966). 399 pp.
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One may conclude, therefore, that a four-fold listing of the major research
questions or clusters of research interest in geography today includes:
(1) pure physical geography, or physical geography for its own sake, (2) man-
land geography, or questions concerning the interface between human sys-
tems and physical-biological systems, (3) spatial geography, now focusing
on location theory in urban-economic-transportation geography but.deriving
for a very ancient geometric concern ingeogra'phy and now spreading .to diffu-
sion theory in cultural geography, spatial political geography, and a general
concern for the unraveling of the spatialdimensions of society as a whole, and
(4) geographic area studies or regional geography, in the sense of fundamental
area research rather than only applied research for teaching or planning
purposes.

These four distinct research themes are mutuall:, supporting to some
degree but the unrestricted uevelopment of each tends to lead in four different
directions. Unfettered research in each thus produces divisive or centrifugal
effects within geography. Indeed, in the research sense one may speak of
geographies or the geographical sciences more accurately than one can speak
of a single, highly unified, research endeavor. Historically, geographers have
been unwilling to accept such a loose alliance as is implied in "the geo-
graphical sciences." They have tended, instead, to try to counter this divisive
tendency by various means. The now classic solution has been to give prece-
dence to one of the four directions of inquiry and to subordinate other types
of inquiry. However, the research question being given domiiiance has tended
to shift from one to the other over time. And always there have been in-
dividualistic, "deviationist," geographers who have resisted the popular trend
and continued to cultivate the research theme of their choice.

The general pattern is well known. In the 19th Century, some geographers
wanted to restrict inquiry to physical geography alone. In the late 19th Cen-
tury and early 20th Century, interest in the man-land question quickened and
many man-land geographers felt that physical geography, geographic area
studies, or spatial geography should be cultivated only insofar as they con-
tributed to illuminating man-land questions. Later, geographic area studies
flowered and in the councils of the mighty physical geography, spatial geog-
raphy, and man-land geography were subordinated to the rebirth of a very old
geographic vision, chorology. Probing of the geographic area studies question
reached its height just before, during, and after World War 11. In the last 15
years perhaps the oldest geographic question of all, the geometric question,
has again achieved the spotlight. In the light of past history, one should not
be surprised to find geography being re-defined today by some geographers in
such a way as to give pre-eminence to the revived spatial question and to sub-
ordinate physical geography, man-land geography, and area studies geography.
Indeed, The Science of Geography seems to give spatial geography a central
position. 1 believe this accurately reflects contemporary trends. But what
of more long-range trends?

1 see no reason for believing that the persistent pluralistic tendency of
the four research traditions will be long contained by anyone's definition of
geography as a whole, even though my own sympathies clearly lie with the
spatial. direction of inquiry. Both The Science of Gew,raplyi and Ldward Taaffe
make an excellent case for the centrality of the spatial question and the sub-
ordination of the other three questions. Robert Kates10 seems willing to
accept the centrality of the spatial question and the subordination of his own

10Robert Kates, "Links between Physical and Human Geography: A Systems Approach,"
position paper for National Science Foundation: Summer Institute in Approaches to In-
troductory College Geography, Columbus, 1966.
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special interest, iiian -land geography, so long as he is allowed to pursue his
own investigations in peace. Yet it remains to be seen whether he and other
man-land geographers will in any basic sense limit their research to tonics
contributing to the illumination of the spatial question. Alternatively, they
may rejoice when linkages between spatial geography and man-land geography
are found and yet may pursue the man-land quest whether such linkages are
found or not. Though geographic area studies research,is now out of fashion,
1 suspect that there will continue tobe hardy area studies geographers willing
to pursue the questions they themselves consider important, even at the price
of being ignored by others. As Taaffe indicates, the rise of spatial geography
and the decline of geographic area studies may encourage a revival of physical
,g, Jgraphy since in certain ways the two themes can be supportive. But one
wonders whether, in the long run, research in physical geography Can be re-
stricted to its ,spatial phases. The current spatial emplvlsis may turn out to
be just as inhibiting to physical geography as the man-land and geographic
area et les emphases proved to be. And which research question will pre-
domi e in the future? A decade or two hence, the probing of the spatial
quest n may be achieving breakthroughs and may be advancing at speeds far
beyo the wildest dreams of the most ardent spatial geographer. On the other
hInd, by then the most product' tre young geographic scholars may be more in-
trigued by questions derived from physical geography, man-land geography,
or even geographic area studies. Who can say? The classic solution to the
divisiveness of tlit four research questionselevating one question and sub-
ordinating the och=re ---has produced only temporary and illusory unity in the
field in the past. It is quite possible that the "systems analysis" umbrella
developed so effectively in The Science of Geography may convert diversity
to unity. Asa "systems" advocate, I would welcome such a trend. But it may,
in turn, only spawn new research directions. Such has been the lesson of his-
tory. Geography is, and for the immediately foreseeable future will remain, a
pluralistic research field. The field as a whole therefore has strong divergent
or centrifugal tendencies. This divergence must be taken into account in any
curricular planning.

The Geographic Value System
Since geography persists as a sub-culture in spite of the divergent ten-

dencies of the four research questions noted above, there must be unifying
forces to counteract divergence. Tribes and sub-cultures are held together
by many bonds, of which perhaps the most important is the group value system.
Is there a geographic value system and, if so, can its parts be clearly iden-
tified? 1 firmly believe that there is indeed quch a value system, though I am
by no means sure that 1 have properly identified all of its significant elements.
Perhaps the value most widely held in common among geographers is globalism.
Alternatively, it can be called the planetary view, the world view, or the earth-
as-a-whole view. In any case, it involves the belief that the ultimate object
of geographic concern must be the globe as a single, unitary, object. Accord-
ing to William Paulson, global transcendancy has provided a conceptual justifi-
cation for the linkage of the four different research, traditions since Erastos-
thenes and the Alexandrian geographers. Globalism has cften inspired geog-
raphers to great hypothetical and conceptual leaps, such as the Greek hypothe-
sizing about climatic zones or Mackinder's "closed world" system. No doubt
globalism plays a role in the persistence of systematic "world patterns"
courses and "world regional geography" courses for introductOry students.
GlObalism has been stressed somewhat less in recent years, particularly less
by geographers stressing problem-solving in both writing and teaching. Yet
globalism is invoked iriThe Science of Gemraphy'as if to sprinkle holy water



....

/
on the reawakened concern for geometric geographic questions. It stresses
the ' : need for understanding the world-wide man-environment syttem." I I Thus,
the ad hoc committee was able to express its globalism in the rubric of sys-
tems analysis. Belief in globalism varies in intensity among geographers, but
few, if any, geographers are entirely without it. ,

Values are often strange and, superficially considered, contradictory
things. The same geographers who often stress globalism may also be very
strong adherents of localism. By localism I mean a conviction that it is neces-
sary and desirable to study small areas directly and in situ, whether for
research or for instruction. Most commonly, localism is expressed in a de-
sire for field trips and/or field work and a disdain for "armchair geography"
or geography so abstract that it cannot be observed directly in the field. The
origins of localism as a geographic value are somewhat obscure. 'William
Pattison has suggested that possibly some type of polarity of values is involved,
i.e., that the sweeping generalizations required by globalism have produced
localism as a type of antidote or anti-body. There seems at least limited
justification for this view. Some of our strongest globalists are also strong
localists; those geographers least bound by the bonds of the global constraint
seem also willing to forego localism. In any case, some recent weakening
of both globalism and localism has been accompanied by a renewed concern
for levels of generalization between the local and the global. Some geogra-
phers, such as James Blaut, contend that the strongest hypotheses in geography
will come at the micro-study level. Overall, localism seems to be a somewhat
weaker value than globalism, though few geographers are unwilling to give at
least lip service to this value.

Holism (comprehensiveness, a-delight in geographic synthesis) is another
widely held value. According to this value, there is something inherently
"good" about a "total" treatment of a place or a process. On a strictly
logical basis, the comprehensiveness needed in any study is a direct function
of the purposes for which the study is being Made. But we are dealing here
with something other than strict logic, in fact, with values. Possibly globalism
and localism are only special cases of this yearning among many geographers
for a comprehensive view. But as I am using the term holism here I am re-
ferring to topics as well as areas. Thus, although holism JO perhaps most
strongly evident in area studies geo,raphy, it is also apParent in other
branches. Much of the lure of physical geography is in its completeness, its
unification of the physical and' biological worlds in one grand whole in which
the interconnectedness rather than the separateness of the parts is stressed.
Ian-land geography is another grand design, stressing the interconnections
between one great system (the *ecosystem) and another (the human system).
Maps have always been the great sign and symbol of spatial geography and the
map can be used to link all kinds of diverse phenomena in a detailed yet corn-
prehendable whole. Though the term holism is not unknown in geographic
writings, it is seldom used in ordinary geographicdiscourse. Yet the holistic
value is clearly one of the major yardsticks used by many geographers in
deciding whether a given work is "true" geographyor whether it falls beyond
the pale.

Perhaps map-love is the oldest of geographic values and the one most
responsible for attracting young people either into the profession itself or to
geography as a hobby. A great many professional geographers first became
interested in maps and, through maps, in other phases of the discipline. By
map-love I do not mean simply the ability to use maps as an ordinary means of
communication like word language or statistics. Nor do I refer here to the

I IAcl Hoc Committee, The Science of Geoorath, p. 10.
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use of maps as a research tool. I mean rathe: a simple and somewhat naive
wonder and delight in maps as a source of aesthetic experience. One can but
speculate about the psychological meanings of this attraction to maps. But
in any case, few geographers can avoid looking at a mapany map. Geog-
raphers tend to "understand" each other through the maps that they alike
enjoy; Non-geographers who also enjoy maps are generally held to be "good
guys" and even "brothers under the skin." Many geographers find it hard to
believe that there are actually some people who literally find maps boring,
insignificant, or too difficult to understand.

At least some geographers seem to place high value on earth reverence.By this I mean a belief that the earth is somehow quasi-human but with
powers much greater than those of mere humans. References to the "per-
sonality" of places may reflect this, as may terms such as "face of the earth."
Earth reverence comes strongly to the fore in the type of geographic conser-
vation course which stresses the negative aspects of man's modification of
the earth. William Pattison notes that such earth reverence may be a sur-
vival of values similar to those expressed in the ancient earth-mother re-
ligions. There is an apparent value conflict among geographers vis-a-vis
the man-nature dichotomy. The value most frequently verbalized today by
geographers is that man Ad nature are one and inseparable and that therefore
attempts' to make neat divisions between them for purposes of analysis or
otherwise are misleading and dangerous. Yet in the larger society, this dis-
tinct-Jn is usually made, with all of its ramifications such as the classic divi-
sion of natural science and social science. Some geographers see the prin-
cipal mission of geography as the healing of this breach. They would like to
"convert" all society to the "right" view, i,e., that man and nature are one
and inseparable. Other geographers, however, seem more willing to accom-
modate to the larger society, e* her because they like the man-nature distinc-
tion or because neither man-nature nor "oneness" are strong values for them.

Perhaps the strongest value of all is the most obvious: the value of
geographic inquiry, or the exploration for new geographic truths (problem-
solving). That all geographers uphold this value, though to varying degrees,
needs no explication.

It is highly unlikely that 1 have identifiedall geographic values; the values
most obvious to someone from outside a culture group may be those least
recognized by those within the group. Still, I believe that a continuing search
for the values held dear by geographers could be highly rewaruing. Pinpoint-
ing values as values, and not as Objective "truths," could speed the dialogue
on curricular reform in geography. Behind every, or nearly every, heated
exchange among geographers over t' 2 "right way" to teach geography there
lurks a value conflict. The real issues in curricular reform can be clarified
by identifying our values as accurately as we can.

Whatever the total list of geographic values might be, these values pro-
vide a basis for community, for sharing; theyact to unify geography, counter-
ing the divergent thrusts of the four different research themes. Though nearly.
a1,1 geographers seem to hold the values here discussed to at least some de-
gree, the geographic value system as a whole is not at all a simple one. in-
dividual geographers vary greatly in their ordering of these values. For
some, globalism is the supreme value, with all others subsidiary to it. For
others, holism is paramount, with globalism, map-love, and so on as special
opportunities to express holism. Still others are driven by map-love pri-
marily, with the globe seen as simply a giant map and holism as a very com-
plicated map. And uo on. Othergeographers seem to hold all of these values
in all- Lost equal esteem, varying over time in which they give precedence. The
more traditional geographers, who tend to be those who see themselves pn-
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marily as teachers rather than as researchers, cling most firmly to the first
six values and resist strongly if new directions of inquiry in the field ssiem
to threaten these values. Geographers who see themselves primarily as
researchers, however their active professional time may actually be divided,
are usually far more willing to sacrifice one or more of the first six values it

conflicts with their quest. For them, the supreme value is progress in the
exploration of one or more of the four major research questions; sacrificing
the constraints of one or more of the other values iS a small price to pay for
free inquiry. Hence there is continuing conflict among geographers over
values, both as to the relative merits of each of the first six values and as
to the merits of the unfettered research quest versus the preservation of
values such as globalism. These conflicts are continuous but they are height-
ened by curricular discussions, such as what the nature of introductory college
geography courses should be.
Methods and Techniques

Common methods and techniques also help to unify geography, in spite
of the disunity created by the four different research quests. "The centri-
petal effect of a common research technology needs little exposition. A com-
mon understanding of maps, air photos, space inodels, statistical methods,
and".... "geographic field methods encourages interest in otherwise dis-
parate research. New methods may therefore be feared as a divisive influ-
ence, but once the new methods have become widely accepted, they join the
old in unifying a field Current scattered resistance to the new statistical
methods in geography may be a case in point."12 Common teaching methods
and techniques also have a centripetal effect. The traditional reliance on the
wall map as a teaching device is an example. The widespread use of field
trips in instruction is another. Perhaps the most important is the traditional
conception of the role of the geography teacher. Traditionally, most geography
teachers seem to have seen themselves primarily as lecture-demonstrators
rather than leaders to initiate the student into active geographic problem-
solving. Strangely, this seems to have been true even for geographers them-
selves very actively engaged in geographic research or problem-solving. The
predominance of this lecture-demonstrator tradition in geography may be one
of the strongest supports for such traditions as holism and globalism. The
lecture-demonst,.ator tradition does, after all, call for stress on the creation
of the "grand design," the overall blueprint. The problem-initiator role, on
the other hand, calls for the probing of small pieces of reality, the antithesis
of the "grand design."
Geographic Vocabulary and Organizing Concepts

Still another source of unity in geography is a common language or vo-
cabulary. Most geographers know what an esker is whether they have any in-
terest at all in probing the research frontier of physical geography. The
term "central place" is now widely used, and misused. But more important
than the circulation of particular terms is that geographers commonly use
the terminology of one research cluster in the development of analogies in
other research clusters. The terminology of physical geography, especially,
has been repeatedly mined in this fashion. From watershed, we have derived
milk sheds, commuter sheds, and soon. L G. Wolf refers to the service area
of a church as a "salvation shed." Similarly, the term "traffic shadow"
seems to be directly derived from an analogy with the elder term "rain
shadow." In short, the terminology of geographers crosses major research
boundaries and hence tends to produce unity in thought.
I 2RoIrt B. McNee, The Structure of Geogropi,y and its potential Contribution to Gen-

eralist Education for Planning," Professional Geogrogh_e_t, XVIII (March, 1966), p. 64.
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In addition, there,are a number of organizaing concepts which serve as
major links in communication among the four research traditions. To serve
in this manner, the concept must have had a mixed parentage, originating in
more than' one of thu four research traditions, or must be used in more than
one research tradition even If originating in only one. Further, the concept
must be rather broad and vague, often with multiple meanings attached to it.
Broad, organizing, concepts which might fit such criteria include landscape,
areal ass iation, spatial interaction, regions and regionalizing, and, pos-
sibly, scale. The tern "landscape" is very widely used by some geographers,
though studiously avu. led because of its ambiguity by others (including this
author). The term may have originated in physical geography but it has been
used in man-land geography, geographic area studies, and spatial geography.
Sometimes it appears to refer to the physical-biological land surface along;
at other times it appears to mean the total man-land complex in a place; at
still other times it seems to imply more the actual mapping of the earth's
surfacei while in other cases it seems to mean the unit area used in area
studies. Perhaps the concept continues to have currency, despite scholatiy
analyses of its ambiguity, because of its very ambiguity. For some geogra-
phers, at least, it seems to be a useful tool for bridging the gaps among the
four research traditions. Areal Association refers to all kinds of relation-
ships in a place as distinguished from Spatial Interaction which includes all
kinds of relationships among places.13 Areal Association(and a related con-
cept, element-complexes) is broad enough and vague enough so that it can
refer to areal associations of physical-biological geography alone, or it may
refer to man-land associations, ortothe spatialdistribution of any phenomena
(as in the spatial tradition), or to areal associations which give character
to the unit areas of area studies geography. Spatial interaction, like the older
concept of circulation, can be used not only to refer to urban linkages (as in
the concept of situation) but also in physicalgeography (the migration of plants
and animals; the movement of wind and water), and in man-land geography
(the movements of peoples in relation to habitat). That regions and regional-
izing are widely used concepts in all four traditions is well known. Perhaps
scale should not be listed as one of the major organizing concepts of the field;
perhaps it would)e more accurate to say that all geographers are concerned
With the significance of scale in intdrpreting all geographic "truths."

While a common vocabulary and a common organizing concepts no doiibt
have at least .some effect in unifying the otherwise differing research clusters,
the unifying effect of such concepts and vocabulary is primarily important in
the teaching enterprise, particularly with introductory courses. In terms of
subject matter included, introductory geography courses around the country
appear to differ very widely. On the other hand, I suspect that most of us
could immediately recognize a course in introductory geography developed
by a fellow geographer and readily distinguish it from a "geography" course
developed by a non-geographer. I refer here to the fact that in many institu-
tions "geography" is taught by those primarily identified with other fields
such as geology, history, economics, or anthropology. Vocabulary and or-
ganizing concepts would be important yardsticks in Buchan evaluations though
these yardsticks might be used quite unconsciously. If such vocabulry and
common organizing concepts could be pinpointed with moreprecision than has
been possible in this document, it might be possible for geographers to more

13Edwin N. Thomas, "Sofir Comments abouta Structure of Geography with particular refer-
ence to Geographic Facts, Spatial Distribution, and Areal Association," Selected Class-
room Experiences: High' School Geography Project, ed. by Clyde Kohn, (National Coun-
cil for Geographic Education, 1964), op. 44-60.
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consciously unify the four research traditions within the framework of intro-
ductory courses.

The Structure of Geography: A Summary
According to the thesis developed in this paper,. there are four different

directions of geographic research: physicalgeography for its own sake; man-
land geography, concerned with the interface between physical-biological sys-
tems and human systems on the earth; area studies geography or chorology;
and spatial or geometric geography. The probing of these research clusters
gives direction and thrust to the field but creates divergence within it. In
spite of this, geographers are held in a community by the combined effects of
a shared valpe system (especially globalism, localism, holism, map-love,
earth reverence, the unity of man and nature, and the love of geographic in-
quiry), a common methodology and technology (to some degree in research
and to a high degree inteaching), and a common vocabulary and set of organiz-
ing concepts (especially such concepts as landscape, areal association, spatial
interaction, regions and regionalizing, and scale). Sikh unity 4s exists is
most evident in introductory courses, less evident in advanced courses, and
decreases in evidence as one approaches the research frontiers.

Part III. Relating the Structure of Geography to
Liberal Education and Teaching Strategy

The geography major should be introduced to most, if not all aspects of
the structure of geography as a discipline; however, not all aspects of the
structure of geography are necessarily significant in liberal (general) educa-
tion. One must be selective; for those aspects selected, one must determine
some rank ordering or priority. Here the selection process is guided not only
by the broad, general, aims of liberal education but also by the assumption
that some aspects of geography can be taught best by the problem-solving
approach while other aspects are more suited to the demonstration approach.

The Relation of the Geographic Value System to General Social Values
Among the values held dear by geographers(globalism, localism, holism,

map-love, earth reverence, the unity of man and nature, and the love of in-
quiry or problem-solving), the first two are clearly pertinent to liberal edu-
cation. Globalism has obvious advantages in reducing parochialism. Chauncy
Harris has stated the case well in his plea for the study of foreign areas and
peoples.14 Localism, on the other hand, encourages in-depth analysis and
perceptive observation, clear values for liberal education. Thus, attention
to both localism and globalism should be considered in designing courses for
liberal education. The case for holism is not quite as good, perhaps, but the
broad generalizations permitted by holism may be of great value in helping
students to recognize forests as well as trees. Aesthetic experience is an
important part of liberal education and no source of such aesthetic experi-
ence, such as maps, should be eschewed. Yet one wonders hether geogra-
phers are very effective in communicating map-love to non-geographers ex-
cept as a by-product of other activities. In that case, map-love need not be
considered explicitly in course design. However, explicit attention to maps as
a time-saving device and as a means of both communication and analysis could
have the by-product of communicating this map-loves No doubt the choice of

l4Chauncy D. Harris, The Geographic Study of Foreign Areas and Cultures in Liberal Edu-
cation," Geography in Undergraduate Liberal Educatlon, (Washington, D.C.: Association

of American Geographers, 1965), pp. 25-33.
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a title such as "map appreciation" rather than "map reading" for a map
course, as at Clark University, refleas a desire to allow expression of map-
love. In my opinion, it would be difficult to make a strong case for the value
of earth reverence and the belief in the unity of man and nature for liberal
education except as an attempt to make the student aware of the limitations of
our culture. The general American culture seems to stress a quite different
view, glorying in man's alleged "conquest of nature." It could broaden the
student's outlook to realize that at least some people consider the "conquest
of nature" theme inadequate. If this question were presented as an issue, a
basic value conflict rather than something for which we can establish objective
answers, the cause of liberal education would indeed be served. The love of
inquiry is of such an obvious value to liberal education that it needs no ex-
position.

Many, and perhaps all, of these values would be quite appropriate for a
lecture-demonstration course stressing the findings of geography. For a
course stressing geographic problem-solving, one cannot be so sure. In such
a course, the most significant values are the love of inquiry and localism,
particularly if localism is expressed in terms of actual field work and obser-
vation by the student, presumably in the university locality. Globalism should
not be ruled out entirely in such a course. However, globalism would have
to be muted in order to have geographic problems of d complexity appropriate
for beginning students. For similar reasons, a course stressing problem-
solving would of necessity give limited attention to holism, map-love, earth
reverence, and the unity of man and nature in the specific design of the course.
These values would find their expression by indirect means through the per-
sonality of the instructor and their reflection in geographic writings. High-
lighting one valuethe initiation of the student irto geographic problem-
solvingcannot, be attained except through reducing the specific attention
devoted to many of the other values long held dear by geographers.
Methods and Techniques

The justification for the inclusion of geographic 'research methods and
techniques in an introductory course for liberal education must lie in their
general utility or applicability. That is, only those methods or techniques
should be introduced which one could reasonably suppose might ultimately
be useful to the student in other contexts. For example, the more technical
aspects of cartography seem of dubious value for general education. For-
tunately, a relatively small percentage of geographic research methods or
techniques are so specialized that their introduction would be clearly anti-
thetical to the aims of liberal education.

A course stressing the presentation and demonstration of the findings of
geographers has little need for the introduction of geographic research
methods and techniques; instead, it has need for a vast array of geographic
presentation techniques, of which the foremost today is the wall map and in
the future may be transparencies. However, a course stressing geographic
problem-solving does need geographic research methods and techniques.
,These should be introduced in a highly selective manner, introducing only
those actually needed for problem-solving within the course itself, and then
only as needed. Though the problem-solving type of course must of necessity
de-emphasize some parts of the structure of geography (such as certain as-
pects of the value system), it emphasizes other aspects of that structure (the
lo\e of geographic inquiry and geographic methods and techniques).

Geographic Vocabulary and Organizilgi Concepts
The criterion for the inclusion of a specialized geographic vocabulary

and the organizing concepts of geography in an introductory course inAaberal
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education must be the long-range utility 'or applicability of such vocabulary
and concepts. Though this is a criterion most often honored in the breach, it
is a highly significant one. A great many courses in liberal education, geo-
graphic and otherwise, turn out to be vocabulary exercises, with dozens if not
hundreds of highly specialized terms of little value to the general student. It
should be possible to develop a list of geographic terms, such as hinterland,
accessibility, or environment, which would have long-range utility for the
student as well as having value within the confines of the course. Other geo-
graphic terminology should be eschewed, except as absolutely vital to the
course itself. Among the great organizing concepts of geography, two which
should unquestionably be introduced by name are regions and scale, because
these terms have wide currency outside the profession. The concepts of
areal association and spatial interaction, whether specifically introduced by
name or not, would seem to have great general value for non-geographers as
alternative ways of organizing reality. My reservation about introducing
these terms by name is based on a desire to keep jargon to a minimum. Yet
the ideas represented by these terms are important. That is, it is the idea
which is important, not the term. On personal bias, I would exclude the con-
cept of landscape.

1 see no reason for believing that the introduction of vocabulary and or-
ganizing concepts should differ for a demonstration course and a problem-
solving course except, perhaps, in the sequence of their introduction. In a
lecture-demonstration course such vocabulary and/or organizing concepts
could be introduced first by name and then explained and illustrated. Alter-
natively, examples to which such terms or organizing concepts could be ap-
plied could be introduced first, followed by the actual introduction of the term
by name. In a problem-solving course, however, it would seem advisable to
follow the latter course, that is, to give the student experiences with a situa-
tion before a name is supplied as a handle.

The Four Clusters of Research Questions
For the aims of liberal education, all four of the geographic research

traditions seem highly significant. Certainly every educated man should have
the kinds of understandings of nature and natural processes in situ provided
by physical geography. Courses of the types advocated by Melvin Marcus15
and Douglas Carterlio would be truly liberating courses for most students.
Man-land geography also deals with fundamental questions significant for a
liberal education. That is, 1 concur wholeheartedly with the statement in
The Science of Geography: "one of the great problems of scholarship
is c full understanding of the vast overriding system on the earth's surface
comprised by man and the natural environment. Indeed, it is one of the four
or five great overriding problems commanding the attentionof all science."17
The ideas of Robert Kates, supplemented by ideas drawn from Homer Asch-

15Melvin G. Marcus, "Introductory Physical Geography in the College Curriculum," posi-
tion paper for National Science Foundation: Summer Institute in Approaches to Introduc-
tory College Geography, Columbus, 1966.

16Douglas B. Carter, The Role of Climate in the Introductory Physicol Geography Course,"
position paper for National Science Foundation: Summer Institute in Approaches to In-
troductory College Geography, Columbus, 1966.

17Ad Hoc Committee, The Science of Geography, pp. 8-9.
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mann,18 Wilbur Zelinsky,19 and Donald Meinig,20 would provide a fine basis
for such a course. Similarly, a course based on the geographic area studies
research cluster could expand the student's horizons, whether the course were
cast in the traditional world regional format or whether it followed the more
imaginative design developed by Ann Larimore21 with the advice of Norton
Ginsburg and Chauncy Harris. So also could courses emphasizing the spatial
tradition, such as Arthur Robinson's map course22 or the course now being
developed at Iowa.23 In my view, an advantage of the spatial approach for
liberal education is that the spatial approach is peculiarly fitted to introduce
the student to some of the major social forces now at work on the earth:
urbanization, expanding interdependence and declining isolation, accelerating
economic development, cultural diffusion and integration, and the erosion of
old political loyalties.

However, developing four introductory courses, one for each of the re-
search traditions, does not seem very practicable. Even if space in the col-
lege curriculum permitted this, it would seem more desirable to concentrate
on one, or at most two courses, ratherthan to diffuse effort too widely. Fur-
thermore, presumably the aim should be to introduce geography rather than
one of its segments only. Hence some kind of compromise is necessary.

One classic solution to this dilemma is to select one of the four, usually
that for which one has the greatest research affinity, and to use that as the
basic theme for the course. Depending on the catholicity of the instructor,
the other research traditions may appear as significant sub-themes or they
may hardly appear at all. The greatest advantage of this solution is that such
a course can be highly coherent and structured. Its major disadvantage is
that it only partially introduces ggeooggr_apFhyy, principally one of itb divisions.

Another classic solution to the i emma involves the pairing of research
traditions. Thus, the classic physical-human geography arrangement. Ir. one
course, or in the first half of a single course, physical geography is empha-
sized. In the other, "human geography" is emphasized. However, in specific
courses the man-land tradition may dominate this "human geography" seg-
ment while the spatial tradition and area studies are either sub-themes or
disappear. In other "human geography" courses, the area studies theme may,
dominate while the spatial tradition and man-land geography are either sub-
themes or disappear. In still other arrangements, spatial geography (repre-

18Homer Aschmonn, ""Con Cultural Geography be Taught?" position paper for National
Science Foundation: Summer Institute in Approaches to Introductory College Geography,
Columbus, 1966.

19Wilhur Zelinsky, "The Use of Cultural Concepts in Geographical Teaching; Some Con-
spiratorial Notes for a Quiet Insurrection," position paper for National Science Founda-
tion: Summer Institute in Approaches to IntroductoryCollege Geography, Columbus, 1966.

20D.W.Meinig, "Position Paper: Cultural Geography," position paper for National Science
Fou9dation: Summer Institute in Approaches to Introductory College Geography, Colum-
bus, 1966.

21Ann E. Larimore, "The World Regional Geography Course: Alternatives for its Teaching,"
draft, Commission on College Geography, Sub-panel on a World Regional Course, May,
1966.

22Arthur H. Robinson, "The Potential Contribution of Cartography in Liberal Education,"
Geography in Undergraduate Liberal Education (Washington, D.C.: Association of Amer.
icon Geographers, 1965), pp. 34-47

23Under the leadership of Kenneth Rummage, as reported by Clyde Kohn, The Iowa Ap-
proach or Revisionists at Work," position paper for National Science Foundation: Summer
Institute in Approaches to Introductory College Geography, Columbus, 1966.
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sented primarily by maps and globes) is teamed with physical geography in
one half of the course while area studies and man-land geography are teamed
in the other part. Alternatively, sometimes physical geography is paired
with man-land geography while spatial geography and area studies are linked
together. Still another hypothetical possibility is to have a course with fouz
segments of roughly equal value, with one segment for each of the four tradi-
tions, though I do not know of anyone who has tried this. No doubt someone has.

It does not seem possible to imagine any grouping of the research tradi-
tions within a course, or courses, that has not been tried by some introductory
geography teacher somewhere. The decision as to which of these many possi-
ble solutions to the dilemma is "best" rests on the instructor's value judg-
ment as to (a) the attraction of each of the four research traditions to him per-
sonally, (b) his estimate of the relevance of each of the four research tradi-
tions to the aims of liberal education, and (c) his catholicity.

The problem of choice becomes more complicated if one introduces the
question of problem-solving courses versus demonstration courses. It seems
apparent that all four of the research traditions can be taught with equal facil-
ity in the demonstration framework. But this is not necessarily true for the
problem-solving format. Though some aspects of all four research traditions
can be taught through the problem-solving approach, one cannot assume that
all aspects of all four traditions fare equally well under the problem-solving
format. I cannot think of ar., aspect of the spatial research cluster which
could not be made operational in problemstthe students themselves could
solve. Douglas Carter has given us several excellent examples of how phye-
ic,a1 geography can be taught in a problem-solving format. Perhaps all of
physical geography could be so taught, though this would be a great break
from the traditional "world patterns" type of c arse. Man-land geography
presents many opportunities for student problem-solving, some of which have
been indicated by Homer Aschmann. However, one wonders how well under-
classmen could deal with problems using such sophisticated concepts as cul-
ture or environment. These and many other concepts in man-land geography
are grand generalizations and important for liberal education; making them
operational in terms of problem-solving by students with very limited experi-
ence with either cultural or environmental diversity would be a major task.
Area studies, to be worthwhile, call for an especially high level of judgment
and sophistication, qualities not notably present among underclassmen. Though
some problem-solving in the area studies framework is entirely possible,
particularly if enough time is granted and if the area is well-known to the
student, perhaps the area studies tradition can generally best be served by
the seasoned lecturer-demonstrator. On the other hand, if means could be
devised to present area studies in a problem-solving format, area studies
geography might be revitalized. if an area-studies type of geography course
were presented as a senior-level, capstone, course, rather than as an intro-
ductory, freshmen-level, course, then much more problem-solving might be
possible.

Relating the Structure of Geomphy to the Aims of
Liberal Education and Teaching Strategy: Conclusions

Aspects of the structure of geography which seem particularly appro-
priate for the aims of liberal educationinclude all geographic values, the less
specializedgeographic' methods and techniques, geographic terminology in
common usage such as hinterland or environment, most of the great organiz-
ing concepts of geography (though not necessarily by name), and all four of
the geographic research traditions. Within an introductory course or course
sequence, the four traditions may be combined in various ways, depending on
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value judgments by the instructor relating to his personal preferences in re-
search and his assessMent of the value of each type of research for liberal
education.

A lecture-demonstration type of introductory course is particularly
appropriate for conveying certain values of geographers, notably globalism,
but also, if desired, holism, map-love, earth reverence, and the unity of man
and nature. A lecture-demonstration course by definition eschews the re-
search methods and techniques of geographers but makes full use of the tra-
ditional demonstration technology of geography, including wall maps. Both
lecture- demonstration courses and problem-solving courses seem equ'ally
appropriate for teaching geographic vocabulary and geographic organizing
concepts. All four research clusters are equally amenable to the lecture-
demonstration approach, though the conclusions of these research traditions
are emphasized rather than the remaining questions or unsolved problems.

A problem-solving course, on the other hand, emphasizes the questions
raised by a discipline. Where introduction to these questions conflicts with
other aspects of the value system-, the value of inquiry must triumph over such
values as globalism and map-love. Localism, however, is a value which can
be quite compatible with the questing bent. Whereas the introduction of re-
search methods and techniques is unnecessary for the lecture-demonstration
approach, the research methods and techniques of geographers must be intro-
duced in a problem-solving course to the degree nr-;,essary for actual student
problem-solving. The introduction of selected geographic terminology and
organizing concepts can he basically of the same nature as for a lecture-
demonstration course, though the data might well be introduced before the
term or cdncept applicable to the data. The problem-solving approach seems
most applicable to the spatial research cluster and physical geography, but
possibly less applicable to man-land geography and area studies geography.
As a further consideration, a problem-solving course would stress those re-
search frontiers now being most rapidly -probed by research geographers.
Currently. this would mean giving greatest stress to spatial geography.

A course stressing problem-solving, and yet using lecture-demonstra-
tion approaches in appropriate combinations with problems, can maximize
these advantages while retaining some of the advantages previously discussed
for lecture-demonstration courses. The course outlined in subsequent pages
tries to do this.

Part IV. The Institutional Setting for the Course

This course is designed to Lit a particular institutional setting, that of the
University of Cincinnati. it will be tried as an alternative to an existing
course, Geography 104-5-6, Introduction to Cultural Geography. A year
course, it extends over three quarters or about 90 hours of classes. it meets
the requirements of the Arts and SciencesCollege for a social science course;
it also fulfills the need for a geography course for Lducation majors preparing
to teach social studies. The department also offers Geography 101-2-3; and
111-2-3, Introduction to Physical Geography, a course extending over three
quarters and about 90 hours of lecture and 180 hours of laboratory time. in-
troductory Physical Geography meets the requirements for a natural science
course in the, Arts and Sciences College. Thus, like many institutions, the
University of Cincinnati draws a sharp distinction between social science
courses and natural science courses.

introduction to Geographic Behavior has been selected as the name for
the proposed new course. This title Implies that the course is to be clearly
an introduction to geography as a social science. Traditionally, the physical
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geography courses given in most institutions have clearly been science
courses. However, courses labeled "Human Geography," "Cultural Geog-

aphy," "World Geography," or "Ginbal Geography," have usually been
ourses in general geography, mixtures of science (physical geography), hu-

manistic geography (regional geography), and geography as social science.
Generally, the social science component in such courses has been much the
weakest of the three. But today the social science component in geographic
research is stronger than any other, Put differently, our research affinity
for econqmics, political science, anthropology, sociology, and psychology has
gr'Own nikhtily in the last few decades. Therefore, there is a widening gap
between traditional introductory geography courses in "Human Geography"
and current geographic research. I believe tl',t the Arne is over-ripe to de-
velop introductory course which more consciously reflect this long-time
trend in geographic research, courses which consciously seek to narrow the
gap between the research trend and teaching practice. At the same time, this
would be 3 more honest course, a course fitting the "social science" classifi-
cation of mo3t "human geography" courses.

McCarty and Lindberg24 have expressed the same point in a somewhat
different manner. They note that some geographers tend to stress human
activities (behavior) whereas other-geographers seem more concerned with
facilities or the physical objects associated with such activities. The proposed
course would stress the analysis of activities and concern itself with facilities
only as incidental to the former. Therefore, an alternative title for the course
might be "Introduction to Geographic Activisy." 1 assume geographic be-
havior or geographic activity to include (a) spatial vatterns of movement by
humans or directed by humans, (b) spatial patterns of facilities associated with
ouch movements, and (c) human decision making which creates, maintains,
and modifies the above patterns. This is meant to incliide human reactions
to the earth, such as the development of space-adjusting tee) aiques, resource-
converting techniques, and modifications of the earth's surface. This would
clearly be a social science course.

In adapting this course to the needs of other institutions, the most thorny
problem is that of length. In only a few institutions does geography have two
parallel introductory courses, each a year in length. More commonly, only
one semester is available for the type of introductory geography here pro-
posed. Could the year long course here proposed be squeezed into one semes-
tet? I belive that it could, particularly by (1) emphasizing lectures more and
student problem-solving less, and (2) rechIcing the number of case 8tudies
and/or (3) eliminating Episode E,' the Earth as Modified and Modifiable by
Human Action. 13,A I am dubious *bout the wisdom of such a telescoping.
There is a strong possibility that it would then be just another lecture-demon-
stration course of whili we already have abundant eAamplee. Still other insti-
tutions have only one semester available ior all introductory geography, in-
cluding geography as nat'ural science and geography as social science. Could
the course be adapted for the needs of such institutions? It is highl, doubtful
tf this would be practical. Yet segmentb of the proposed course could' be
lifted out and placed in a course design appropriate for the needs of such in-
stitutions.
Part V. Course Design

The f6llowing ,outline is intended as a general outline or design for the
proposed course, not as a lecture guide. Since the course is given to stress

24H. H..McCarty, and J. B. Lindberg, A PisfaCe to Economic Geography (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hail, 1966), 261 pp.
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problem-solving, the material in this outline should be implemented wherever
feasible by exercises, field problems, homework assignments, term projects,
discussion, and similar means which actually engage the students iiractive
problem-solving. Those aspects of the course which caiiitot be.\well presented
in thin fashion should be dealt with through appropriate.lectures. For ex-
ample, some topic may prove to be too complex to handle,' in the time allowed,
through. actual student problem-solving; appropriate lectures cotild save time.
In other cases, lectures would be necessary to give structure and coherence
to a series of problem-solving situations. The most appropriate balance be-
tween problem-solving situations and lectures can only be determined through
actual experimentation with the course.

For each major segment of the course, the objectives are discussed under
two distinct headings: Structural Objectives and Content Objectives. Struc-
tural objectives refer to attempts to give the student direct exposure to some
particular aspect of the structure of geography (see Part II). Content objectives
refer to knowledge of geographic phenomena deemed useful for the student,
regardless of its implications in terms of the structure of geography.

A. INTRODUCTION: THE CITY REGION
(approximately 20 per cent of the course)

1. Structural dectives
The purpose of this episode is to introduce the course through the analysis

of the city region, not to present everything there is to be known about cities.
The acquisition of specitic knowledge concerning cities is subordinated to the
more general goal of acquiring ideas and skills useful later in the course. In
particular, these include (a) skills in direct observation, since opportunities
for experiences in direct observation are at a maximum in this particular
portion of the course, (b) skills in the use of simple statistics, air photos
(Stone, 10; Wither, 49) and maps; opportunities for the use of air photos and
topographic maps are at a maximum in this particular part of the course,
(c) understanding of the use of geographic models; opportunities for develop-
iivz, models from observei relationships and/or testing standard models with
observed data are at a ma...imum in this episode (Gregory, 5; Haggett, 7;
Yeates, 51), (d) familiarity with the implications of shifts in the scale at which
the geographic problem is observed or stated; this theme should,run through-
out the course but early and repeated experiences are necessary to establish
such familiarity; an appropriate experience might be by using a variety of
maps of the same city regionat a series of different scales, (e) initial experi-
ences with three types of geographic interpretation: areal association, spatial
interaction, and regionalizing (Thomas, 11); these types of geographic inter-
pretation should occur repeatedly in the course but early and repeated experi-
ences are necessary to establish full familiarity; except for the regional con-
cept, these terms; as terms, need not be introduced specifically, (f) familiar-
ity with the concept cf area studies or choroloiy; through most of the course
the area etudies research cluster is subordinated to the spatial research
cluster; hence this opportunity to specifically recognize this aspect of geog-
raphy should not be lost (McNee, 38; Gottmann, 26; Dickinson, 23; Borchert,
19; Bjorklund, 1g).

2. Content Objectives
A major objective of this episode is to introduce the course, and hence

geography, in the setting most familiar to the student and most directly rele-
vant to the present and future life of the student, the city regicn. Most students
today live in cities and most of them will spend a very large proportion of
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their lives in cities. Put differently, the objective is to establish an analogue
base from which more distant and more complex geographic phenomena can
be interpreted.

A related objective is to focus the student's attention on the currently
most dynamic element in the global man-land system and the element which
is likely, to 1 emain the most dynamic during the student's lifetime. In this
way he can be made to feel that geographic ideas are indeed relevant to his
life and to his future.

A further objective is to provide initial experiences with four major
classes of geographic phenomena which form the topical headings for the
major subdivisions or episodes of the course: the production system, the
culture system, the political system, and the earth as modified by human
action. This synthesis, based on a "systems analysis" approach similar to
that developed in The Science of Geography, provides unity for the course.

3. Topical Sequence
a. Perception of the Urban Environment

The course should present geography as an adventure in bringing
conceptual order to spatially distributed phenomena on the earth's sur-
face. This adventure can be sharpened by experiences which lead the
student to understand that (1) he already has a mental image of what a
city region is, acquired through past experiences, (2) this mental image
of the city affects his behavior and that of others, (3) this mental image
is not necessarily the same as that of other members of the class, (4) this
mental image corresponds only very roughly to the "real" world or
the "observable" world, (5) this mental image is "culture bound," i.e., .
an image of possible value in understanding a contemporary American
city of a size and complexity familiar to the student, but of only limited
value anti very possibly a handicap in understanding most cities of the
past, present, and future, and (6) that this problem of developing a ra-
tional and coherent view of the city region is only a special case of a more
general problem of geographic perception. An eXercise which would
achieve these goals involves ask ng students to draw a map of the city
and include whatever they feel is important (Lynch, 33; Price, 43; Wagner.
138). Comparison and analysis of the results can show the diversity and
complexity of perception.

b. The City as a Production System (Appelbaum and Cohen, 14; Berry,
15, 16; Carol, 20; Johnson, 27; Karaska, 28; Linge, 30; Logan, 32;
Vance, 46)
The production system within the city region should be treated in

such a way that the student will begin to understand that (1) the produc-
tion system can be profitably viewed as a complex spatial web of produc-
tion /consumption points, lines, and areas linked together by various
forms of spatial interaction, (2) such webs are created, maintained, and
modified by a continuous and continuing chain of locational decisions by
the participants in the life of the city region, (3) the spatial production
web can be u,nderstood in part by assuming rationality on the part of the
decision makers and productive efficiency as the principal goal for the
system, and (4) that, though urban geography is in its infaiicy, existing
theories and generalizations can be iseful in interpreting urban spatial
production patterns, both statically and dynamically; appropriate theories
and generalizations include those relating to city growth (input-output
analyses; city-forming versus city-serving classifications), models of
urban form (concentric rings, sector growth, multiple nuclei, and
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megalopolis), and the centr place concept (simplified form). Gravity
ikodels might well be introduced, but, if so, great care should be taken
to show their conceptual limitations. Exerciseirequiring the students
to collect data or, their own movements andthen analyze these movements
can be used with great effectiveness.

c. Value Systems and Technology (Chang, 21, Mabogunje, 34; Pred, 40;
Price, 43, Ward, 48)
The city should be presented in such a way that the student appre-

ciates (1) that all locational decision making occurs within the framework
of a particular value system and a particular technology (cultural rela-
tivivo), (2) that hence changes in the value system and/or technological
sys m will produce changes in the spatial web of society, including the
production web, (3) that urban spatial production systems vary widely
around the world, in part because of differences in values and tech-
nology, and (4) that though many aspects of the spatial implications of
varieu value systems and technological systems remain to be explored,
existing ideas and generalizations can be useful in interpreting pities
today. Ideas which might profitably be introduced.could include sentient
occupance 'possibly applied to several cities of varied types, large and
small, successful and unsuccessful, and so on), comparative urban geog-
raphy (for example, case studies of cities from the Mcislem world, China,
India, and so on; the objective would be to raise questions as to what kind
of generalizations might fit cities in general and what kind would require
deep cultural exploration), and the concept of cultural diffusion (for ex-
ample, this could be developed through case studies of the diffusion of
particular street grid patterns (Stanislawski, 45), of the skyscraper idea
(Gottmann, 96), or of forms of manufacturing which developed in one city
and spread to others; the students could be given the data and asked to
analyze the diffusion pattern).

d. Problems of Public Policy (Gottman, 25; Logan, 31; Mayer, 35, 36;
Cohen, 115)
The city should be presented in such a way that the student appre-

ciates the importance of political territorialism as a constraint in loca-
tional decision making by both public and private groups. Such experi-
ences need not be long or detailed and might be limited to a few case
studies of locational conflicts within the city region such as (1) conflicts
arising from the territorial fragmentation of metropolitan regions, and
(2) conflicts arising from decisions about the location of public services
such as schools, hospitals, libraries, expressways, parks, or urban
renewal projects. Actual case studies from a recent local conflict un one
such question can be highly useful,,as stiudent problems.

e. Modifications of Urban Sites (Fenneman, 24; Kiupers, 29; Mayer, 35;
McNee, 38)
The urban episode is an excellent place for initial experiences with

the general topic of "The earth as modified and modifiable by human
action" because such modifications are particularly apparent in city re-
gions. However, there is no necessity to develop this topic comprehen-
sively or exhaustively. The point can be made with a few carefully se-
lected problems or case studies selected from such general topics as
flood protection, air and water pollution, the increasing percentage of
land covered by concrete or blacktop, or the use of large-scale earth-
moving equipment to modify land forms. Issues of conflict and compro-
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mica between public and private policy could be explored with great
effectiveness. Map exercises in which the student is asked to n -create
the original land surface could be used,

f. A Comprehensive View: The City Region
Areal differentiability or chorology is one of the major organizing

ideas of geography. A principal advantage of emphasizing it in this part
of the course is that no other part of the course has a structure more
arnenable'to its presentation. As the concluding segment of Episode A of
this course, it can simultaneously summarize the study of the city region
and provide experiences in regionalizing. Case studies requiring students
themselves to regionalize are especially desirable (examples: delimita-
tion of a metropolitan region, delimitation of the CUD, delimitation of a
"slum" or a "ghetto"). This could be in the form of a map exercise in
wnich a series of maps of Cie city region were provided and the student
was requested to create boundary and defend it.

B. THE GEOGRAPHY OF PRODUCTION
(approximately 40 per cent of the course)

I. Structural Objectives
A principal objective of this episode should be to bring the student as

close as practicable to the research frontiers of one of the four ma jor research
clusters of geography: spatial, geometric, or location theory geography.
Aspects of area studies geography or man-land geography may also appear
but these should appear as appropriate to the elaboration of the spatial re-
search cluster rather than as major topics in themselves. In furtherance
of this major objective, there Should be an introduction of selected aspects of
geographic research methodology as needed in actual problem-solving by the
student: geographic models (possibly somewhat more sophisticated than those
introduced in Episode A), air photos, common statistical methods, maps at
varied scales and of varied types, sthndard statistical sources, and so on.
Locational terminology in common usage or essential to the thought pattern
of the course may be introduced (examples: hinterlands, urban networks,
central place, manufacturing complexes, interdependence, the urba n-rura I 'con-
t inuum). There should be experiences with three types of geogra, aiC inter-
pretation: areal association, spatial interaction, and regionalization.

4.

2. Content Objectives
The data used to implement the structural objectives above should be se-

'acted in such a way as to make clear to the student(s) that (a) he is living in
aevolutionary age interms of the way production is organized and distributed

over the earth, (b) that production systems can be illuminated by viewing them
as an integrated set of production points, lines, and areas, (c) that such spatial
production systems can be examined at various levels of magnitude, from
local communities through various levels tothe earth as a whole, (d) that such
spatial production systems operate as they do because of locational decision
making by both individua,ls and groups, (e) that the degree to which an area is
Integrated into the larger spatial production whole can be measured and
analysed, (f) that today most spatial production systems are highly dynamic
so that on the one hand an area may be becoming less well integrated into the
spatial whole (i.e., depressed areas are those no longer well integrated into
the system) while on the other hand some other area is being "developed" or
brought into the system more fully than before, and (g) that the growth of
spatially integrated production systems is a major aspect of "Westernization,"
"urbanization," and "development."
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3. Topical Sequence (Garrison, 63, 64, 65; King, 78)
a. Agglomeration versus Dispersion in the Location of Services (Berry

and Garrison, 54, 55, 56; Get's, 69: Lukerman, 81: McCarty and Lind-
berg, 82; Morrill, 83)
The analysis of locations within the production system should begili

with services for two reasons. First, because services are most clearly
related to urban centers, providing a tie to Part A. Secondly, be-
cause of the expanding role of services as sources of employment in de-
veloped economies. Distinctions should be made betvieen routine serv-
ices (examples: grocery stores) and highly specialized services such
as research centers or managerial decision-making. The problems of
the location of services should be presented as a spatial dilemma for
society. Thus, on the one hand, there are clear advantages in agglomera-
tion in order to provide a higher level of services. Yet, on the other
hand, there are clear advantages in dispersing services so as to be as
close to customers as possible, an aspect which is particularly important
when those served (such as farmers) are dispersed over wide areas.
Existing or hypothetical central place systems could be presented as
compromises developed to resolve this dilemma. Concepts such as
threshold, range, and hierarchy should be systematically developed. A
possible exercise might involve the comparison of "expect..d" service
distributions ("expected" according to some central place- model) and
"actual" or "observed" distributions in a particular area.

b. Agglomeration versus Dispersion in the Location of Production from
Photo-Synthesis (Birch, 57; Dunn, 60; Garrison and Marble, 68;
Grotewold, 73; Hoag, 76; Lewthwaite, 79; McCarty and Lindberg, 82;
Prunty, 85; Harvey, 74)
Agriculture, per se, should not be one of the major segments of

analysis. Rather, a distinction should be made between those types of
production which depend directly on the process of photo-synthesis and
hence normally require large areas (crop production, commercial fores-
try, grazing on ranges) and those types of agriculture which do not de-
pend directly on photo-synthesis and hence are capable of being concen-
trated at points (animal husbandry). Animal husbandry can thus be treated
as a special aspect of production from photo-synthesis or can be dis-
cussed with manufacturing as a type of processing and fabricating. In any
case, production from photo-synthesis should be presented as a spatial
problem for society. On the one hand, there are advantages in locating
the production of a particular crop with respect to the particular alities
of land (climate, soils, topography, and other qualities) affect . lant
growth. On the other hand, there are clear advantages in reduci ans-
port costs as much as possible. Hence some compromise is necessary.
Different forms of production from photo-synthesis are affected in dif-
ferent ways by this dilemma. There is competition from the various
types of production for the use of sunlight-space. The complex of com-
promises produces a very intricate and dynamic pattern of land uses.
In short, some sort of modified von Thunen analysis could be used, par-
ticularly if it were shown that its significance changes depending on the
size of the area under consideration and the complexity of its spatial
production system (i.e., its level of "development"). A wide variety of
problems can be developed from the basic von Thunen formulation; these
problems can be at increasing levels of difficulty as additional variables
are introduced.
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c. Agglomeration versus Dispersion in ,he Production of Minerals and
\ Power from Wind and Water

, t Probably this analysis should be quite limited because the theoretical
framework for the analysis of the location of such production is today very
inadequate. There is no well developed set of location theories for this
phase of economic geography. However, there are some challenging
questions which could excite the student. The same general dilemma is
involved as fox the location of services and the location of production
from photo-synthesis, i.e., there are advantages in both agglomeration
and dispersion. However, mining is a somewhat special case because of
the major role played by exploration and the special effects of modern
investment practices with respect to mineral exploration. Further,
mining is subject to special effects through the economies of scale. Dis-
covery, by the student, of the high degree of concentration of the produc-
tion of many minerals is much more significant than the memorization
of long lists of mineral production points or areas. Problems involving
analysis of the more widely dispersed minerals (examples: gravel,
limestone) have advantages over those more subject to special geologic
considerations (such as petroleum). ..

d. Agglomeration versus Dispersion in Processing and Fabricating (Alex-
anderson, 52; Boas, 58; Gregor, 72; Henderson, 75; Estell and Bu-
chanan, 61; Greenhut, 71; Hurley, 77; Linge, 80; McCarty and Lind-
berg, 82; Pred, 84; Stafford, 87)
Processing and fabricating is here meant to include animal husbandry

and handicrafts as well as "manufacturing." Processing and fabricating
should be discussed-after the previous forms of production because many
forms of manufacturing are essentially "product Golutions" to locational
dilemmas in the production of services, or production from photo-synthe-
sis, and a service may require such large audiences that dispersing it
into localities may be ineffective. For example, only larger centers
may be able to afford symphony orchestras and consequently people in
small centers are too far away to attend. Solution: produce hi-fi records
which can be played anywhere. This, ih turn, may increase the desire
to attend "live" symphonic performances and hence to the development
of more local symphonies. Subsequently, the demand for hi-fi records
may increase. A time factor is also involved. The hi-fi record can be
played at any hour and in any season. Or, a particular crop may be very
expenbive and of uncertain supply because it is produced in such a distant
place.' Solution/ produce a synthetic product in a manufacturing plant
close by. This sometimes leads to a decline in the production from photo-
synthesis but in other cages the expansion of demand may buoy the
initial type of production, particularly if some value is attached to "na-
tural" products. Processing and fabricating should be presented as a
spatial dilemma: agglomeration or concentration has advantages but so
also does dispersion. Differing forms of manufacturing are affected
differently by this dilemma. Varied linkages between different forms
of manufacturing and between manufacturing and services or manufactur-
ing and photo-synthetic production further complicate the pattern. The
student hould have experience with both least-cost theories (Weberian
theories) of industrial location and maximum-demand theories of indus-
trial location. Manufacturing should be examined at a variety of levels
of magnitude, from localities to nation-states and/or the global level.
There should be at least one problem involving the location of a very
widely dispersed form of manufacturing, such as metal working.
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e. The Transport/Communications System and Spatial Interaction among
Points in the Production System (Wolpert, 12; Curry, 59; Garrison,
66,67; King, 78; McCarty and Lindberg, 82; Morrill, 83;Taaffe,88,
89; Thomas, 92) s.,

The whole question of spatial interaction, first examined briefly in
Part A, and then developed more fully in the services section of Part B,
should now be re-examined on a more refined and More sophisticated
'evel. A major point to be made is that changes anywhere in thc-produc-
ion system are transmitted to other parts of the production system

through the transport/communications network. A further point is that
changes in the transport/communications network will have effects on
all points and areas linked by the network. Student problems relating to
shifts in the location of production in relation to the interstate highway
system could be effectiVe.

f. Informational Feedback and Control of the System(Wolpert, 12; Fried-
man, 762; Ginsburg, 70; Greenhut, 71; Rostow, 86; Thoman, 90;
Thompson, 93)
It should be made clear to the student that the society in question

usually will seek to adjust the spatial production system so as to make it
more effective in implementing the goals of the society. Such adjustments
may involve changes in laws or regulations governing the system or they
may involve the development of new space-adjusting technology or re-
source-converting technology. However, the feedbackof information about
the functioning of the spatial system is always imperfect because of im-
perfections in communications technology and because of the screening
effect of the value system and limited perception of the society. Thus,
this concluding portion of Episode B can be used to summarize and, at
the same time, to raise some challenging questions concerning the quality
and quantity of the data now available on the spatial dimensions of pro-
duction systems and concerning the presently imperfect state of our under-
standing of how spatial production systems actually operate. This is also
the place to raise again the question of perception of environment initiall/
raised in Episode A.

C SPATIAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS IN HISTORICAL-CULTURAL CONTEXT
(approximately 10-15 per cent of the course)

1. Structural Objectives
ThP principal objective of this episode should be to bring the student as

close as practicable to the research frontiers of spatial geography, though
man-land geography and area studies geography may appear as more sig-
nificant sub - themes than in Episode B. The research techniques and method-
ology of geography should be introduced as relevant to actual problem-solving
by the student. Additional geographic terminology may be introduced as
essential to theme development but in most cases the terminology used should
be that already introduced in Episodes A and B. There should be experiences
with three types of geographic interpretation; arealassociation, spatial inter-
action, and regionalization. Globalism as a geographic value may be given
somewhat more expression than in Episode B, through the examples chosen
to illustrate the theme of spatial production systems in historical-cultural
context.

2. Content Objectives (Hodder, 97; Isaac, 98; Lowenthal and Price, 99; May-
field, 100; Meimg, 101; Mikesell, 103; Skinner,106; Spencer and Horvath,

107)
The theme should be developed in such a way that the student will under-
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stand that (a) the cultural system e., the value system and the technological
system) acts as a powerful sonstraintonthedevelopment of spatial production
systems, one aspect of this being the role of culture in environmental percep-
tion, (b) cultural systems normally develop slowly, over long periods of time,
(c) cultural systems are "place bound" to a high degree, i.e., they have dis-
cernible points of origin on the earth's surface and varying rates of spread
outward from such points of origin, (d) expanding spatial production systems
are powerful forces for the breakdown of old culture systems in their path,
(e) some culture areas may reject "progress" (i.e., integration into an ex-
panding spatial production system) in order to preserve existing cultural
unity, and (f) zones of culture contact may have stratified production Systems
(i.e., two spatial production systems, one linIcedto a larger spatial production
system extending beyond the area, and the remnants of an older spatial pro-
duction system still oriented to the area itself).

3 Topical Sequence
a. Comparative Production Geography of Selected Great Civilizations

A broad general distinction should be made between those cultures
which developed "civilization" and those which did not. Civilization is
lire defined in the classic sense of a finely elaborated spatial production
system with a network of cities, towns, and villages linked together by a
transport-communications system. Two or three selected examples of
the ancient *civilizations (examples: Maya, Inca, Greco-Roman, Moslem,
Chinese) should be analysed in terms of (1) similarities and differences
in the spatial production system, and (2) points of origin, rates of spread,
and zones of culture contact for the system.

b Origins and Spread of the Occidental Production System
"Western Culture," the "Industrial Revolution," the "Commercial

Revolution," the "Agricultural Revolution," and "Urbanization" should be
examined in terms of the significance of space-adjusting and resource-
converting, techniques and methods developed over the last century or
two. The emphasis should not be on the technological changes, changes
in forms of socio - economic_ organization, and changes in values as such
but rather on the freedom these changes gave to develop new spatial pro-
duction systems. The effect of new transport technology in changing the
perceptions of distance could be treated. The origin and spread of the
Occidental system from Western Europe to large parts of the earth
should be analysed. This should be followed by selected case studies of
examples of resistances to the spread of this spatial production system
and the values associated with it by both peoples of European origin (pos-
sible example: the Pennsylvania Dutch) and by non-European peoples
(noteworthy example: China). Finally, the present-day world-wide prob-
lem of economic development could be analysed as a basic dilemma. On
the one hand, the spread of the Occidental spatial production system is
associated with rising living standards and greater material well-being
except in those cases in which population growth. has outrun the elabora-
tion of the production system. On the other hand, the decline in isolation
associates, with the spread of the Occidental production system is allow-
ing the erosion of old value systems and is tending toward the creation of
a single world-wide value system. The erosion of established value sys-
tems can be quite traumatic, both for individuals ,and whole societies.
All peoples, Americans included, face this basic dilemma. Many possible
student problems suggest themselves. For example, students could be
asked to plot the global diffusion of printing, Sabbath observance, fatm



machinery, or autos. The students could then be asked to analyze the
meaning of this spread for a particular culture.

D. SPA] IAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 1N THE CONTEXT OF
POLITICAL TERRITORIA LISM

(approximately 10 per cent of the course)

1. Structural Oluectives
The principal objective of this episode should be to bring the student as

close as practicable to the research frontiers of spatial geograpby, though
area studies geography and/or man-land geography may appear as significant
sub-themes. The research techniques and methodology of geography should
be introduced as relevant to actual problem-solving by the student. Additional
terminology may introduced as essential for the illumination of political
territorialism but in most cases the terminology already introduced in Epi-
sodes A, 13, and C should suffice, There should be experiences with three
types of geographic interpretation: areal association spatial interaction, and
regionalization. Globalism as a geographic value may be given somewhat
more expression than in Episodes A and B through the selection of case stud-
ies to be analyzed but there should be no attempt to analyze the political terri-
torial framework of the earth as a whole in any detail. Globalism could be
expressed especially in terms of global spatial interaction patterns. Localism
could also be expressed, particularly in terms of the spatial expression of
legal patterns. The relation of legal localism and global spatial interaction
could be developed.

2. Content Objectives (Chang, 114; Cohen, 115; Herman, 117; Lowenthal, 120;
Robinson, 126
Political territorialism should be developed in such a way that the student

understands (a) the role of territorial limits in constraining the elaboration
of a spatial production system, (b) the role of the spatial production system
as a unifier of a territorial state, (c) the role of the territorial state as a
positive force in the elaboration of spatial production systems, (d) the potential
conflict between desires for unity (based on areal homogeneity of culture)
and desires for power and economic well-being (based ur, a spatial production
system unrestricted by the areal differentia on of culture), and (e) the poten-
tial conflict between desires for military seeurity and desires for productive
power (based on the unrestricted development of the spatial production sys-
tem).

3. Topical Sequence
a. Comparative Spatial Integration within Territorial States

Selected territorial states should be analyzed in terms of the degree
to which their territory forms a spatially integrated whole. Indices of
national cohesiveness could be developed. These case studies should be
selected with a view to bringing out the varying degrees of spatial inte-
gration observable, particularly in relation to (1) the nature of organiza-
tion of the territorial state such as the federal state versus the unitary
state (example: France versus Switzerland), (2) the degree to which the
spatial production system has been elaborated the level of "eco-
nomic development," "urbanization," "technology," "education," and so
on), (3) the size of the state, (4) the cultural areal differentiation of the
state (examples: language diversity), (5) the obstacles to areal integration
posed by earth features such as deserts, mountains, or thinly inhabited
areas. (6) the origins of the state (i.e., did it originate as a mere instru-
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ment of administrative convenience for occupying powers?) and the pur-
pose of existence of the state. The students thems,oves should be asked
to draw conclusions from case study evidence made available to them.

b. Comparison of the United States and the Soviet Union
This should be an analysis of ways it which the spatial production

systems, of the two countries function similarly and also of ways in which
these systems function differently because of differences in territorial
political structure. Having had many previous experiences in problem-
solving, the students should be able to do much of this analysis them-
selves, with help on gathering data.

C. THE EARTH AS MODIFIED AND MODIFIABLE BY HUMAN ACTION
(approximately 10-15 per cent of the course)

1. Structural Objectives
One of the basic assumptions of this course is that the authors of The

Science of Geography are correct in 'defining the most general of all geo-
graphic problems as a search for "a full understanding of the vast, overriding
system on the earth's surface comprised by man and the natural environ-
ment 25 A further assumption is that educational efficiency is enhanced by
having two parallel introductory geography courses, one a behavioral geog-
raphy course such as this one, stressing spatial geography but Including area
studies geography and man-land geography as sub-themes, and the other a
physical geography course stressing physical geography for its own sake but
including spatial geography and man-land geography as sub-themes. Accord-
ingly, the primary purpose of Episode E of this course is to simultaneously
bring the student as close as practicable to the research frontier of man-land
geography and to build a bridge to the parallel course, physical geography.
The research techniques and methodology of geography should be introduced
as necessary for actual problem-solving by the student. It would be necessary
to introduce some terminology from man-land geography and physical geog-
raphy not previously introduced. It is probable that general terms such as
environment, habitat, and eco-systems would be introduced for the first time
in Episode B and then more fullydeveloped here, in Episode E. The introduc-
tion of more specific new terms here in Episode E should be held to a minimum
and, wherever possible, analogies to terms already used should 13( indicated.
There should be experiences with three types of geographic interpretation:
areal association, spatial interaction, and regionalization. The geographic
value, globalism, should be given full expression through treatment of the
earth as a single, unitary, object on which a variety of systems operate. The
geographic values of earth reverence and the unity of man and nature could
be given expression here, especially if in the form of the conflict between this
value and the "conquering of nature" view.

2. Content Objectives
The theme should be treated in such a fashion that the student understands

(a) that the earth has been modified by man in a variety of ways over a very
long period of time, (b) that some of these changes occur rapidly and are
rather obvious whereas others occur slowly and are difficult to observe
closely, (c) that some of these changes appear to be irreversible, so that
each new generation faces a different earth environment, (d) that some parts
of the earth have already been modified very extensively while other parts

25Ad Hoc Committee, The Science of Geography, p. 8.
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have been modified only very slightly, (e) that each step in man's development
of space-adjusting and resource-converting techniques has increased man's
power to modify the surface of the earth.

3. Topical Sequence
a. Gross Areal Variation of the Earth's Surface

This ,section should merely present the general findings of physical
geography about the earth's surface, particularly through some general
regional classification system of land groups such as that of Preston
James. This could be done largely in a problem-solving context, That
is, the students could be given both specific data and several alternative
regional classification systems and asked to develop their own regional
system for the earth.

b. The Earth as Modified by Human Action in the Pre-Industrial Age
(prior to 1750 A.D.) (Gould, 132; Thomas, 137)
This should include case studies in modification in which the student

is asked to evaluate the extent and significance of the modification. It
might include examples involving fire, the ploW, and grazing. There should
be an analysis of the significaRce of such modification for each of the land
groups and, through this means, of those parts of the earth most modified
and those parts least Modified. Student problems might well be based on
the use of primary historical data such as John Smith's description of
Virginia.

c. The Earth as Modified by ModernSpatialProductionSysterns (Bowden.,
128; Burton and Kates, 129;, Nelson and Byrne, 134; White, 139)
This should include case studies of forms of modification different

from those of preceding historical periods, such as the new role of earth-
moving equipment or the expanding role of insecticides, pesticides, and
herbicides. The concept of environmental perception should be re-intro-
duce.' in this context. It should include an analysis of which parts of the
earth have been most modified and those least modified. This might in-
volve the preparation of world maps by the students, after reading and/or
discussion of the characteristics of particular technologies andparticular
land areas, or student problems at larger scales.

d. How Modifiable is the Surface of the Earth?
The students should be challenged to analyze how the spatial produc-

tion pattern of the earth might be altered by hypothetical developments
in space-adjusting or resource-converting technology. For example, how
might the world -wide spatial production pattern be altered if (1) means
were developed or converting salt-water to fresh water at rates low
enough to permit widespread use for irrigation, or, either separately or
concurrently, (2) transportation of water by pipelines were reduced to
a fraction of present costs? There might be considerable disagreement
among the students on this question. Students should be encouraged to
bring in more and more variables.

F. SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS ABOUT HUMAN
CEOGRAPH1C BEHAVIOR

(approximately2 per cent of the course)

Episode F is intended as a "threshold" experience, to use Bill Pattison's
phrase. That is, it is intended as a capstone or summary and yet more than
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that. It is intended to point forward as well as backward. It provides an op-
portunity to summarize what has been learned about the structure of geogra-
phy or the geographer's way of knowing. At the same time, it provides an
opportunity to raise questions about what could be know about geographic
behavior and some hypothetical ways to go about trying to probe such un-
answered questions. Insofar as practicable, such summarization and probing
should be done by the students themselves. The basic question for the student
to ask himself is this: what can 1 now do that I could not do before taking the
course? How might such abilities be used to go on learning, whether in a geog-
raphy course or pot?

G. SELECTED REFERENCES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE
COURSE DESIGN

This list stresses recent articles in geographic journals and recent
geographic monographs. "Recent" as used here means published within the
last decade. Anyone wishing to implement the course design in whole, or in
part, should also consult recent geographic text books, paperbacks, reprint
series (such as that of Bobbs-Merrill), older geographic articles and mono-
graphs (it is assumed here that older sources are widely known to the readers
of this outline), atlases, map sources, air photo sources, statistical sources,
and so on. This list is intended primarily to clarify the course design for the
teacher and secondarily to provide source material for actual implementation.
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I

THE WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY COURSE:

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

I. The Purpose of This Project
The devising of a fresh approach to teaching World Regional Geography

grows out of the concern of the Commission on College Geography for an intro-
ductory undergraduate course which would'provide

.. an effective mode of analyzing and comparing domestic and foreign
areas, ... a knowledge of disparate peoples, and cultures; an appre-
ciation of the diversity of the world in terms of its physical makeup
and resources, cultural evolution, economic development, and polit-
ical and cultural ties, as well as the common threats and dangers
that affect the nations of the world and that touch off changes in area
interrelationships.1

Such a course has been considered here/to be introductory in the sense that
it is designed to acquaint students with geography as a way for viewing the
world rather than being introductory in the sense of serving as an introduction
to geography as an academic subject and a professional discipline.

This attempt at a fresh appr ch is designed to complement approaches
already available in materials such as texts, traditionallythe means by which
new conceptualizations of World egional Geography have been disseminated
to the profession. lt has been desig ed within broad guidelines set by the Com-
mission for a world regional geog aphy course, two semesters in length, con-
sidered as a liberal arts colleg course which would treat the whole world
rather than selectc,d regions.

The essential features of t is approach may be summarized as follows:

1. The course focuses upon the global unfolding ofuniversal geographical
processes.

2. Individual areas are seen as components of a single world system' .
3. No attempt has been made to compartmentalize the world regionally.

Rather, regions are viewed as logically defined spatial pnenomena
developing from the interaction of geographical processes.

4. The migration of culture groups and their successful occupance of
their selected habitats through the use of: specific types of spatial
organization and resource use systems provides a /rigorous organiz-
ing theme for selection of subject matter.

5. Some areas are treated twice and some are not treated at all, which-
ever is consistent with the organizing theme.

6. The course expects to reflect recent theoretical advances in interpre-
tation of data.

7. The content of the course may be embodied in a particular teaching
strategy featuring lectures as the means ofproviding basic continuity

Ina Commission's concern follows upon that of the Geography in LiberalEducation Project

reflected in "Guidelines", Geography in Undergroduate Liberal Education. A Report of the

Geography in Liberal Educotion Project, (Washington, D.C., Association of Ameri con Geog-

raphers, 1965), p. 7. Such a course would necessarily reflect the fundamental emphases

and types of minimal factual knowledge discussed in pp. 4-5 of "Guidelines."
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of subject matter, visual sources of data used extensively in presen-
tation of subject m^tterInd reliance upon an atlas for basic reference
and assorted materials for student readings, not upon a textbook.

8. The course is conceived t be a general liberal education course, an
"elective" or "distribution satisfying course" rather than the first
course in a geography major equence.

II. The Place of th& World Regional Geography Course as a General
Liberal Education Course in Undergraduate Curricula

1. World Regional Geography's Contribution to College Curricula: - When de-
veloping a world regional geography course, internal conceptual structure and
factual components cannot be considered alone. It is just as necessary to
assess the role of the course in undergraduate education so that the course's
internal rationale will be consistent with its general educative purpose. Rather
than treating the importance of world regional geography to undergraduate
education as a whole, the specific relationslhof the course to various under-
graduate curricula such as Liberal Arts, Education, Pre -professional and other,..\ curricula, will be discussed here. The former topic has already been definitively
treated by Chauncy D. Harris in "The Geographic Study of Foreign Areas and
Cultures in Liberal Education".2 Harris' article although not specifically
concerning world regional geography course is very pertinent. Moreover,
while written about liberal arts education, his comments also apply more
widely to other types of undergraduate education and especially, it seems to
me, to teacher education.

Harris succinctly states the general educational aim of a world regional
geography course in the following paragraph:

A liberal education should develop in each individual the realiza-
tion that his own country, region, and ethnic, religious, or linguistic
group is but one among many, each with differing characteristics,
and that other countries, regions, or social groups are not neces-
sarily queer, or irrational, or inffolor. It may be argued that one
cannot see his own country and culture in perspective until he has
studied other lands and peoples. Only then can one realize that his
own civilization is but one of a family of civilizations with common
elements yet distinctive characteristics, evolving through time from
common antecedents with, differentiation but with much cultural bor-
rowing, facing similar problems yet with particular combinations of
attitudes, policies, technologies, climates, soils, minerals, and
evolved economic systems.3

A single course in world regionalgeography cannot alone accomplish this aim.
It can, howqver, be a major contributor to the cultivation of a realistic and
rational world view. We humans are, as yet, bound to the earth's surface for
our life spans. We need the ability Co place our personal situation in its
proper position within the geographic systems of the global ,surface we in-
habit. Yet nowhere in the undergradbate curriculum save in a 1.vorld regional

2Chauncy D. Harris, The Geographic Study of Foreign Areas and Cultures in Liberal Edu
cation," Geography in Undergraduate Liberal Education. A Report of the Geography in
Liberal Education Project. (Washington, D.C., Association of American Geographers,
1965), p. 25. 'N

3Ibid.
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geography course or in a world patterns course may a student learn the global
system of occupance of which he is inevitably an interd pendent part.4

2. What Kind of Introductory Course is World R g.tonal Geogra_phyl Froirk
discussion with geographers in various colleges and niversities about the`,
appropriate place for a world regional geography co'irse within their Depart-
mantal offerings, several pertinent observations may be recorded.

Despite the desire that students selecting Geography as a major possess
an adequate factual background5 upon which to base their study of geography
as an intellectual endeavor and discipline, there seems to be a trend toward
abandoning World Regional Geography as "The Introductory Course for the
Geography Maxie:. In some cases, such a course is net even taught within
the Department, its place being taken by a plethora of courses each concern-
ing a single region. Where World Regional Geography has been maintained,
it has ofterf been fitted in by being shortened into a one-q..arter orpne-semes-
ter course and assuming more of the character of a World Patterns course.
More and more, the Introductory Course referred to above seems to be sys-
tematic in nature, concerned explicitly with analysis of spatial process and
spatial relationships and assuming or at least hoping for) the fo-..mation in the
student's mind of a detailed global distribution map of the most important
geographic features as an incidental by-product. Where does this trend leave
World Regional Geography?

It seems appropriate that World RegionalGeography should be considered
a liberal education course rather than an introduction to the discipline of
geography as an intellectual endeavor. While the purpose of "The Introductory
Course to the Major" is to begin explicitly to train the student as a practicing
geographer (to which end no doubt, it should inclu e a section on the regional
method), the aim of the World Regional Geography course seems rather to be
the display of geography's cumulative achievement in ordering and analyzing
the arrangement of phenomena on the earth's surfs'. The two courses then
accomplish different purposes. If World Regional Geography is a necessity
for the Geography major's liberal education, it also seems to be just as neces-
sary for al..iksiternationally-oriented student majoring in a social science as
well as for would-be primary school teachers and secondary social studies
teachers. A forceful argument can be made for its necessity to any student
who wishes to be a responsible citizen well-informed about world affairs.

The World Regional Geography course thus presents the intellectual
achievements of geography in rationally ordering the diversities of the earth's
surface. Every effort should be made to incorporate the discipline's latest
advances both in methodology and regional knowledge. As Meinig says of the
Syracuse University course, "I'he primary purpose is to introduce the sti nt

4Thus this single course reflects within the constraints of the college curriculum's struct
of credit hours, class schedules, and grade points, the general geographic aim off "an un
standing of the vast interacting system comprising all humanity ..nd its natural environm
of the surface of the earth". Edward A. Ackerman, "Where is a Research Frontier?" Annals
of the Association of American Geographers, LW. (December 1963), p. 435.

5"Guidelines", Geography in Undergraduate Liberal Education, p. 5. This factual back-
ground is outlined as:

1. a systematic knowledge of the; basic distributional character of such world-wide
phenomena as climate, cultural systems, population, and resources;

2. a kr-,wledge of the processes responsible for the spatial distribution and variable

lel of selected landscape lectures; and
3. a more detailed knowledge of a selected number of individual areas illustrating

typical or atypical conditions.
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to the w through certain perspectives of the geographer".6 The World
Regional Geography Lourse is not designed primarily to be an introduction to
geography as either an academic subject or a profession. Wheeler speaking
of the University of Missouri course comments that such a course "is not a
'preparatory' type of course teaching geographical elements, principles,
methods, and theories on the assumption that these will be put to use in later
geography courses. ...the course is self-contained".7

This course therefore is to be a liberal education course in the true sense
of the term. From it, as effectively as present geographic knowledge and
skills allow, the student should receive a vivid presentation of the conditions
in his own and other resource utilization systems, especially of their,estab-
lishment, maintenance, and adaptive change. He should leave this course
stimulated to explore the intellectually unknown as well as to experience
hitherto unseen places.

3. World Regional Geography's Position in College Curricula: But if this
course's aim is primarily to provide general education, how can it be fitted
into the various university and college curricula? Implicit in the above dis-
cussion of the course's role seem to be the following characteristics: it is a
self-contained course needing no prerequisites; it can profitably be taken by
Geography majors and non-majors alike; it does not occupy a particular niche
in a sequence of courses but can be taken before, after, simultaneously with,
or apart from other Geography courses. Nevertheless, it should be helpful
to indicate two academic levels to which the course seems particularly fitted
and indeed, at which it is often taught.

One may argue that a college student should cometo Geography, Educa-
tion, or several other majors (mostly inthe Social Scien es) with knowledge of
the basic global distributions of geographic' featured formed by interacting
causal processes and often associated in regions. If so, the appropriate place
for such learning is probably the last years of high school and the first years
of college. (Of course, due to the variation in standards in American school
systems, these are overlapping levels.) This level I think appropriate because
reasonably this should he the level at which the student begins to think glob-
ally as well as nationally 1 therefore can imagine World Regional Geography
as a freshmen-sophomore level course taught as an elective or as a "Social
Science Distribution-satisfying course" by which we might hope that students
would subsequently be stimulated to take the course considered to be the
introduction to a Geography major. This level of World Regional Geography
course would be attractive to students from majors such as Education, Nurs-
ing, Journalism, and other pre-professional training where social-science

celectives are required.
World Regional Geography should not be confined to the lower level of

college courses, however. Perhaps the most challenging type of World Re-
gional Geography course which might be taught would be a junior/senior/
beginning graduate-level course which would assume of its students an inter-
national orientation and some social science sophistication. Such a course
would be a free elective able to satisfy Social Science distribution requirements
but relying primarily upon drawing students from major fields related to
Geography who wished to experience an intensive global survey of geographic
phenomena and processes. This level of course would be more appropriate

6Quoted from D.Meinig's course syllabus as submitted to the Commission onC9llege Geog-
raphy, September, 1965.

7Quoted from J.Wheeler'scouise syllabus as submitted to theCommission on Co lege Geog-
raphy, September, 1965.
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for Social Science majors, students preparing for area specialties, and prob-
ably Geography majors. This level might also be more appropriate for sec-
ondary school social studies teachers.

How do these two World Regional Geography courses relate to one another?
I think that their conceptual structure would be the same but that since they
are directed toward different audiences the levels of intensity, factual detail,
and the level of competence, amount and type of work required of a student
might differ. Both courses would be designed, however, for geographical neo-
phytes, a characteristic perhaps more important than the level of general
academic sophistication. Thus, to reach a senior history major whose mind
has been bound to chrohological methods of analysis might be more difficult
and time-consuming than reaching the freshman "who never wrote a term
paper in high school".

To summarize: World Regional Geography is,anessential ingredient in a
student's liberal education, especially if he is a geography, social science,
or education major. Such a course mayappropriately be offered at,two levels
during college and university and would have conceptual unity although differ-
ing levels of complexity. Such a course would not be considered to provide
"The Introductory Course to the Geography Major" but might perhaps be a
necessary prerequisite for completing the major.

Among Geography course offerings, the WorldRegionalGeography course
would assume the responsibility of providing a global summary of geographic
processes as they are manifested in regions. It would characteristically be
presented as a summation of geographic achievement, both conceptual and
factual, and would aim to lure students (whether freshmen or seniors) into
further study of geography by chronicling the orderly development of the
world's geographical systems as well as by sensitizing the student's percep-
tions to aspects of life and landscape hitherto unobserved.

III. A Conceptual Framework f,r World Regional
Geography Courses of Varying Lengths

1. The Course's Conceptual Base: Regions as Manifestations of Process: -
Although a world regional course may be organized in several waysas a sur-
vey of world patterns, as a systematic introduction subsequently illustrated
by selected regional coverage, as an orderly exposition of current geographical
facts regionally arranged, as a sequential survey of one particular set of re-
gions on the earth's surfacethis course espouses a different conceptual
organization. This course is based on the concurrent analysis of the develop-
ment and persistence of regions formed by the interaction of universal geo-
graphic processes. The course directs primary attention to three kinds of
regions, all products of human behavior interacting with the natural environ-
ment: those resulting from 1) the innovation and diffusion of cultural patterns,
2) the functioning of areas of organization, 3) the operation of resource utiliza-
tion (livelihood activities) systems.8 Such regional analysis must necessarily
treat causative geographic processes so that the student appreciates their

8Thus this course aims for the synthesis suggested by Robert S. Platt in The Rise of Culturol

Geography in America" Proceedings of the Seventeenth international Geographical Con-

gress Washington, D.C., 1952 (Washington, D.C., n.d.), pp. 485-490 when he writes:

, All culture hasdeveloped and continues to grow in th:functiVnal pattern of active hu-

man enterprise. And all human enterprise functions through the medium of cilture. Full

understanding involves both aspects. Geographers undertaking study in an area now

commonly seek answers to both kinds of questions: (1) What is the functional pattern of
(continued on next page ....)
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continuous operation through time as well as the varying current manifesta-
tions of their global nature. Each process would not necessarily have equal
priority for discussion but ?,vertheless each warrants inclusion. To provide
an explicit conceptual overview for the course, these processes would be
treated systematically and their global patterns would be described at the
beginning of the course.

The region has consistently been used as a prime organizing concept in
teaching geography. This course aims to integrate the concept of the region
and the concept of geographical processes by using only regions which may
be identified as resulting from the interaction of specific processes. Regions
thus are areas defined by the occurrence of a measurable concentration of
phenomena (uniform/homogeneous/formal regions) or by a measurable focus-
ing of movement flows (nodal/functional regions).9 Such concentrations
whether of specific phenomena or of focused movements are considered to
be always in a state of change so that regions are not static nor necessarily
enduring phenomena. Such regions thus may be considered to form, persist,
and possibly to disintegrate; consequently, they may be genetically analyzed.
The conceptual basis for the intellectual organization of this course is to befound in this process of regional formation by the global interaction of geo-
graphical processes.

2. The Processes of Regional Formation: - The following processes are essen-
tial for inclusion. First are three human processes which directly generate
the three broad categories of geographic region indicated above. In sequence,
they represent interdependent processes operating at different, and generally
decreasing, areal scales.

2-A The cultural differentiation of Homo sapiens through migration, the inde-
pendent development of population groups, and the process of culture
change.

2-B The location, operation, and development of systems of territorial or-
ganization which unify areas for various purposes., Two significant types of
areal organization would be emphasized: 1)that facilitating political unity
(primarily, the nation-state Osten, secondarily, tribal organization,
feudal and imperial dynastic organization) and 2) that necessary for re-
source utilization (e.g., units of occupance, villages, and central places,
cities with their hinterlands).

2-C The location, operation, and development of differiag resource utilization
systems by population groups utilizing culturally specific technologies to
exploit specific ecological systems and environmental cycles through
seasonal activity patterns.

Footnote 8continued
human enterprise going on in this environment, and (2) What is the cultural origin of
this way of life? ... These questions do not imply a permanent dichotomy between
functional organization and cultural origin. On the contrary they are directed toward
the understanding of a single phenomenon: human occupance in its earthly setting,
carried on by people who have drawn upon their heritage of equipment from the past to
make themselves at home in the present in the place where they live, a functional-
cultural pattern in space and time, a coherent dynamic entity in the multidimensional
spatial-temporal frame.

9This definition follows strictly that of Derwent Whittlesey, pp. 31-40 in American Geog-
raphy: Inventory and Prospect, Edited by P.E. James and C.F. Jones (Syracuse: Syracuse
University Press, 1954TfireTerms "area" and "region" are therefore not used interchange-
ably here.
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Operating concomitantly are two physical processes which must be treated in
detail if the formation of regions is to be adequately analyzed.

2-D The global variation of climatic conditions (both temporal and spatial)
which are produced by the interacting patterns of atmospheric circulation,
latitudinal or altitudinal temperature variation and land andocean distri-
bution.

2-E The dependent variation of soil and vegetation whit results from the
interaction on a smaller areal scale of climatic proceSses with lithic and
biologic processes.

3. The Formation of Contemporary Regions: - Resulting from simultaneous
operation of the above universal processes are specific subsi4ry processes
which have operated to develop identifiable contemporary regions on the earth's
surface. The rate of operation of these processes varies markedly from site,
to site so that formation, persistence, and decay of consequent regions varies
accordingly. The subsidiary processes would merely be identified in the
introductory systematic section of the course. The manner of their opera-

\ tion would, however, be made clear duting the areal treatment which would
\\constitute the bulk of the course.

3,A The increasing areal concentration of the world's rapidlygrowing popula-
tion.

3-B The increasingly efficient and all-pervasive political organization of the
eatth's surface by means of the nation-state in oxder to apportion control
of natural resources among human groups and to allocate power among
individuals to provide the peace necessary for effective resource utiliza-
tion. \

3-C The succession of one set of resource utilization systems for support of
human populations by another set because of human migration, conquest,
innovation; and acculturation.

3-D The much si wer process of natural change in physical site conditions
and the accele ation of such change by human intervention.

3-E Die developmen of settlement hierarchies through trade and transporta-
tion activity and political centralization.

3-F As the most recent and spectacular example of such development, the ex-
pansion of a world-circling market economy because of scientific and
technological innovation especially of techniques of controlling increasing
volumes of energy conversion, of overcoming, the friction of space, and
of increasing productivity of material wealth.10 This expansion is seen
as concomitant with the spreild of nation-state system, the growth of
population and of cities, and the diffusion of standardized cultural patterns.

4. The Aim - Demonstrating the Orderliness of Geographical Process: - The
aim of this World Regional Geography course is to demonstrate tha the geo
graphical processes which underlie the seemingly infinite variety of phenomena
spatially associated on the earth's surface operate in an orderly, universal,

l°This particular process seen particularly in terms of individual regions' increasing con-

nectivity inta a world system serves as the organizing theme for a World Regional Geog-

raphy course newly developed at Southern Illinois University. Robert A.Harper sets Earth

this course's rationale in "Geography's Rale in General Education," Journal of Gea_graphy,

LXV, (April 1966), pp. 177-185. Hatger's conceptual argument is significant as on ex-

ample of a particular direction taken in developing the :Ants Harris had stated (Harris,
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and 'discernible manner The earth's geographical varietyrepresents only the
current stage of development reached by identifiable processes operating in-
terdependently through historical time. From this course, the student should
learn to appreciate that the human population is composed of people concerned,
as he is himself, with common problems of livelihood continuity and change
although cultural patterns, physical appearance, and environmental situations
may vary widely from group to group.

This conceptual framework provides a logically defensible philosophical
basis for inclusion of specific subject matter in the World Regional Course.
This basis is of central significance to the perennial problem of how to select
and organize the very small proportion of geographical information about the
world which can be included within a single undergraduate course. The under-
lying goal of such an approach is to present the student with a rational set of
concepts ernrrically verified with which to explore more effectively the world
and his place in it. Specific facts can always be :earned but facts may be
arranged in more or less meaningful patterns only on the basis of conceptual
insights by the a'-- anger.

5. Geograph_i_- Discipline: -The idea of geography as a unified dis-
cipline is basic to . _ourse's conceptualization. The pedagogic separation
of physical geography from human geography seems defensible only at the
advanced teaci.ing level (if then) and only as praparation for specialized re-
search competence In this course, human and physical processes are con-
ceived of as operating simultaneously in parallel ways to create the unified
geographic totality perceivable as the earth's surface. A portion of this geo-
graphic totality ascustomaril- defined is the landscape, the visible .manifes-
ration of the operation of interdependent human and physical processes. In
the landscape it seems logically impossible to separate "cultural features"
from "physical features" since neither category exists independently in
reality Consequently. this course will not present physical geographic mate-
rial as the "setting' a which cultural features are placed and human activi-
ties "unfold". Also to be avoided is an inventory approach where "physical
features" are placed in one section as prelude -o the treatment of "cultural
feature's" in another.

Az least as important as visible landscape features, moreover, are the
ubiquitous invisible manifestations of operating processes such as seasonal
work cycles and movement vectors. If landscape were viewed as comprising
more than "the visible landscape" and the term used as a synonym for ti.e
observable geographic totality of any area (much of which is only fleetingly
or indirectly visible), could, not landscape observation and analysis usefully
serve as an initial approach to consideration of more complex geographical
patterns, especially as the point of entry into the analysis of more abstract
spatial patterns such as are furnished by maps? Pedagogically, this would
seem to be a useful method of initiating or introducing the student inexperi-
erced in geography into what Robert Mc Nee calls "the geographer's way".
Landscape could then be considered as a primary indicator of the operation
of geographical Ares in two meanings of the word primary; that is, pri-
mary as "introductory or preparatory to something higher" as well as pri-
mary in its meaning of "principal".

Landscape analysis is also useful as a surrogate of geographical change
since visible changes in landScape patterns reflect changed resource utiliza-
tion and spatial organization. As used in this course, landscape analysis and
observation may be considered as a method to attain the course's objectives
rather than as an end in itself and as a method particularly pertinent to the
course's pedagogical aim of placing strong emphasis upon the use of varied
visual materials 'as a core source of data for the student.
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6. Uniqueness and Universality hTheparable Concepts: - It is'expected that
explicit conceptual models .could be used especially in the systematic intro-
duction to the various processes. The primary consideration of universal
processes need not mean, however, that the "uniqueness' of place" would be
totally neglected. Therp is a tension betweenthe concepts of universality and
uniqueness that we cannot escape; rather a balance must be attempted. Cer-
tainly, the truly unique can never be recognized unless the universal features
of the place or situation have previously been identified. These observations
also pertain to the problem of similarities and diversities between places
since the degr# of diversity can be determined wily if the extent of similarity
can be measured.

7. Global Coverage Necessary: - In order to utilize a conceptual framework
of interrelated processes systematically and to show their unified universal
manifestations on the earth's surface, this world regional geography course
commits itself to cover the globe - to treat the entire surface of the earth -
land and Ocean - as a unified surface though with varying comprehensiveness
and detail for specific areas. I do not mean that it is necessary to mention
every political unit on Earth or every mountain range. But to carry out the
aim of presenting the regiois manifested by universalgeographical processes,
a commitment to consider those regions as products of a global system is
necessary. A major result-of ,....omprehensive coveragewhich careful/regional
sampling cannot give fully is to underscore the orderly universal operation
of interrelated processes as similar pa.terne (e.g., central place hierarchies,
rain-shadow deserts) are repeatedly olaserved. No other experience, it seems
to mey will convince the sti.dent of the rationality of geographical processes
and therefore of the real poseilities for prediction in geography.

8. An Interlocking and Logical Areal Sequence: The areal sequences sed for
presentation throughout the course must be logically defensible. Several
readily perceiv0 alternative regional sequences used in the past have usually
compartmentalized the earth's surface: culture regions, physical (usually
climatic) regions, composite or "natural" regions, country-by-t...untry or
continent-by-continent sequences. The organizational framework of this
course, however, has been based on the orderly unfcilding of universal geo-
graphical processes which ultimately form regions, not on a sequence of a
particular type of region. The sequence of areas used here does not attempt
to compartmentalize but to form a sequence logically derived from observa-
tion of process operation.

Since regions are viewed as the specifically defined dynamic results of
process operation, varying in character and extent from area to area although
generated by the interaction of identical processes, this course will not utilize
one type of region to the exclusion of all other tynies. Rather, several types
will be used simultaneously to make clear to students that empirically many
types of regions u.ay be discerned simultaneously in any srecified area.

9. Variation in Process Coverage: -The particular regional manifestations of
the processes should be considered for each area but the weight Fas measured
in length of time and extensiveness of homework) given to each process may
vary from area to 'area. In a particular area those processes would be em-
phasized which are significant kir understanding the formatift and character
of the area's regions o hose concurrent operrations caws' conflict between
sets of regions ci ural ( language) differentiation vs.'national territorial
organization in India.) The aim would beto avoid rigid inventory of processes
area by area while maintaining conceptual continuity.
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10. Variation in Scale of Spatial Units to be ('resented: -The scale of general-
ization used in the course should vary from the global scale through a macro-
regional scale to a national scale and eventually to the scale of the individual

A

sin between these various scales sand these are probably not the only ones
nit of occupance (establishment/ unit of resource utilization). The relation-

possi le) should be made explicit. Viewing a particular area grail the point
of view of the intlividuJl establishment as well ac; from a global point of view
should enable the student to relate geographic generalizations to his own con-
dition as well as to Make comparisons between his situation and the situation
of others in the world. It should also aid in Conveying a sense of the reality
of culturally different peoples' geographic situations thus avoiding the ever-
present "strange places and exotic peoples" pitfall.''

IV. Topic Sequences for World Regional
Geography Courses of Varying Lengths

Time hecessary_to present the Course: This World Regional Geography
Course outline is designed primarily as a year course comprising two semes-
ters (or three quarters) or approximately 90 class perioels. Less time does
not seem desirable (although it might he ..ecessary administratively) because
it would prevent treatment of the interacting processes' operation in enough
depth to reveal, the nature both of their continual operation and of the order! ,
unflding of their regional manifestations upon the earth's surface. It is,
however, a feasible task for a yehr course if instruction is conceived crea-
tively and efficiently. Of administrative necessity, however, inAny World Re-
gional Geography cGurses are squeezed into less than an academic year,
specifically into a quarter (30 class periods) or a semester (45 class periods).
The subject matter of this course is conceived so that courses of varying
lengths may be developed from it even though the sequence of topics may differ
because of the specific length. Alternate sequences have been designed for a
two-semester cousei one-semester course and for a one-quarter course.
The rationale for leach course will be described in the preface to the topic
sequence. The systematic process-oriented introductory five weeks is con-
sidered basic to sequences of all lengths because it is considered essential
to view the globe before viewing its component areas, that is, to examine
global processes and their resulting world patterns as a systematic frame-
work for the subsequent examination12 of individual areas of the world.

11This problem is treatedTrom the point of view of anthropology by both Bennett andMarriott
in The Teaching of Anthropology (Ame'ican Anthropo,togical Association Memoir 94,
1963). See John W. Bennett, "A Course in Comporotive Civilizotion," p.197, and McKim
Marriott, "An Indian Civilization Course," p. 211.

Bennett says "Perhops one of the most cliff:colt things of all to achieve in courses deal-
ing with exotic civilizations is a sense of ccnciete ,reality. We feel that many courses
taught from the area-specialist viewpoint actually contribute to a feeling of unreality,
since they stress the exotic and eternal elements in these societies, often \presented as
maximally different from our own institutions".

12It will be immediately noticed that in the topic sequences which follow the subject matter
of physical geography is not treated in separate sections. Rather, this material is subsumed
under other topics in order to give logical expression to'the indi visible character of the
geogrophic approach. It should also be evident, however, that analysis of physical geo-
graphic processes is indispensible to the solution of the major proolem posed by this course,
that is, to show the orderly formation of various regions on the earth's surface because of\
the migration of human groups possessing particular method; of resource utilization and ,
territorial organization.
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The following principles of teaching have been followed in the organization
of all the courses:

1. The sequence of subjects should follow a logical development of thought.
2. The treatment of knowledge should be cumulative.
3. The semester break or placement of major tests should come at a

logical break in content.
4. The necessary systematic introduction should occupy as little time as

possible leaving most of the tune for sequential treatment of specific
areas.

WORLD REGIONAL GFAX;RAPHY:
TWO SEMESTER COURSE: 90 class periods

The organization of the two-semester course's sequence of areal treat-
ment is based on a major phenomenon in world geography, the expansion of
certain culture groups to occupy increasing amounts of territory at the ex-
pense of other culture groups. Of the great migrations during human history,
perhaps most directly related to our understanding of the world's contempo-
rary geographical system is the mammoth European outpouring of the past
few centuries.

European migration and contact with other culture groups has caused a
major proportion of recent geographical change whether viewed in terms of
population movement, the spread of resource utilization systems, expansion of
particular forms of territorial organization, or the encirclement of the globe
by ,a market-oriented manufacturing economy expressed in urban settlement
and commercial agriculture. Both in number of people involved in migratory
movement and in the amount of land succc -fully occupied, the emigration of
Europeans from th, it homelands is perhaps the greatest demographic move-
ment in history. -I o find as sigraficant a migration, one would have to turn to
the gradual migratory movements by which man first occupied the globe's
land surfaces including his original movements into the Western Hemisphere.

From observation of European expansion, several questions may be asked.
What characteristics made it possible for one culture group to expel a settled
culture group from its habitat and to take over the resources for its own bene-
fit? Have particular culture groups been more successful than others in
reslisting territorial onslaught? Why has it been the Europeans who expanded
irresistibly out of their small marginal peninsulas on the Eurasian continent
and took over a major proportion of the earth's land surface? How have the
particular resource utilization systems developed by the Europeans and their
particular forms of political territorial organization aided or limited them in
occupying additional territory? For the future, can we predict continued
European expansion or can we say that there has been a resurgency uf indige-
nous control over territory not settled by Europeans?

In order to elucidate this theme, the sequence of areas to be treated in
the course has been arranged with reference tothis major phenomenon. Thus,
world land surfaces' are divided into two categories: the first category com-
prises those areas settled by Europeans and their descendents arranged in
a sequence according to the size andduration of migration flows from Europe.
The United States and Canada, thus, are treated immediately after Europe,
then Central and South America, finally Southern Africa, Australia and New
Zealand. The second category includes those areas in which indigenous peo-
ples maintained their occupance of territory even while increasing contact
with Europeans, be they traders, conquerors, colonial administrators, or
would-be settlers, increasingly transformed these areas geographically. The
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latter areas In ; be ordered according to the recency of enduring European
contact: North Africa and Southwest Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, East
Asia, Oceania, Mirka south of the Sahara.

The arranment of an areal sequence around this theme seems most
appropriate for a two semester course whenthere is time to examine genetic-
ally the chronological development of contemporary ; ,ographic patterns.

WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY: TWO SEMESTER COURSE:
90 class periods

SEMESTER I

1. INTRODUCTION: Global Processes and World Patterns (5 weeks)
1. Introduction: The.Global Geographic System (class period 1)
2. Regionalization within the system (class periods 2-3)
3. Homo sapiens: World Distribution and cultural differentiation (class

periods 4-6)
4. Systems of Territorial Organization: A Universal Human Charac-

teristic (class periods 7-9)
5. Resource Utilization Systems: the Support of Population in the Habitat

(class periods 10-11)
6. Charactetistics of the Ever-Changing Habitat (class periods 12-16)

II. GEOGRAPHY OF AREAS OCCUPIED BY EUROPEANS AND
THEIR DESCENDANTS (10 weeks)
1. Europe: A Major Destination of Geographical Innovations Becomes

the Principal Exporter Thereof (class periods 17-25)
2. Destinations of European Migrations: The Americas, Australia, New

Zealand, Southern Africa (class periods 26-44)

Ill. SEMESTER SUMMARY (class period 45)

SEMESTER II

IV. THE GEOGRAPHY OF AREAS OF INDIGENOUS GEOGRAPHICAL
DEVELOPMENT (14 weeks)
1. North Africa, Southwest and Central Asia: the Nomad and Oasis World

(class periods 46-54)
2. South Asia: a Culturally Complex Village Farming Society (class

periods 55 63)
3. Southeast Asia: A Culturally and Ecologically Diverse Frontier Area

of Sharp Settlement Contrasts (class periods 64-68)
1. Last Asia: Beyond European Colonial Control (class periods 69-81)
5. Africa South of the Sahara: The Persistence of Tribal Organization

(class periods 82-87)

V. CONCLUSION: Trends of Change inthe Contemporary World Geographical
Pattern (1 week: class periods 88-90)
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WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY: TWO SEMESTER COURSE

1. INTRODUCTION: GLOBAL PROCESSES AND WORLD PATTERNS

1. Introduction: The Global Geographic System
Geography as the study of man occupying his habitat, the earth's surface,
as a unitary global system

The earth's surface a single unified space so that one area cannot be
isolated from another

The outside of a sphere
The conte:tiporary landscape shows the current stage in the long develop-
ment of human occupance

Landscape analysis: a method for,iden*ifving the processes operating
to form geographical patterns
Regions may be identified within the landscape

The pattern of human occupance as shown by the map of world population
density is not random but concentrated ,n selected areas: the result of
the interaction of specific processes

This course will consider the major processes contributing to the devel-
opment of geographical world patterns and especially of regions" 3 within
these patterns

Growth and internal differentiation of Homo sapiens
Human territor .1 organization

Political
Economic

Human resource utilization
Habitat differentiation

Continental
Climatic
Edaphic

2. Region formation within the system
The region: a central concept of geographical analysis

In this course, a region will be defined only as an area unified by the
occurrence of some measurable spatial phenomenon such as a concen-
tration of points or convergence of lines
Traditional definitions of the region
Abstract regional models: powerful tools for perceiving., order in
heterogeneous landscapes

'Types: Uniform/formal region
Nodal/functional/focal region

These types may be defined if two ways:
single criterion
multiple associated criteria

Characteristics of regions
Regional cores
Boundaries and transition zones
Arrangement in hierarchies and sets
Can be identified for both human and physical phenomena

The dynamic character of the region
Regional formation-functioning-persistence or decay: a process
occurring through time

13As perusal ofthe areal sections will show, most measurable regions ore too small to appear
in an outline at this scale of generalization.
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Regions are mobile phenomena
Empirical examples of region types

Uniform: defined by single criterion
defined by, multiple criteria

Nodal: defined by single criterion
defined by multiple criteria

Scales of regionalization
Uniform regions: the unit area or single phenomenJn

global sets of uniform regions
A

Nodal regions: the establishment or unit of occupance
global hierarchies of nodal regions

3. The world distribution and cultural differentiation of Homo sapiens

Man's accelerating growth to present world population
Checks and causes of population growth

Malthusian checks
Methods of nullifying checks

Public health
Pacification
Prevention of famine

Consequent changes in mortality rates
Resulting changes in population growth rates

Clusters of dense population
Demographic characteristics
Changing proportional relationships

Man migrates to-occupy the world's land surfaces
Long distance migration

Milor prehistoric migrations into uninhabited areas
The nineteenth century European exodus of 60 million people: the
greatest migratory movement in history

Colonization
Colonialization

Short distance migration
The exodus from rural areas to cities

Cultural differentiation fragmented the species into smaller groups as in-
creasing numbers of Homo dispersed more widely

Mutually-recognized cultural uniformity provides basic unity for human
groups

In this course, Homo to be grouped on the basis of culture not "race'.
Race a mythical not a logical classification

Culture defined variously but always concerns the patterning of
men's ways of life

Learned by intra -group and inter-group communication
Major manifestations of culture universal to all human groups

Value systems
Kinship and interpersonal relationship patterns
Resource utilization systems
Territoriality
Language

Continuously changing: a universal process
Innovation
Diffusion
Acculturation
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Groups use culture for self identification as well as for differentiat-
ing others
Linguistic uniformity a prime basis for culture groupings

Language: human invention for symbolic communication pre-
requisite for interpersonal learning
definition and characteristics

-.the process of language differentiation
Evolutionary
Genetic classification of languages

Linguistic history the key to migration patterns
World pattern of language families

r
4. Systems of Territorial Organization: A universal human characteristic

lolitical territorial organization: to maintain peace and law necessary
for resource allocation preliminary to exploitation

Nation-state system: now globally accepted with respect to land sur-
faces: concept of national sovereignty

Based on mutually exclusively defined areas
The oceans: a troubling loophole

Superseded but still persisting systems claiming allegiances of people
I3ased on defined populations rather than defined areas
Surviving remnants.

Feudal and dynastic kingdoms
Tribal groupings
Lco logical dominants

Resource tenure systems regulate the soci.I availability of resources
b unction within the legal framework of political territorial

organization
Individual and/or communal proprietorship
Many variant systems possible

The territorial organization of settlement
The spatial arrangement of units of occupance

Dispersed: characteristic of rural areas
Clustered: the origin of settlements
Clusters of varying size and functions

Hamlets, villages, towns, cities, conurbations, megalopolis
Support of settlements

Exi:.,,ence based on export function
"Central places": social, political, economic
Manufacturing and mining
Trade and transportation

Made possible by occupational specialization
Market areas and hinterlands

Growth of settlement networks
Central place theory and gravity model
Central places and their tributary areas as aodal regions
Hierarchical patterning in function, size, spacing
Linkages between settlements
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5. Resource _11.111/anon systems: the support of population in the habitat

Global distribution of resource utilization tynes and systems
Classification of resource utilization systems

Unit of occupancej establishment: the basic unit of resource utilization
Types of production

Resource perceived and used
M..:tha of production:

Plants and animals
Machines and chemicals
The concept of technological level

Level of production as measured by different variables
Per land unit
l'er labor input
l'er total input

Organization
Product mix
Internal organization of production
External liknages of producing unit

Sources of input supply
Markets

Destination of production
Motivation for production

Traditional typology of resource utilization
Hunting and gathering
Agriculture and animal husbandry

Marine and forest harvesting
Mining and manufacturing

ilistory of resource utilization de/elopment
Pre-agricultural occupance
"Neolithic Revolution"
"Industrial Revolution"
Persistence of "obsolete" types of resource utilization

Process of resource use change
Organization into national economies and other types of systems

Classification of types of systems
I3obek's and Vihigner's classifications

The integration of national economies
Economic bases and resource endowments
Occupational specialization of the population
Dual and plural economies
The role of infrastructure: power supply and transportation

National development of the economy
GNI' as a measure of national economic development
"Economic development": the shift from an agrarian-based to an
industrially-based economy

The problem of raising the standard of living
Types of resource endowment

Governmental planning for economic development
National economies characterized

Influcnt.t of resource utilization systAs (311 perception Ind settlement of
habitats

Estimating Iibitat parameters
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6. Characteristics of the Ever-Changing Habitat

Man's natural habitat is continuously changing altl.ough the rate of change
is only rarely perceptible to man
Man lives at the interface between the global surface and the atmosphere

The single global surface is perceived as essentially dual in nature
whether seen as inhabitable space, territory, or source of resources

Homo-as a species has witnessed a relatively small amount of land-
form change

Present distribution of land and ocean: product of long interplay
of tectonic forces
Crust of varying thickness and stability: a single system with
zones of weakness

Highest and lowest points: Himalayas and Philippine Trench
Wegener theory of Continental Drift

Land water hemispheres
Continental platforms

Pre-Cambrian old rock platforms
Young mountain chains of volcanic origin and recent building

"Pacific Ring of Fire"
Global zones of weaknesses including rift valleys and Mid-
Atlantic fift

World pattern of great river basins, internal drainage basins,
limited areas of local river basins

River basins as nodal regions
Importance to human occupance of alluvial flood plains of
great river basins

Erosion: the formative process by action of atmosphere
Glaciation sculpts localized landforms

Ocean fills depressions in wrinkled global crust
Continental runoff
Landforms
Source of water vapor for atmosphere

Climate as the localized internal differentiations of the atmospheric
envelope

Atmospheric circulation: the, global system's characteristics
Influence of unequal heating of global surface, radiation and tem-
perature inequalities

Air circulation: masses and currents
Influence of the land distribution pattern

Effects of unequal absorption and reradiation rates
Cyclic character of temperature and pressure variations

Water in the atmosphere: the hydrologic cycle
Sources of water vapor
The movement of moisture by air currents
Precipitation: types and causes

spatial distribution
temporal variability

The water balance: precipitation crosses the interface
Definitions of ariditytand humidity

The seasonal cycle
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'I:he problem of discerning uniform regions in the natural environ-
ment

Can a contuniuni of changing climatic conditions be regionalized?
Vegetation types: a principal surrogate

An ecological abstraction
Plant responses to climatic conditions

Soil types: a secondary surrogate
Soil forms the land/atmosphere interface

The poleward progression of climate types
Orderly variation 'of: level and range of temperature

level and range of precipitation
seasonal cycle

Orderliness distorted by pattern of land and ocean distribution
Attitudinal progression of climatic types

Man's perception of his habitat
Basic to settlement and migration patterns of various culture groups

World views of Europeans contrasted with others

(*EST PERIOD

EL GEOGRAPHY OF AREAS OCCUPIED I3Y EUROPEANS
AND 'THEIR DESCENDANTS

E Europe: a major destination of geographical innovations becomes the prin-
cipal exporter thereof

The contemporary position of Europe in the world. a summary of cur-
rent occupance

The northwestern fragmented peninsular fringe of Eurasia
Culture hearth for expansion of language/culture groups
Innovation site for political territorial organization: LLC
The productive core of a nodally organized industrial region

Leader in world producers' goods production
World's most intensive urban settlement
Present landscape: a densely-populated urban industrial network
enclosing governmentally-sustained farms and relict or planted
forests

I. nit of occupance examples from N W. Europe, Mediterranean
Europe and the Soviet Union

Northwestern Europe. exporter of population, power, technology, and
ideas: political and economic. organizer of the world, once an early
destination for migration and cultural diffusion as a marginal area to
the Mediterranean I umpires

European culture groups become stabilized in space
Sparsely populated and impermanent settlement until past few

hundred years
Tribal migrations into a periglacial environment\
Establishment of language groups' distribution

Successive migratic '' effects
Dominance of Indo-EuropeAn language family
Intrusion of other linguistic groups,,
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ffects of acculturation and Roman conquest
Continuous political territorial innovation transcends the nation-
state

Innovation of nation-state transforms basis of territorial orgam-
zation

Super -odes feudal monarchies
axed territories nodally organized around culture groups'

areas
Solidification of the nation-state: refinement of the system

Colonization and colonialism: the nation-state embraces the
globe

'After the nation-state: the collapse of colonialism; the European
Economic Community

European replacement of agriculture as the base of national econo-
mies by the innovation of manufacturing permanently transforms
the landscape

The development of urban-oriented intensive animal husbandry
and mixed agriculture

barge mammal hunting in penglacial Europe is replaced by
small grain and herd animal agriculture

Diffusion from the Fertile Crescent
The I uropean environment

Climatic types and conditions
Soils and vegetation

l)evelopment of feudal village settlement based on small grain
agriculture

Transformation of agricultural resource use
Open-field village based on small grains gives was' to
animal husbandry ("mixed") farming and specialized
Crops

Governmental sponsorship of change
Introduction and adoption of American and Asian crops
Dissemination of scientific farming

['he urban orientation of contemporary farming
High-value production for urban market demand
Government support of specialized farming
Reliance on overseas areas for foods

I he innovation of intensive industrialization
Precursors of industrialization

Exports to the Classical World: tin, amber, furs
Colonial conquest and exploitation of minerals

Medieval rise of towns based on trade
Europe becomes a market
lanchcraft manufacturing develops
Frade routes and traffic

Landforms as barriers and channels
Industrial revolution - energy revolution

technological innovations aided by capital investment begin
the rise of industry

Increased scale of production
Powered by fossil fuel resources

I inn, factory and mine: industrial units of occupanec
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Transportation linkages intensified: the development of high-
speed bulk carriers
Banking, brokerage and commerce grow to provide services for
indust ry

NW I tirope as a primary nodal region of industrial production
today

Producers; goods emphasized
Urbanization based on manufacturing, mining and transport replaces
rural settlement

Industrial cities replace towns based on trade and political power
The alluring city: focus of flight from the countryside
Central places and eynnurbations dominate the landscape

Diffusion of g,cogr,ipl;aical innovations to the rest of Christian europe
The lag of Mediterranean Lurope, similar in culture but slow to
change

Rowan territorial organization and its disintegration
Muslim occupation of the Mediterranean's southern shore

Development of feudal and monarchical kingdoms
Lite consolidation of the nation-state
Persistence of village small-grain-farming

I he Mediterranean environment
Olive, grape, citrus: specialized adapted crops

Recent adoption governmentally- induced changes
Industrialization, tourism raise national productivity

The eastern trontter of 1 urope: Russia becomes the Soviet Union
Slavic exporter of Luropean innovations

Location on Lurope's empty inland fringe confronting Asian
culture groups

The western wedge of settlement versus the Siberian
forest wilds

Culturally and economically a part of LA.rope
Lxpansion of the Slays
Domination of peripheral non-lndo-Luropean culture groups

Political territorial organization of anexpendmg nation-state
Siberian expansion into sparsely occupied territory
Consolidation of the national territory

Incorporation of central Asian densely settled areas
Political organization of minorities in the Soviet Union

State Liman)l of the economy forces rapid expansion of re-
source utilization to build an industrial economy

I'he Soviet seizure and consolidation of power over eco-
nomic production

State control of the resource base
National planning as the tool for economic change
I tic goal: international power by means of the forced
shift of the economy and the Lax): force into industry

Collectivism transforms village agriculture
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The expansion and persistence of feudally organized
village agriculture at the taiga's southern edge

Russia's agricultural environment
Cold and drought: the continental enemies of Rus-
sian farming

Futile feudal attempts at modernization
Collectivization: the rationalization of agricultural

production on the factory model
Persistent problems of production levels

Planned industrialization and urbanization of the USSR
Innovation of the Five Year Plan

State investment primarily in heavy industry and
mining

Building , transport and communications infra-
structure

Successful development of a world-leading industrial
economy

Consequent urbanization
The Soviet Union as an exporter of geographical innovations

Soviet diffusion of Communist forms of political terri-
torial organization and resource utilization.

Effect on Eastern Europe: the reorganization of national
economies and resource utilization systems

Attempts at reorganization of political territorialorgani-
zation and resource utilization outside Europe: e.g.,
Cuba, Mongolian Republic, China

The expansion of the Europeans outside Europe
Emigration and colonization: the dispersion of surplus popula-

tion automatically spreads European culture
Colonialization forces diffusion of European ideas through polit-

ical control.

2. Destinations of European Migrations

The Ameiicas: the principal destination of European emigration although
fully settled by the descendants of migrants from Asia

The Pre-Columbian landscape: widely varying cultural groups with dif-
fering population densities, resource utilization systems andterritorial
organization
Population distribution and cultural differentiation resulting from suc-
cessive migrations, innovation and adoption of various resource use
systems

Original movements into the Americas by hunters and gatherers
The land surface they gradually discovered ,

Linguistic distributions reveal patterns of migration
0 'Inds, tribes, and kingdoms organized and controlled territory., ndfo
ali ,cated resources among groups

Population den: .les and permanency of settlement varied withdiverse re-
source utilization systems

Diversification of hunting and gathering systems in i diverse' habitat
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Conditions of the habit, t
Climate tRes
Biotic resources: vegetation and animals

The innovation of American agriculture
Staple crops and cropping systems

Tropical American culture hearths

Support of densely populated kingdoms
Development of an urban settlement pattern

Diffusion of agricultiire throughout the Americts
The partial replacement of hunting and gathering

1492: End of an era of undisturbed occupance
The initial conquests focused on the densely settled inter-Tropical areas
The near extinction of aborigiral populations throughout the Americas

Strongest survivals in the regions of dense settlement
-.The transfer of the Air,-ricas' entire land i-turface to European control

TEST PERIOD

United States and Canada: the flowering of European movations in re-
source utilizaticai and territorial organization in a halal, t r erceived as a
richly-endowed tabula rasa

The contemporary landscape: densely populated urban industrial net-
works dispersed within commercially specialized farms, mines, and
forests interlaced with abando,ied lands

Forms patterning the landscape primarily European-derived
Replacing the original population

European, African and other migration

Organizing the territory for settlement and resourcNnilization
The allocation of North America between 'Canada, theUnited States,
and Mexico

i
'Internal political territorial organization of th9 United States

Conquest and cession obliterate Indian occupance
Att.mpts at cultUral extinction of the Indians
Contemporary remnants and their futures

.
lmposition of a land tenure and resource allocation system to
obtain dispersed farm settlement

Building an industrial economy of high productivity supported by corn-
mericialized farming, mechanized mining and lumbering:, the exploita-
tion of a rich resource base

Importation and modernization of_Ztio, Asn mixed farming
Evolution and transformation of the American family farm
Innovation of new farm types, e.g., ranching
Government support of large-scale specialized farming

Abandonment of marginal land and farms
Leaving the land for cities
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Development 01 an urban tinned States
Rise of industry an4 consequent urbanization

Development of the corporate firm
Nlinifig rich resources

Spanning the continent with transport links

Support, supply avid stability of t rban networks
Cultural diversity versus standardization

Canada the politically-truncated American northern fringe
Immigration parallels
Political territorial organization within the Commonwealth
Pzirallel development of resource tuilizatior. units

Functional domination by U.S. corporations
Unity of urban hierarchies

. -Iberian America
Contemporary landscape: caws and subsistence survivals, fragmentary
organization of territory both political and economic'

Immigration and evolution of prescatly'occupying culture groups
Population distribution and growth
Persistence of densely settled Ind:an populations

Political organization of territory
Colonial Empires: Spanish and Portuguese, other
Post-Colonial fragmentation into nation-states

Problems of nation-state consolidation
.%ttempts at wide'r unity

Utilization of territory
Niimng exploitation
I'ypes of agricultural resource utilization

Persistence of Indian occupance
Spread of Luropean agricultural systems
Frontiers of settlement
Population pressures
Contemporary problems of resource development

A

Development of urban hierard
Orientation toward Europe

Out hers of European settlement
Australia and New Zealand

Contemporary' landscape. urbanized, commet zialized, Atlantic
oriented
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immigration and evolution of present culture groups
xtinction ut cultural assimilation of aboriginal inhabitants

Political territorial organization within the Commonwealth
Recently increasing Asian orientation

l_stabl ishment of urbanized Indust na hied resource utilization based
on commercial expert agriculture

I.conomic organization of an emptied land
Economic exploitation of 13ruish ties

Southern Africa
Contemporary lanlsi.apc. Northern Luropean settlers' response to
persistent occupation of territory by aboriginal occupants

Thking over and establishing exploitation of the land
Development of a dim , tenure system

Problems of political territorial organization: internal and
external -

"1 he British Protectorates
Urbanized industrialized resource utilization based on commercial
agriculture

Problem of Apartheid
Failures: Kenya, \Igeria

Small amount of inumgration In proportion to indigenous inhabitants
Fragmentary political control of territory
Short time-depth of settlement of resource utilization

SENIESTER SL MM \RY

1. Settlement foci for l_uruptaii expansion. thost .parsely settled habitats in
which Lurppean mixed ifarrning could be successfully established

Sparsely inhabited: lard take-over possible
Health conditions permitted Luropeans and their animals to survive
Mixed farming adapted from the wOodland tothe grassland made possi-
ble Lutopean expansion of settlement into semi-arid habitats

2 Cultural, political, econornu ties mutu Ily reinforce the development of
urban-oriented industrialized resource utilization systems within stably-
governed nation states having dominant cultural standards derived from
Europe

Problems created for other parts of the world

Si NILS"' Lit I.XAN1IN \ l'ION

ful
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SECOND SEMES'1'LR

1V, THE GEOGRAPHY OF AREAS OF INDIGENOUS
GEOGRAPHICAL DEVELOPMENI

1. North Africa, Southwest and Central Asia: the Nomad and Oasis World
Contemporary position in world and landsLape. significant regions and
representative units of occupance

Oasis small-grain irrigation hardening and rainfall farming, nomad
tents in denuded forests, cities as centers of trade and religion, seats
of power

Migration of present cultural groups throughout the area
Arab expansion; Turkic expansion, Mongol expansion.

Extinction of prior systems of occupance
Religion and language used as cultural identifiers

Persistence of minorities

Dynastic and Imperial territorial organization of these areas
Continual conflict Christian Europe
Caravan trade linkages between city networks superimposLd on village

settled areas
The persistence of the Ottoman Empire

Resource Utilization: intensive use of an arid landscape
The intensification of small-grain agriculture through irrigation

The great river valley areas of dense settlement

The symbiosis between village and tent

Nomad pastoralism: specialization in annual production
The pastoral usefulness of forests

Geographical effects of European contact and colomalization

Political territorial reorganization: Leirope,an imposition of the nation-
state

Strategic importance athwart the British Linpire's transport route
The export of European culture. commercialism, nationalism

Exploitation of resources: mining for oil. the introduction of the for-
eign corporat:on

,Efforts at "economic development"

Resurgence of indigenous control of territorial organization and re:source
utilizatiOn

'Adoption and implementation of nation-state organization
Growth of primate cities'

Adoption of an industrially based economy as a goal
Manned economic development and problems of population growth

2. South Asia: a culturally complex villags farming society

Contemporary landscape. significant regions and representative units of
occupance

Crowded villages on arable land
Great coastal cities increasingly industrialized
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Successive migrations: the foundation for cultural complexity
Migration history as indicated by linguistic distribution
Language and religion as cultural unifiers

Caste stratification reinforces occupational specialization

The territorial organization of city -states based on village hierarchies
The Structure of village settlement

Land tenure and landlords
Development of princely states and empires

Resource Uti:tization. spec:lab/v(1gram staple &arming toprodiice the maxi-
mum despite environmental constraints

l'he drought-ridden habitat
1 he village farming system. grain production aidedby cattle as-auxil-
iary producers of labour, milk, fuel, and leather

Wheat, millet, race, and pulses: the great staple crops
Other habitat utilizations

Geographical effects of Luropean contact and colomalization
Political unification of the sub-continent
\n urban hierarchy developed for administrative needs based on the

growth of commercial and transport facilities

The commercialization of agriculture. plantations and cash cropping
develop a dualistic economy

Agricultural resource development
Beginning of industrialization
Growth of population

Resurge' c of indigenous control of territorial organization .1 nd resource
utilization

Conflict between the culture grouping of society- and implementation of
the nation-state idea

Adoption of economic planning toward an industrially based society

TES I' PLRIOL)

3. Southeast \sia: a culturally and ecologically diverse frontier area of
sharp settlement contrasts.
Contemporary landscape: significant regions and representative units of
occupance

Densely settled rice-growing lowlands separated by highland forests
Primate city ports. the foci of nat politicalind economic organi-
zation

Successive migrations exploit mainland and archipelagos
Linguistic and cultural diversity
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xpansion 01 NI,ILlYo-Polynesians both West and Last
Why was \ustralia shunned, New Lea land only lightly settled?

Chinese, \rab, Indian contacts

lypes of territorial organization varied with settlement systems
Princely kingdoms. tribal federations

Resource utilization systems the basis of settlement concentration
Irrigated and Ilooded rice in alluvial plains

Shifting rainfall cultivation in forested highlands
Incursions of terraced and irrigated gardening

Pacific gardening of tuber staples

Geographical effects 01 I uropean contact and colomalizat ion
I stab! ishment of rival. colonial cmpires by Spain, Portugal. Netherlands,
I ranee, I rrtain, t' S. \.\ustralia

Growth of urban networks for administration and commercial ex-ploitation
Commercialization of production for metropolitan needs

Plantation agriculture and cash cropping
Nlincral ewloitation
Dualizing economies importation of necessary labour

Resurgence of indigenous control of territorial organization and resource
utilizationion

Indonesian and others' problems of political organization and resource
utilization pl ,nning

4. Last \six beyond Furopean colonial control

Chilli: the habitat longest occupied 1w actilture group in contemporary
control

( ontemporary landscape. significant regions and representative
units of occupance

Recently isolated village settlements increasingly incorporated
into political and economic nation

National territorial organization focused upongrowing industrial
cities

1 stablishment and expansion of the Chinese from the \l et valley
Southward c\pansion of the northern Chinese
( ult oral absorption of non-Chinese
Stabilization of cultural identity

Development of imperial political and economic territorial organt-iat iOn
iherarchy market towns and administrative capitals

Development of linkages by road system and canal
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Degree of persistence of hierarchy throughout
Dynast it (hinges nomadic pressures

Resource utili/ation. intensively developed agriculture based on
eastern nverine lowlands

\I It ist tiwvigneultural sstems both based on labor intensive
gardening

\on-irrigated wheat farming system in northern habitat

I rrigattd rice farming, system south of growing season limits
Support of intensive village settlement networks

/,1t On Of nun - cultivable areas
Nlineral e \ploaation

tleogr iphie al effects of I.uropean contacts:
stablisliment of new crops: in lize, sweet potatoes

Re sist,inLe to I.uropcan linkages despite increasing export
pro duo ion of commodities: tea, silk, tung

entury-long interregnum means continual disruptionof internal
peace and production

Increasing foreign penetration - economic and military
onsolidat ion of power by ChineseCommunists restores internal

peace
ommunist reorganisation of resource utilization

U. Lilian. urban industrialism sucecssfull attained by selective accul-
turation
Uonteniporart Imidt,t apt . significant regions and representative units
if

,

e
intensive irrigated rice farming, and utiliza-

tion of marine resources

Migration of presently IittupvIn, culture groups in Northeast Asia
1)isplacement of the inu
I st iblishment of Japanese settlement hearth around inland sea

Cultural influence of China
territorial org ini/at ion of the archipelago

Resource at Iluat ion systems. intensive development of available re-
sources

!null-nye irrigated rice gardening pushed northward
Sea tarming emends control of resources into coastal waters
1 orests and wattr intensively utilised
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Japanese response to European contacts: transforiation of resource
use during 19th century

Scientific improvement of agriculture
Government sponsorship of industrialization to attain mi litary power
Bureaucratic unification of political territorial organization

Japan's experience at colonial political expansion
Consolidation of urban industrial economy
Japan's present position as the single Asian industrial economy

5. Africa South of the Sahara: the persistence of tribal organization

Contemporary landscape: significant regions and representative units of
occ upance

Agriculturally-based tribal settlements only fragmentarily incorporated
in commercial urban hierarchies and nation-states

Migrations and expansions of linguistic and tribally-organized groups into
habitats receptive for specialized agricultural and animalhusbandry sys-
tems'

Implications for migration histo-y of Greenberg's linguistic analysis

Types of territorial organization
Feudal kingdoms
Tribal hierarchies and autonomous settlement networks
Ecologically-dominant groups

Resource utilization systems: often specialized to linguistic or tribal
groups, localized in appropriate habitat

Bush fallow agriculture: millet, sorghum yaio, i inana based
Asian crop introductions

Intensive urban farming of West Africa
Cattle-keeping farmers
Herding culture groups with auxiliary agriculture
Remnant hunters and gatherers

Geographical effects of European contact and colonializatioa
Internal disorganization of tribal occupance systems by slaving
Acceptance of cassava, maize, other American crops envigorated bush
fallow farming
Colonial political territux la 1 partitioning and subsequent reorganization
of area

"Freezing" of culture groups' occupation of territory
Immigration: European and Asian

Commercialization of resource utilization
Establishment of plantations and mining ventures
Cash cropping introduced into bush fallow farming

European colonization attempted widely
Southern Africa - a permanent success?
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Resurgence of indigenous control over politic it territorial organization
and resource utilization

Problems of perpetuating nation- state bureauk.ratic organ zat ion in face
of rival tribal territorial systems

Definition of non-Africans' role
Maintenance of commercialized resource utilization based on foreign
markets

V. CONCLUSION: "I RINDS OF CIIANGL IN l'IlL CONTENIPORARY
WORLD GI,(X;RAPIIICAL SYSTENI

I. Culture Groupings' Occupance of Territory
Cessation of large scale international migration
Incorporation of diverse culture groups into national cultural standards
Gradual economic assimilation or relict groups; e.gi, Lskimos
Persistence of sub national' groupings with cultural identity

2 Systems of territorial organization
Global dominance of nation-state system of territorial organization

International partitioning of world between power blocs
%tte min s supra national organization for specialized purposes

Internal structuring of the nation-state the paramount task for
ma ny

Further expansion of hierarchial urban settlement networks with con-
comitant rural emigration and abandonment of marginal agricultural
land where possible

3. Resource utilization systems
Global diffusion of industrialized use of natural resources and conse-
quent urbanization of human resources

Development of several nodal industrial regions supplying world
markets
Success dependent on agricultural transformation

Planning of resource utilization by national governments increasing
Governmental attempts to control population growth more active

Problem of resource depletion and habitat pollution severe
International problems of matching, markets and production, investment
destination and development needs
International pressures to lessen gl t range of roductivity levels

4 "Ile responsibility of the t niteti states in the changing worldleographical
system

FINAL FX,% MINATION
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WORLD REGION,\L-G1.(X,R
ONL SN11.Sn.R CO1'11S1.: 4S class periods

13y following the time schedule outlined below, the general theme of the
two-semester course can probably be explored in one semester. In such a
truncated course, more emphasis %%mild have to be placed on contemporary
conditions than upon genetic rationale even though it is the latter which forms
the basis for ptediction. In cutting the time length for examination of par-
ticular areas down to SILC, the Sections on terntorial organization and re-
source utilization systems should be given prior. over full treatment of
culture group migration and settlement. Treats, lit of present landscape
characteristics could probably, be subsumed under the high priority topics.

Under this scheme, the time periods for the topic sequence could be col-
lapsed in the following manner;

1. Introduction: World Processes and Global Patterns 5 weeks

11. Get>=i8-Lwhy of Areas Occupit d by Luropeans and their Descendants
4 we^ks

1. Lurope (2 weeks)
2. Destinations of European Migration

United States and Canada (1 week )
Iberian America (1 week )

111. Geography of Areas of Indigenous Geographical Development 6 weeks

1. North Africa, Southwest and Central Asia (1 week)
2. South Asia (1 1/2 weeks)
3. Southeast Asia and Oceania (1 week)
4. East Asia (1 1/2 weeks)
5. Africa South of the Sahara .tf week)

WORLD REGIONAL, X;Ik A PI IY:
ONL QUARTLR COlikS.: :33 class periods

One quarter is too short a time penodto attempt a world regional i .cse
considering the basic theme of the two semester course here presented.
tions of the subject matter of that course, however, might be rearranged in a
course designed to consider the inequality inherent in the distribution pattern
of Homo sapiens over the earth's land surface, i provocative geographical
problem in itself. 1 hus, the theme of the one quarter course might be the
successful settlement of particular habitats by man through history as meas-
ured by the continued support of dense populations.

After full treatment of the Introductory "World l'rocesses and Global
Patterns" (which in particular course's time span would become a major
portion of the course), those areas would be treated which have been most suc-
cessfully exploited by man for dense and stable settlement and intensive re-
source utilization, the sequence would be arranged by relative lengtb of time
during which dense populations had been successfully maintained. To pursue
this theme most efficiently, the introductory presentation of systematic proc-
esses could be oriented to global consideration of the problem.

Using this theme, the time periods and topic, sequences would be as
follows:
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I. Introduction. World Processes and Global Patterns- (5 weeks)

II. Areas of Dense Settlement
1. China and peripheral outhers
2. The Indian Sub continent
3. Europe and northeastern North \nierica

Ill. Points and Lines of Dense Settlement
I. Locations founded on intensive agriculture
2. Locations founded on commercial production, industry,

and subsequent urbanization

IV.

(4 weeks)

(1 week )

Areas not Densely Settled (I week )

V. Consideration of Teaching Strategies Appropriate to(These Courses

To implement the conceptual aims of this course, a particular teaching
strategy has been chosen from several alternatives. The particular methods
of presehtation and types of materials discussed below seem to be those most
suitable for stimulating a student's interest and luring him to develop height-
ened awareness of (and further curiosity about ) the vast variation of the earth's
surface.

Type of Presentation. 1 he course's material would be covered by lecture,
discussion, or exercise (work sessions), using each where-appropriate. Con-
tinuity should be provided by the class sequence not by a textbook. Lectures
are to be designed as presentations for which a textbook could not be substi-
tuted. They shoule: each ideally be a vivid 50-minute sequence of visual and
audial per:eptions by which the student would experience the elegant exposi-
tion of particular concepts illustrated by supporting facts. Student reading and
exercise assignments should enlarge and enrich the fundamental thematic
structure of the course as presented in class.

Types of Materials. \II types of materials should be considered for possible
use in this course, not merely textbooks. A primary pedagogic aim should be
to acquaint the student with the great variety of sources which can inform him
about the world's geography, therefore a single uniformly presented and or-
ganized source such' as a comprehensive textbook (no matter how skillfully
done) seems inappropriate although perhaps administratively necessary in
sonic situations.

When introducing the student to such varied sources of information, it is
necessary to make explicit the relationship between particular materials,
especially if on a specialized topic, and the copcepts presented in lecture by
referring to the reading, film, or other material, and interpreting it at the
appropriate point in the presentation. I think the most stimulating course
would be taught by using a mixture of source materials both in and out of
class. article reprints, paperbacks, monographs, reference volumes, fiction,
programmed learning units, maps, slides, films, perhaps even recordings.

Visual materials certainly deserve a more prominent place both in and
out of class, nut as "aids" but as primary sources of geographic information.
the continual use of an especially of its specialized world distribution
maps, both in and out of class, is basic to the presentation of the course. By
referring directly to gr IN-neatly represented map patterns, much verbal de-
scription can be omitted. Direct comparisons may be made between map pat-
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terns or a map pdttern related ,(J photographs of the phenomenon mapped if
two slides or trausparencies are projected simultaneously. Various types of
materials should be utilized, however, only when relevant to carrying out the
conceptual aims of the course. I expect that it might he possible to cover cer-
tain topics in reading and unsupervised exercise (programmed instruction)
and not in class (e.g., earth-sun relationships).

Teaching strategy and course conceptualization and content are here con-
sidered basically inseparable. Success in presenting an ambitiously complex
amount of geographical material depends directly upon the teaching methods
employed. Conversely, elaborate and technically polished presentation of in-
tellectually arid material perhaps is the pop art version of teaching. This
course design's aim is the presentation of significant geographical material
by provocative teaching strategies to fascinate and involve the student not to
bore him into apathy.

VI. Bibliography14 for These Courses

1. Introduction: Th Global Geographic System
Teachers' References

Ackerman, Edward A. "Where is a Research Frontier'?", Annals of the Asso-
ciation of American Geographers, LIII (December, 1963), 429-440.

Association of American Geographers. A Basic Geographical Library, A
Selected and Annotated Book List for American Colleges. A Report Pre-
pared by the Commission onCollegeGeography,PublicationNo. 2. Wash-
ington, D.C.: 1966. 0

Espenshade, Edward B. (ed.). Goode's World Atlas. 12th ed. Chicago: Rand
McNally and Co., 1964.

Haggett, Peter. Locational Analysis in Human Geography. New York: St.,
Martin's Press, 1966.

Life Pictorial Atlas of the World. Editors of Life and Rand McNally. New
York: Time, Inc., 1961

National Academy of Sciences; National Research Council. The Science of
Geography. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Geography, Earth Sciences
Division, Publication No. 1277, 1965.

McNeill, William H. The Rise of the West: A History of the Human Commu-
nity. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963.

Platt, Robert. "The Rise of Cultural Geography in America," Proceedings
of the nth International Geographical Congress. Washington, D.C.: 1962,
485-490.

Sprout, Harold and Margaret. The Ecological Perspective on Human Affairs.
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1965.

Teilhard, de Chardin, Pierre. "The Antiquity and World Expansion of Human
Culture," Man's Role in Changing the Face of the Earth. Edited by W.L.
Thomas Jr. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956, 103-112.

The Shorter Oxford Economic Atlas of the World. 3rd ed. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1965.

Thomas, W.L. Jr. (ed.). Man's Role in Changing the Face of the Earth. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1956.

Wagner, Philip. The Human Use of the Earth. London: Collier-MacMillan
Ltd., The Free Press of Glencoe, 1960.

141n tile cause of brevity 41mr.st no reference is listed more than once although obviously
many cotations ha .n mei it ooth as Teochers' References and Student Readings and contrib-
ute to several topics.
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Students' Readings

Brown, Harrison. Hie Chal tuna of Man's Future. New York: Hie Viking
Press, 1054, 3-45, 23-29.

Ginsburg, Norton S. "Geography," \ Reader's Guide to the Social SLaences.
Ldited by 13.1'. Hoselitz. New York: Free Press, 1965, Chapter III.
(F ree Press paperback 91505).

"Geography," Hie Columbia Lncyclopedia, '..rct ed., 1963, 808.
James, Preston F. \ Geography of Man. 3rd ed. New York: Blaisdell Pub-

lishing Co., 1964.
Murphey, Rhoads. An Introduction to Geography. 2nd ed. Chicago: Rand-

McNally, 1966.
Philbrick. \ .K. !his Human World. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1963.
The Statesman's Yearbook: StatistiLal and Historical Annual of the States of

the World. Annual: Lined by S.11. Steinberg. New York: St. Martin's
Press. 1966-67, 103rd edition.

2. Region formation within the system

Teachers' References

Berry, Brian J.L. \ Method for Deriving Multi-Factor 'mform Regions,"
Przeglad Geograficzny, XXXIII (1961), 263-282.

Haggett, Peter. Locational Analysis in Human Geography. New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1966, Chapter 9, "Region Building," 241-276.

Hartshorne, Richard. lerspective on the Nature of Geography. Chicago:
Rand-McNally and Co., 1959, Chapter 9, "Is Geography Divided Between
'Systematic' and 'Regional' Geography?", 108 -145.

James, Prea-ton L. 'Iowan! a Further Understanding of the Regional Con-
cept," Annals of the Association of American Geographers, XLII (Sep-
tember, 1952), 195-222.

Mackay, J.. Ross. "Regional Geography: A Quantitative Approach," Cahiers
de Qeographie de_Quebec, (1959), 57-63.

Whittlesey, Dement. "The Regional Concept and the Regional Method,"
American Geography: Inventory and Prospect. l.dited by P.L. James
and C.F. Jones. Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1954, Chapter 2,
19-68.

Students' Readings

\lexander, .LW., Brown, LS.; and Dahlberg, R.L. "Freight Rates: Selected
\ spects of Uniform and Nodal Regions," Economic Geography, XXXIV
(,lanuary, 1958), 1.18.

Spencer, ,1.1.., and Ilorvath, R ,1 "flow Does an Agricultural Region Origi-
nate)", Annals cA the Association of AmericanGeographers, Lill (March,
1963), 74-92.

Whittlesey, Derwent "The Region: Theory and Procedure," American
Geography: Inventory _and_ Prospect. Ldited by P.L. James and C.F.
Jones. Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1954, 30-44.

3. Hie world distribution and cultural ditterentiation of I Ionio sapiens

I eachers' References

Kroeber, A.L. and Kluckhohn, Clyde. Culture. A critical review of concepts
and definitions, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Hie Museum Press, 1952.
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-I he Amunt.,in \;,st mblv, Columbia University The Population P:16oma.
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1966

Lelinsky, Wilbur A Prologue to Population Geography. lersev: Pren-
tice-11,111, 1966.

Students' Readings

Murphey, Rhoads. An IntroduLtion to-4,eog-rilt.y. 2nd ed. CluLago: Rand
NIcNally, 1966, 147 -153.

Thompson, Warren S. " l'he Spiral of Populations," Nlan's Rule in (h,n
the Pace of the Larth. Lilted by W.L. 7 homas, Jr. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1956, 970-986.

Prager, G.L. "Languages of the World," Collier's Lncyclopedia. 1902 edi-
tion, 299-310.

Malinowski, B. "Culture," 1.nqclpedia of the Social Sciences. Vol. IV
621 -623.

Kroeber, A.L. "Culture Area," Lncyclopediaef the Social Scient.es. Vol. IV.
6464)47.

Kluckhohn, C. "Culture," Collier's Lncyelmedia. 1962 edition, 553-557.
Philbrick\.K. This Human World. New York: John Wiley g. Sons, 1963,

---"Map of World Population," Figure 22, 24-36.

4. Systems of territorial organization: ,A universal human_characteristic

Teachers' References

Alexander, Lewis M. World Political Patterns. 2nd ed. Chicago: Rand-
McNally, 1963.

Cdhen, Saul B. Geography and Politic_ s in _a World Divided. New York: Ran-
dom House, 1963.

Jackson, W.A. Douglas (ed ). Politics andGeoiLraphic Relationships: Readings
on the Nature of Political Geography. New Jersey: Prentice-Kill, 1964.

Sprout, Harold IL ,and Sprout, Margaret. Man-Milieu RelationsMp Elypotheses
in the Context of International Politics. Princeton: Princeton University,
Center of International Studies, 1956.

Hoover, Ldgar M. Location of_Lconomic Actiyity.. New York: McGraw-ilill,
1948.

Berry, 13rian J.L. and Pred, Allan. Central Place Studies: .\ 13ibliographyif
Theory and .pplication. Philadelphia: Regional Science Reseat h Insti-
tute, 13Mhog,raphy Series, No. I, Regional Science Research Institute,
1961, Also: I3ernum H.G., et al, Supplement through 1964 (1965).

Dickenson, Robert City and Rion. Routledge, London: 1964.
Christalier, her. Uw Zentralen One in Suddcutschland. translated by

Carlisle 13askin. New Jersey: Prentice-Ilall, originally published 1933.
Garrison, W.L. and Berry, 13.J.L. "The l'unctionalBase of the Central Place

Hierarchy," i,conomic Geogr.lphy. XXXIV (April, l'-)58), 145-154.

Students' Readings

Brush, John L., and Bracey, 11.1 "Rural Service Centers in Southwestern
Wisconsin and Southern 1.ngland, Geographical Review, MA' (Oclober,
1 9 55) , 559-569.

Chauncy 0.ind Ullman, !Alward L. "1 he Nature of Cities," Annals
ofthe\ merican Academy of Political and Social Science. CCX1,11 (1045),
7-17.
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Hartshorne, Rich int "1 he I unaional Approach in Political Geography,"
\nnals of ilk ssmiation merican Geographers. XL (3une, 050),
95-131.

Jones, Stephen B. " Unified I ield The iry of Political Geography," Annals
of the ssociation of %merican Geographers. XXXXIV (June, 1,954), s'

111-123.
Philbrick, %Hen K "Principles of real 1' unctionql Organization Regibnal

Human Geography," J.Lonoulic Geography: (October, 1957), 299-
336.

Platt, Robert S. Geographical Study of the Dutch:German_Border. Siedlung
und Landschaft in Westfalen: 3, (Linde undliche Karten und Hefte der
Geographischen Kommission fur Westfalen) (Munster-Westfalen: Splbst-
verlag der Geographischen Kommission, 1958).

" Theory of Location forCines," American Journal of Soci-
ology. (May, 1941), 853-8/4.

5. Resource Utilization System, support of popula'aon in the habitat

Teachers' References

\lexandersson, Gunnar, and Norstrom, Goran. World Shipping: an Economic-
Geography of Ports and Seaborne Trade. New York: Wiley. 1963.

Bobek, Hans "Tht. Main Stages in SocRIeconomic Evolution from a 6eographic
Point of Vitw," Readings in Cultural Geography. Ldited by P.L. Wagner
and M.W. Mikesell. UniversityofCnicago Press, 1962, 418-247.

Chisholm, Michael Rural Settlement and Land Use. London: 1-lutchinspn
University Library, 1942, Chapter 2, "Johann Heinrich von Thuneif,"
21-35.

Clark, Colin, and Haswell, Margaret. The Lconomics of Subsistence Agricul-
ture. London: St. Martin's Press, 1964.

Poster, George M. Ti iditional Cultures: and the impact of Technological
Mike. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1962.

Klages, Karl 11.W. Ecological Crop Geography. New York: Macmillan Co.,
1942.

Leeds, Anthony, and Vayada, \ndrew T. (eds.). Mani Culture, and Animals:
The Role of \111111,11S in Human EcologicalAdjustments, Washington,'D.C.
\nierican ssociation for the Advancement of Science, 1965, Publication
No. 78.

Nlillei, E. Willard. Geography of Manufacturing. New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, 1962.

O'Dell, \ndrew C. Railways and Geograpk. London: Hutchinson University
Library, !956.

Platt, Robert S. "Environmentalism versus Geography," American lournal
of Sociology. ,Ll11 (March, 1948), 351-358.

Porter, Philip Vv. "Environmental Potentials and Econofnic Opportunities
liackg,round for Cultural Adaptation, " American Anthropologist, LXXVil

(April. 1965), 409-420.
Sauer, Carl 0. Agricultural Origins and Dispersalr New York: American

Geographical Society, 1952.
Singer, n tries,, (ed ), also Holmyard, L.J., Hall, A.R., and Williams, Trevor

.1 \ History of Technology 5 volumes. London: Oxford University
4)i-qss, 054-8.

Ullman, Edward L. American Commodity Flow: a Geographic Interpretation
of Rail and Water Iraffic Based on Principles of Spatial interchange.
Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1957.
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Weber, 1Ifred. Theory of tilt..., Location of Industries. Translated from German
by Carl J. I riedrich. Chicago: Universay of Chicago Press, 1957.

Whittlesey, D. "Major Agricultural Regions of the Larth," Annals of the
Association of American Geographers, XXVI (December, 1936), 199-240.

Zimmermann, Lric W. World Resources and Industries: a Functional .1p-
praisal of the 1vailabiiity of Agricultural and Industrial Resource -. 2nd
ed New York: Harper, 1951.

Students' It cad:ngs

Bobek '1.. 'The Main Stages in Sok...oeconornic Evolution from a Geographic
Point of View," Readings in Cultural Geography. Edited by P.L. Wagner
and M. W. Mikusell. Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1960, 2,01....v
247.

Curwen, L. Cecil, and Hatt, Cudmund. Plough and Pasture. New
Schuman, 1953. .1 t

Dumont, Rene. l'ypes of Rural Lconorny: Studies in World ,Agriculture. New.
York: Praeger, 1957.

Forde, C, Daryll. "Conclusion," Habitat Economy Society. NeW York:
Dutton, 1956, 195-204.

Highsmith, R.M. Jr. led.). Case Studies in World Geographtcupance and
Economy Types. NewJersey: Prentice-Hall, 1961.

Sauer, Carl. "Early Relations of Man to Plants," Geographical Review,
XXXVII (January, 1947). 1-25. e

Spicer, Edward H. (ed.). Human Problems in Technologica,1 Change: A Case-
book. New York: Wiley, 1915, Cases 2,4;6,11,12.

Spoehr1Iexander. "Cultural Differences in the Interpretation of Natural
Resources," Man's Role in Changing_the Face of the Eart'5, Edited py
W.'L. Thomas. Chicago University of Chicago Press, 1956.

Thoman, R.S., and Patton, D.J. Focus onGelmraphic Attivity: A Collection of
Original Studies. New York: McGray.NHill, 1964. -

Van Royen, William. Atlas of the WorkZs Resources, Vol. 1 The Agricultural
Resources of the World. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1954.

Wagner, Philip L. "On Classifying Economies," 'Essay8 on Geography and
Economic Develoment. University of Chicago, Department of geography,
Research Paper No. 62. Chicago: 1960, 4'9-62.

Whittlesey, D. "Major Agricultural Regions of the Eakh," Readiims in Cul-
tural Geography. Edited. by P L. Wagner anu M.0.-,Mikesell. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1)60, 416-444.

6. Characteristics of the ever-changing ha, .tat

Teachers' References

Dansereau, Pierre 'Mackay. 'pm:geography: an Ecological Perspective. New
York: Ronald Press, 1957.

Kuldrew, W.G. The Climates of the Continents- 5th ed. Oxford, England:
Oxford University Press, 1961.

Shapley, HarlOw. ClimaticChanget evidence,causes, and effects..c...e&rid)e:
Harvard UniverAity Pr.,ess, 1954.

tor, laei, H. Th.: Gtilf Stream. Berkeley: University of California, Press,
1958.

Strahl , Arthur N. Physical Geography (2nd ed.), New -York: Wiley, 1965.
S'verdr p, H.U. Johnson, M.(V., and Fleyhing, R.H., The Oceans: Their

sacs, Chemistry, General Biology, New York. Prentice-I-1,111,1942.
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Thornthwaite,7( , ., " 1n Approach toward a Rational Classification of Cli-
nt;mate", 1-he Geographical Review, XX \ V111 (January; 1944, 55-94.

"Problems in the ;sitication of Climate," The ,Geographical
Review. XXXIII (April, 1943), 233-255.
Trewarth.1, G.T. The Larth's Problem Climates. Madison, Wisconsin: Uni-

versity of Wisconsin Press, 1961. 4

United States Department of Agricalture. 1941 yearbook Of Agriculture.
'.mate, and Man. Washington, D.C.. COyernment Printing Office, 1941.

rniteu States Department of Agriculture. 1953 Yearbook of Agriculture:
Water. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1955.

Students' Readings

13aile, Harry P. "'Iowan! a Unified ConLept of the Temperate Climate,"
Geographical Itcview, LW (October 1)64), 516-545,

Lyre, Samuel Robert. Vcoationai,dSoilsWorldricture. Chicago: Aldine
Publishing, t )63.

Hare, Kenneth. The Restless Atmosphere. New York. Hillary House, 1961.
Flare, I he Westerlies," Gecyraphical Review,t (July, 1960), 345-367.
Kennedy, rge C. "The Origins of the Continents, Mountain Ranges, and

Ocean basins," American Scientist, XLVII (December, 1959), 491-504.
Leopold, Luna B. "Rivers," American Scientist, L (Dece fiber, 1962),

511-537 \
Monkhousc, Fr,ancis John Landscape from the r: .1 Phy_sical Geography

in Oblique 1ir Photographs: Cambridge:. Cambridge l'nRersity Press,
k..y5L)

Murphey, Rhoads 1n Introduction to GeogrAphy. New York. Rand-McNally,
1966, Chapter (, "'l he Workings of Climate," 64-72.

l'edelalyor4, Pierre. The Monsoon. Tr.-Just:fled by M.J. Clegg. London:
Methuen\ 1963.

Pendleton, RObert. "Agricultural and Forestry Potent], 'ales of the '1 ropics,"
AgronomyJournal, XI.11 (195U), 115-123.

7. Europe

TeakThers!-R-eaclings

Bergson1 brain and Kuznett imun. (eds.). LconomiL Trends in the Soviet
Union, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1463;

Dickinson, Robert I.. fhe West LuropeanCit),a_Geographical Interpretation.
2nd ed. International Library of S ciology and Social Reconstruction,
London: Routledge and K. Paul, 1962. ,

Dolfuslean. Atlas of Western Lurope. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963.
Dovring, Folke. and and Labor in Luror,,:,1900-50:, a Comparative Survey

of Recent Agrarian History.. Studies in Sochi I Life, 4. -t he Ha Tue. Nifioff,
1956.

Last, W. Gordon. \n Historical Geography of I urope. 4th ed. London: Me-
thuen, 1962.

1.gli, Lmil, and Muller, (tans R. Lurope from the 1 Ir. London: Harrap, 1959.
Freeman, Thomas W. The (anurbationsofGreatpritain. Nlanches er. Man-

chester Univeisity l'ress, 1959.
Jasny, Navin The Sociallitd Agriculture of the USSR:. i :ars and Perfor-

mance Stanford University I ood Research Institute, Grain 1,conoinic
Series, No. 5. Stanford: Stanford tftil .2rsity l'ress, 1949.

Jasny, Naum Soviet Industrialization, 192)1-1952. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1961.
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Mellor, Roy I AI. ography ut thL l SSR. New York: ,t. Martin's, 1065.
Orwm,, C.S. and C.S. the Open I kids, 2nd ed. Oxford. Clarendon Press,

1954,
Pigg'ott. Stuart. \ ncknt I urupe 1 rom the 13egmnings of \griLuiture to

Classical antiquity Chicago: \ Wine. 1966.
Rice. Dat,id lalbot Cu.() VIR. Dawn ot uropean [he Dark \ge.3.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965.
Rotkin, ( harks I., 1,urope: An Aerial Close-Up. Philadelphia. I,ippincott,

1962
Semple, ',Hen C. 1 he Geography ut the Mediterranean Region: Its Relation

to Ancient History New York: Holt, 1931

[racy. NI. \griculturt. in Western Lurope: Crisis md . \daptation since Doi°.
I.ondon: Jonathan Cape, 1964

1..5 Department of Agriculture. Soviet Agriculture roday, Report of 1963
\g,riculture 1.xehaige Delegation. I oreign Agricultural Lcononuc Re-
port No. 13. Washington: G( vernment Printing Office, 1963.

ladle, Robert N. Rail trans': 'nation and the LC0110Inic Development of
Soviet Central Asia. I niversity ut Chicago, Department of Geography,
Research Paper No. 64. Chicago: 1960.

Whattlesey, Dement S. Lnvironmental 1 oundations of Luropean History.
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1949.

Oxford Regional 1.conomic \Has. SSR and ',astern Lurope. London. Oxff, rd
Univ,?rsity Press, 1956.

Students' Readings

Burke, \ then L. "Influence of Man upon Naturc the Russian View, List-

Study," Man's Role in Changing the lace of the Larth. 1,diteu by W.L.
Thomas Jr. Chicago: University of Chicago l'ress, 1950, 1(135 1050.

Cahnman, Werner. "Frontiers Between Last and West in LuropE.," (leo:
-- graphical Review, NNXIX (October, 1949), 605 -624.

'Darby, 11.C. "The Clearing of the Woodland in Lurope," International Syin-
B2:31'11111 on Man's Role in Changing the Face of the Larth, 183-210,

Mattison, Robert L. ' [he Growth of the Historic City," Readings in Urban
Gellgraphy. Ldited by 11.X1. Mayer and C.1 . Rohn. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1959, 69-83.

"Rural Settlements in the Germ in Lands," Annals of the \sso
elation of Amerkan Geographers, XXXIN (December, 1940), 239-263.

Dumont, Rene hypes or Rural Lconomy, London: Methuen, I957, 376 °I,
40(' -4I5, 502-515,

Last, Gordon W. ,\9 Historical Geography of Lurope. 4th ed. London.
Methuen. 1962, Chapter 1 I, " Political I'mfication of France," 226
244
lamIInd Mulier, ifans (..Lis.). :Airope from the Air. London. It rap,

1959,
Hooson, David (Ni.. ,\ New Soviet. Heartland? Princeton, New .1e,/sey: Van

Nostrand, 1964, Searchlight Book No. 21.
Hoskins, W.G. I he Making of the Lnglish Landscape_. London. lh KIST, 1 155.

Chapter 7, " I he Industrial Revolution and the Landscape," 162 179.
Leighly, John. "Ihe [owns of Xledieval Livonia," I'mversay of ''alifornia

Publications in Geography, VII (April, 1939), 23:5-314.
Philbrick, !his I luinan World. New Yotk: Wiley, 1963, Chapter 9, I he

Paradox of I,uropean Regional Organization," 164-181.
Pounds, Norman J.G. "prance and Les ',motes Naturelles, 1 rum the 17th

Century to the 20th Century," Annals of the Association of \ merican
Geographers, X LIV rch, 1954), 51-62.
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Pounds, Norman J.G., and Ball, c Simons. "Core-areas and the Develop-
ment of the LuropeanStatcsS4sto.n," \nt-ascii the Association of Amer-
ican Geographers, LIV (March, 1964), 24-40.

Taaffe, Robert N. "1 ransportation and RegionalSpecialization: The Lxample
of Soviet Central \ sia," Ar ,als of the Association of American Geogra-
phers, 1.11 (March, 19621,80-98.

Weivend, Guido G. "The Problem of Hinterland and Foreland as Illustrated
by the l'ort of Hamburg," Lconoinic Geography, XXXII (January, 1956),
1-16.

8. Aboriginal Americas

Teachers' References
Driver, Harold L. Indians of North \ nit rica. Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1961.
Kroeber, Alfred L. Culitiral and Natural Areas of Native North America.

Publications in Nmerican Archaeology and Lthnology XXXVIII, Berkeley:
University of California !Press, 1939.

Prescott William H. The Conquest of Mexico. Lverymans Library, Nos. 397
and 398 New York: Dutton, 1957,

Steward, Julian H. and Faron, Lows Native Peoples of South America. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1959.

West, Robert C. (cd ). Natural Lnvironment and Early Cultures. Handbook
of Middle \merican Indians, Vol. 1. \ustin. University of Texas Press,
1964.

Willey, Gordon R. (ed.). Prehistoric Settlement Patterns in the New World.
Viking 1 and Publications in \nthropology, No. 23. New York: Vvenner-
Gren Foundation, 1956.

Wissler, Clark. Indians of the l'imed.States, Four Centuries of their Hisury
and Culture. New York. DoublCiay, 1944.

Students' Readings

Driver, Harold L. Indians of North America.Chijgo. t niversity of Chicago
Press, 1961.

Forde, C. Daryl'. Lconoiny and Society. New York: Dutton, 1956.
45-68,131-147.

Sauer, Carl 0. "Middle America as a Culture Ih=toncal Location," Readings
in_Cultural_Geography, Ldited by P.C. Wagner and M.W. Mikesill. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago l'ress, 1960, 195-201.

Vonilagen, Victor W. The Ancient Sun Kingdoms of the Americas. Aztec,
Mava, Inca. Cleveland: World Publishing Co., 1961.

United States and Canada

Teachers' Referencec.

\ lexaadersson, Gunrir The Industrial Strueture of ,\ rnerican Cities a Geo-
graphic Stud% of UrbanIconoiny inthernitedStates, Lincoln. University
of Nebraska essr1456.

Broikii, Ralph li. Histortc.il Geographrof the United States. New York. Ilar-
court Brace, 1948.

Brown, Ralph H. Mirror fcr mericans. Likeness of the Lastern Seaboard
1810. American Ceographical Society, Special Publicatls:m,lqo. 27. New
York: American Geographical Society, 1943.
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Cochrance, W.W. I arm Prices, Myth and Reality. Minneapolis. University
otiMinnsota Press, 1958

Gottiriann, Jean. Nlcgalopulis. the Urbanized Northeastern S_aboard of le
United States. New York: Twentieth Century Fund, 1961.

Higbee, Ldward C. . \merican Agriculture: Geography, Resources, Conserva-
tion. New York: Wiley, 1958.

Pz.,ttisun, William D. 13egintungs of the \merican Rectangular Lind Sun ey
§_ysteini_1784:1b0U. Universty of Chicago, Department of Geography,
Research-13:aperTio. 50, Chicago: 1957.

Siegfried, Andre. America at Mid Century. Translated from French by
Margaret Ledesert. New York: Ilarcourt, Brace, 1955.

Stover, John F. American Railroads. University of Chit. Igo, History of Amer-
ican Civilization Series, Chicago: t niversity of tiicago Press, 1961.

Tunnard, Christopher, and Reed, Henry Hope. American Skyline: the Growth
and Form of Our Cities and Towns. New York: New Amer/ In Library
of World Literature, 1956.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. Agriculture, 1954, Graphic Summaryt_Land
Utilization Faim Machinery and I acilities, Farm I enure, U.S. Census
of Agriculture 1954, Special Reports, 4. Washington: Government Printing

/ Office, 1957.
U.S. Department of \griculture. Yearbook of ,1griculturet/1958., Land. Wash-

ington: Government Printing Office, 1958.

Stadents' Readings

Alcxandersson, Gunnar. "City Forming id City-Serving Production,"
Readings in Urban Geography. Ldited by ILNI. Maker and C. Kohn. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1959, 110-115.

Borchert, John, R. "The Twin Cities Urbanized 1i-ea: Past, Present, and
Future," Geographical Review, LI (January, 1961), 47-70.

Bowman, Issiah. "An American 13oundary Dispute," Geogra_phical Review,
XIII (April, 1923), 161-189.

Brush, John L. "the Hierarchy of Central Places in Southwestern Wiscon-
sin," Geographical Review, X (July, 1953), 380-402.

Craig, Paul G. "Location Factors in the Development of Steei Centers,"
Papers and Proceedings of the Regional Science .16tiodallop, Vol.
249-2o5.

Goldthwaite, J.W. ".\ I own tha. has gone downhill," Geographical Review,
XVII (October, 1927), 527-552.

!lams, Chauncy D. "The Market as a Factor in the Localization of Industry
in the United Sul:es," Annals of the Association of American Geogra-
phers, XLI (December, 1954), 315-347.

Hart, J. l raser. " I heChanging Distribatronof the American Negro," Annals
of the Association of American Geographers, L (September, 1960), 242-
266.

Johnson, Hildegard Binder. "Rational and Ecological 1.pects of the Quarer
Section," Geographical Review, XLVII (July, (057) 330-348.

Klimm, Lester L. "The Lmpty Areas of the North..!astern United States,"
Geographical Review, XL1V (July, 1954), 325-345.

Lafarge, Oliver. A Pictorial History of the Amerman Indiar, New York:
Golden Press, 1060.

Madden, Carl II. "t hi Some Indications of Stability in the Growth of-cities in
the Umted States and Cultural Change," Economic Developmenp IV
(1955-56), 236-252.
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Mayer, Ilarold M. "Politics and Land l se, the Indian, Shoreline-of Lake
Michigan," 'mats of the ssociation of inenean Geographer, LIV
(December, 1064), 508-523.

Mornssett, trying,. "lhe Leononue Structure of \inenean Cafes," Papers
and Proceedings, Regnmal Science \ ssociation, Vo(. IV, k1058), 239-256.

Nelson, Howard I. "'the Spread of an 'rtificial Landscape %over Southern
California," nnal. of the \ssociat ion of \met-lc:an G.:ographers, XLIX
(September, 1050), SO-100

Olmstead, Clarence W. "the \pplieation of( (incept to the understanding of a
Region: People, Time , Space and Id( ds in the I.cononne Core region of
Anglo \merica," ot Geography, IAN (! ebruary, 1960), 53-61.

Rogers, Alan "Industria: Inc r.ra A Major !actor in the Location of the
Steel lhdustry in the t int...1 States," Geographical Review, \LH (January,
1952), 56-66.

1.dviard I, "the Railroad Pattern of the l rated States," Gepgra-
khical Review, \XXI\ ( pri I, 1049), 242 -256.

olfe Roy I. "1 ransportat ion and Polities. the 1.xample of Canada,"
\uilats 01 the \ ssociatioo of incriean Geographers. LH (June, 1962),
176-190.

&husky, " tin \ tiproach to the Religious Geography of the
Patterns ot Church Mein!)ersinp in 1052," \mils of the Association of
.1 menean (,eographers, 1.1 (lune, 1961), 139-193.

10. Iberian menca
leachers' References

\clains, R.N., et at. Socaal( flange in !Am lalenco today. New York: Vin-
age Rooks, 1960.

Davis, Kingsley (ed.). 1_.(irowding Ile imsphere, Population Change_in the
mencas. mencan \cadeiuv tit Political and Soctal Se CCCNV1

(March, 1058), 1-136.
Pan \meriean l mon. Plantation sit, las of the New World. Social Science

Monographs, VII. Washington, 1959.
Platt, Robert S. Lion menea; Countrysides aucll tilted Pcegjons. New York:

McGraw 11:11, 1043.
Smith, lhomas Lynn Brant. People and Institutions. Revised ed. i iton

Rouge. Louisiana State t'ntvc rsity Press, 1063
-Waglev, ( harks \n lot rixte.kt ion 01 Ilra/al New York. ( olumbia l'myersity

Press, 1063.

Students' Readings

Augelli, John P rtuihind mainland eoneept ot culture areas in Middle
inerica," \nnals ot the 1ssociation of \nicrican Ceographers. Iii

io tine, 10021, 110-120
owenthal, David. "Population ontrasts in the Gumnas," Geographical

Review, 1, i.lanuary, 1060, 41. 5:).
Platt, Robert W. "'I atm 1111...nean Political Structure in the World Order,"

Latin menca. New York. McGraw- Mil, 1042, Chapter 12.

It. Near Last and North fric

I earl ers' Ref-etc:lees

Briggs, Lloyd C. I nbcs ot the Sahara. Ca.nbridge. Harvard 1 111 v er sit y
Press, 1060.
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Coon, Carleton S. aravan. Story ot the Nlidu le Last. Reclised ed., New
York. Ho 105s

Gressey, 0:41,10,1t1S. 1,111d dnli Lifc in Southwest sta. Chicago:
Lippincott, 1060.

Leemonnst (London). (Word Regional I «mount_ \tl.is of the Middle I ast.
Oxford: Oxford t niversify Press, 1056.

Issawi, Charles P. I he 1 eimonues of Middle 1istern OIL New York:
Praeger, 1063.

P1,11111(4, Xavier de. the World of Islam. Ithaca, New York: Cornell I nivel.-
suy Press, 1050.

Wilber, Donald N. Cop,emporary Iran. New York: Praeger, 1063.

Students' Readings

Coon, Carleton S. Caravan. he Story of the Nliddle 1.ast. 11( vised ed. New
York: Holt, 105S, Chapters 1,6, ,5.

kolars, John 1. nnial \speets of ( ultural Lcology: -I he ( ase of the
Goat in Non-Western \);ni ulture," Geographical Review, LVI ,October,
1060.

Marvin "Deforestation in Northern Morocco," Silence, CXXXII
t 1uvfust 10, tom, 44! 45,

NItirphey, Rho ids "1 he Decline of North \friea Since Roman I Imes,
orl luman "'. Annals of the \ ssociat ion of -\ merican Geographers.

1.11 )Septeintxr, 1062), 242-2S4

12 South Asia

leachers' References

Davies, Cuthbert Collin. \n I listorieal \t las of the Indian Peninsula. 2nd ed.
New York: Oxford 1'mversity ('ress, 1050.

Ginsburg, Norton S., it al. Itic Pittern of Asia. New Jersey. Prentice-Ilan,
1058.

Lewis, John I'. Crisis in India. \ashington. 13nxiking,s Institution, 1062.
Malenbauin, Wilt red. Prospects for Indian Development. New York. I rec.

Press of Glencoe, 1062.
Seminar on l rhanization in India, Berkeley, California. 10()O, Crban

I ut re, Selected studies frinn an International Conterence Sponsored by
Kingsley Davis, Richard I., Park, an(l Catherine 13, Wurster, edited by
Roy 1 uraer. Berkeley: l niversit( of Caluorma l'ress, I062.

Spate, Oskar ILK. India and Pakistan. General and Regional Geography,
2nd ed. New York Dutton, l057.

',indents' Readings

I rush, lotus 1 " I he I )1.51ribution of Religious cmninunities ino13-
Nnimis ot the \ ssocianon of \ inerftan Geographers, XIX, ))10ae,
1040). til -15

Murphey, Rhoads "thy Ruin of \nt lent ( ev Ion." Journal of 1sianStudies.
XVI tl ebriory, 10S), I sl 200

:Tale, Oskar ILL., mud \hinad, I !mat. "I ivy C !es of the Gangetic
1,eographii Review, \ ( \pill, I0S(1), 260-27s.
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13. Southeast Asia

I eachers' Reverences

Fisher, Charles \Ifred. Southeast \sia. a Social, Leonomic and Political
Geography_. New York: nutton, 1964.

Robequain, harle.; Malaya, Indonesia, Borneo,_and the Philippines. Inter-
national Secretariat, Institute of Public Relations. London: Longiroirs,
.Greer, 1954.

Robinson, Kath1,-en W \ustralia, New Zealand and the Southwest Pacific.
New York: London House and Maxwell, 1962.

Atlas of South-east \sia New York: St. Martin's Press, 1961.

Students' Readings

Cumberland, Kenneth B. 'Moas and Men: New Zealand about A.D. 1250,"
Geo_graRhical_Revieg, [.11 (1pnl, 1962), 151-173.

Curry, Leslie. "Regional Variations in the Seasonal Programming of Live-
stock Farms in New Zealand," Lconomic Geography, XXX1X (April,
1963), 95-118.

Pine, Peter, and Barrett, Ward. "Western Samoa: Population, Production,
and Wealth," P_ acificyiewpoint. Ill (March, 1962), 63-96,

Spate, Oskar ILK. "The Burmese Village," Geoy,,rapincal Review, XXXV
(October, 1945), 523-543.

14. Last \sia

Teachers' References

Cressey, George Babcock. Land of the 500 Million. __a geography_of China.
New York: McGraw-11111 1955.

Fairbank, John K., ;eischauer. Ldwin 0., and Craig, Albert M., Last Asia:
The Modern 1 ra nsformation. London: George Allen and Unwin, 1965.

Hall, Robert 13. Japan_ Industrial Power of \sia. Searchlight Book No. 11,
Princeton: Van Nostrand, 1963,

Herrmann, %lbert (with N S. Ginsburg, ed Historical Adis of China. Chi-
cago: Aldine Publishing (:o., 1966,

King, F.N. Fart%rs of Forty Centuries 1 mmaus, Pennsylvania. Organic
Gardening Press, 1927.

1 amnion., Owen Inner sian Frontiers of China, American Geographical
Society, Researelt.(:)eries No 21.' New York: American Geographical

\\ Society, 1940. (13,,acon paperback 111'130, 19621.
Lockwood, William W The Leonomic Development of japatt,..,_GroWth and

Structural Change, 1565 1938. Pruketon: Pro eton t niversity Press,
1954.

Myrdal, Jan. Report frunnaChin_esevillagc. Translated by Maurice Michael.
New York: Random } louse, 106.

ireagar, C.R. A Geography of China. CTk,ago. Aldine Publishing Co., 1965.
Trewartha, Glenn T. Japan. A Geography. Madison. 1 niversity of Wisconsin

Press, 1965,

Students' Readings

Cresaey, George 13 I incLof the 500 Million. .1 Geography of China. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1955.

54
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Hall, Robert B. Jr. "Hand Tractors in Japanese Paddy Fields," Economic
Geography, XXXIV (October, 1958), 312-320.

Lattimore, Owen. Nomads and Conunissars, Mongolia Revisited. New York:
Oxfoid University Press, 1962.

Murphey, Rhoads. "The City as a Center of Change: Western Europe and
C' na," Annals of the Association of %merican Geographers, XL1V (De-
cember, 1954), 349-362.

15. Africa South of the Sahara

Teachers' References
Bohannon, Paul J., and Dalton, George D. (eds.

western University African Studies No. 9.
versity Press, 1962.

Bovill, W.E.W. The Golden Trade of the Moor
sity Press, 1958.

Buchanan, Keith M., and Pugh, J.C. Land and People in Nigeria: the Human
Geography_ and its Environmental Background. London: University of
London Press, 1955

Oe Blii, Harm J. A Geography of Subsaharan Africa. Chicago: Rand-Mc-
Nally, 1964.

Fage, J.D. An Atlas of African History. London: E. Arnold, 1958.
Hance, W.A. African Economic Development. New York: Harper and Broth-

ers, 1958.
Harrison Church, Ronald J. West Africa; a Study of the Environment and

Man's Use of It. 2nd ed. New York: Wiley, 1961.
Hodgson, Robert D., and Stoneman, Elvyn A. The Changing Map of Africa.

Searchlight Books, No. 16. Princeton: Van Nostrand, 1963.
Johnston, Bruce Foster. The Stake Food Economies of Western Tropical

Africa. Stanford University Food Research Institute, Studies in Tropical
Development. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1958.

Kimble, George H.T. Tropical Africa. New Yolk: Twentieth Century Fund,
1960.

McMaster, David N. A Subsistence Cro_RGeography of Uganda. The World
Land Use Survey, Occasional Papers, No. 2. Ebbingford, Buda: (.en-
graphical Publications, 1962.

Murdock, George I'eter. /1/44-tca; Its l'eoples and their Culture History. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1,o9.

.Russell, Edward W. (ed.). Natural Resources of East Africa. Nairobi:
D.A. Hawkins in as.,ociation with the East African Literature Bureau,
1962. 17

Shantz, Home Lcio.y, and Turner, Billie L, Photogra4lic Documentation of
Vegettio, ol Changes in Africa ov-A- a Third of a Century. Report No.
169. 'ucson: University of Arizona, Cdllege of Agriculture, 1958.11

United Nati s Elucational, Social,. and Cultural Organization. A Review of
the Natural Resources of the African Continent. Paris: 1963.

Oxford University i'ress. Oxford Regional Economic Atlas of Africa. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1965.

Students' Readings

American Assembly. l'he_UnitedStates and Africa. Revised ed. Edited by
Walter Coldschimdt. New York: F.A. l'raeger, 1963.

Bascom, W.R., and lierskovits, M.J. ContinuityandChange.in 1frican culture.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1959.

Markets in Africa. North-
Evanston: Northwestern Uni-

s. New York: Oxford Univer-
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Church, R.J. Harrison "Problems and Development of the Dry Zone of West
Africa," Geographical Journal, CXXVII (June, 1961), 187-204.

Deshler, Walter. "Livestock trypanosonnasis and human settlement in North-
eastern Uganda," Geographical Review, L (October, 1960), 541-554.

Hance, W..%. African Economic Development. New York: Harper and Broth-
ers, l958.

Houghton, D.H. "Economic Dangers of Separate Bantu Development," optima,
IX (December, 1959), 188.

Jones, William°. "Manioc. .1n Lxample of Innovation in African Economies,"
Lconornic Development and Cultural Change, V (January, 1957), 99-117.

Morgan, W.T.W. "The 'White Highlands' of Kenya," Geographical Journal,
CXXIX (June, 1963), 140-155.

Murdock, G.P. "Staple Subsistence Crops of Africa," Geographical Review,
L (October, 1960) 523-540.

Ottenberg, S. and P. Culture and Societies of Africa. New York: Random
House, 1960.

VII. Other Approaches Available in Textbook Form

This essay outlines a particular conceptual framewur k for teaching World
Regional Geography. There are, however, otherapproaLhes most articulately
presented in eurmnt textbooks.15 Generally, these textbooks seem to be
organized in one of three different ways: using cultural regions (often the
nation-state) is the organizing category, using physical (usually climatic)
regions as the framework, or developing a theory of regional development as
a theme and surveying the world from that point of view. Most texts utilize
regions primarily as mutually exclusive areal compartments intowhich to di-

,
vide the earth's surface.

The world regional geography textbooks published in the last decade and
currently in print are listed below by recency of publication:

1966 James, Preston E. with the collaboration of Hibbard V.13. Kline Jr.
A Geography of _Man. 3rd ed. New York: Blaisdell Publishing Co.,
1966,

Murphey, Rhoads. .1n Introduction to Geography. 2nd ed. Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1966.

1065 Griffin, P.1 .,, and Chatham, R.L. Intmluctory_CollegeGeozraphy. San
Francisco: Fearon Publishers, 1(165.

Morris, John W,, and Freeman, Otis W. (eds.). World Ceog,la_pliv.
2nd ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1965,

1964 Carter, George F. Man and the Land. A Cultural Geography. New
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1965.

James, Preston E. One World Divided. New York: Blaisdell Publish-
ing Co., 1964.

1003 licintzelman, er,11., and Highsmith, Itu hard M. Jr. World Regional
Geography. 2nd ed. Inglewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1963.

Philbriek111en K. 1 his Human World. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc.,/1963.

1962 Hoyt, Joseph Bixby. Nlan and the I.arth. Lnglewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc:, l9(2.

15Far o useful compilation of textbooks, see John V. Beigen, Inoductoix_College Geoa:
1,.phy Textbooks, 19-10-1965. A Bibliographic SLimmaix, Notional Council for Geographic
Education. Spe.:::JI Publication No. 9. 1966.
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1961 Russell, Richard J., Kniffen, F.13.ind Pruitt, L.L. Culture Worlds.
Revised ed. New York: Macmillan Co., 1961.

Wheeler, Jesse' H. Jr., Kostbade, J. Trenton, and l'homan, Richard S.
Regional Geograity_of the World. 2nd ed. New York: Ilolt, Rine-
hart, and Winston, Inc., 19'ol.

In order to indicate the variety of approaches that may be used to present
world regional geographyi precis of each textbook is presented below. ror
each volume, format, author's aims, chapter titles, and other relevant infor-
mation are stated ma uniform style so that the texts may readily be compared.
The selected passages are direct quotations from the pages indicated, The
textbook precis are arranged alphabetically by author.

h7
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Carter, George F. Min and the Land: .\ Cultural Geography. (New York:
Ilo lt, Rinehart and Winston. l964).

xiv 496 pp . ho world and specialized maps; many photographs and dia-
grams; bibliography: index.

" l'oo often ti_xts bt_l0111L' attc nips to supply the vast factual background of
a subject rather than to develop the reader's ability to deal with a particular
class of data. .. When, however, principles and processes are isolated and
shown at work in real situations, they serve as the key to understanding the
dynamic nature of the existing scene.

The difficulty is that the role of principles Ind processes tends to be ob-
scured by the numerous interactions between man and the land, for the varied
races of man with differing cultural historical backgrounds distributed over
a diversified physical earth created most Lomplexproblem. The method used
here is to reduce this complexity so that the various factors may be seen
clearly at work. 1 his makes it necessary to study une factor at a time, ob-
serving what happens when vanes while the other factors are held constant.
Since man, land, and culture are the principal factors in human geography,
they are studied as constants and as variables.

Race is genetic. Our bodily differences can be shown to be the result of
standard biological processes ... The presentation shows the value of sys-
tematic treatment with an emphasis on process. ... the same method of
examination is extended to an analysis of mental differences among the races.
This examination demonstrates the improbability of the existence among the
races of mental differences of like degree to the physiological differences.
The analysis goes' far toward removing mental differences among the races as
a causative factor in the differentiation of the earth as occupied by man ...

Similarly, CdusattvL factors in the differ( ntiationof the earth are isolated'
by imagining a uniform earth peopled by a uniform race. It is then seen that
without differences in race or physical environment man may still be expected
to develop differing ways of life and, reacting on the physical environment,
change the formerly uniform physical environment to a vaned one. ...

With the factor of race approximately eliminated ... and the physical
environment reduced in importance though not eliminated, the problem be-
comes one of reducing, the factor of environment still further so that the role
of the cultural-historical processes can be scent ire clearly.

This is done by comparing regions of sumi, climatic type around the
world. .. Since the climates are similar and all aspects of the physical en-
vironment, such as vegetation and soils, are likewise similar to some degree,
the major variations must be due tothe other factors. With the factor of race
previously virtually chino. ited, the cultural-lustoricalprocesses emerge with
clarity. Phis approach by means of analysing processes is prevented from
becoming, abstract theorizing because investigation proceeds by means of
. .tual case studies.

With such an approach It not necessary to treat equally all countries,
all parts of the world, orall of tunc. \ccurdingly, the extent of treatment ...
varies throughout the text. Interest Is ... in observing processes at work.
I or this purpose one arca it,bcst for excmplify mg sequem occupance, another
the effects of isolation, ...

The book auqs primarib, to develop a way of thinking about man's rela-
tion to the land, Ind it principle and process onented. \ 'though the main
objective is to develop an understanding of how the present situation came
about, sufficient earth description is included to give an overall view of the
actual earth and the men on it. Fin.' book is based on the conviction that or

8$
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understa nclin, of relatively few underlying principles and processes wi 11 enable
tht. student to find meaning in the wide diversity of the earth about him.

... It is hoed that the student willgain from the book the ability to judge
correctly in the weighting of race, physical environment, and cultural-his-
torical factors in the development of the humanly occupied earth as v.e now
see it, and thus be better able to Judge the probable dircction and rate of change
in differing areas with differing peoples and differing cultures. "(pp. v-vii)

11 chapters and Introduction
1. The Origin of Mtin

Adaption, Physiology, Climatic Impacts
Hypothetical Man on an Unreal Earth

2. Arid Lands
Old World Dry Lands: Egypt and the Near Last
Culture and Environment in the American Southwest
South America
Africa and Australia

3. The Wet Tropics
Culture and Civilization in the Tropics
The New World Tropics
The Old World Tropics

4. The Mediterranean Climate
The Mediterranean of the Old World
The New World Mediterranean Climates
South Africa and Australia

5. East Coast Mid-Latitude Forest Lands
6. West Coast Mid-Latitude Forest Lands,

Northwest Europe
The Americas
Lands in the Southwest Pacific

7. The Grasslands
;Man in the Grasslands of the United States
The Argentine and Australian Grasslands
Pastoral Nomadism: Eurasia and Africa

8. Mountain Lands
Mountain Lands in the Tropics: Africa and Asia
New World Tropical Mountain Lands
Mid-Latitude Mountain Lands
High-Latitude Mountain Lands

9. The Northern Forest Lands
Man in the Northern Forest Lands
Modern Use of Northern Forest Lands

10. The Polar Lands
The Eskimos
Antarctica: Uninhabited or Uninhabitable?

11. The Role of Physical Environment and Culture

8)
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Griffin, Paul 1 . and Ronald I . Chatham. Introductory College Geography.
(San rrancisco. ['carol) Publishers, 1965)

xiv 402 pp., 429 figures: world and specialized maps, diagrams, and
photographs, ti world anu continental maps, 2 tables, selected references
at the end of each chapter, study e\ercises; glossary, index.

"Intmluctory College Geography is .1 world regional geography designed
to serve both as an introdactionfor the student planning to continue his studies
in geography and as a survey for the student who is concentrating on other
disciplines. It Lumbines descriptive geography with the analytical, historical
tactors with the contemporary, ind physical geography withthe human factors
that influence man's activities.

Part 1, "Man's Physical World", is concerned with the natural elements
of the human habitatlandforms, soils, natural vegetation, water, climate,
and the likeand an examination of the tools used in geographic study.

, In Part 11. 'The World as the Flomeof Man", a generalized world regional
climatic pattern is used as the basis for the study of man in relation to his
natural environment. A climatic regionalization is employed, because the
characteristics of the natural vegetation and the soil are greatly influenced
by climate, and because the amount and distribution of rainfall and fluctua-
tions in temperature have a great influence on the habitability of diffetqlt
areas.

Geographi
I y is the field of learning that examines the characteristics of

the surface of tne earth It consists of a systematic description of things on
the face of the earth and anIntLrpretationof their distribution. Thus, geogra-
phy is primarily a science of areas and their inhabitants.

distinctive geographic character of any regim is determined by the
complex of areally associated natural and cultural features. ...

lo study the cultural features, the human gclograpny, of a region, it is
first necessary to have a good understanding of its natural features, its
physical geography, for human geography is built upon physical geography. The
physical features of the earth, however, are not the final determinants of land
utilization. Man is the final determinant, and man is very often influenced
by forces that bear little or no relation to the physical characteristics of
his habitat.

The relationships between man and his physical environment are actually
interrelationshipsnot simple, one-way actions.

Llements within a natural environment never operate alone. They are
both interrelated and interactional. ... Although one factor is usually con-
sidered the dominant force, ... in the operational sense the influences are
derived from a combination of natural factors. 1 hese factors, therefore, in-
teract.

-.the' same interaction may be seen in the various activities in which man
engages with other men. ... Man's economic activities as a whole neces-
sarily reflect his ideas of government, education, and so forth. Still, we may
think of man's rule as a producer as the dominant factor among a series of
factors. ...

Whenever the natural environment exerts an influence, man reacts. What
his reaction will he depends upon numerous factors, once the influence is felt,
however, man immediately adopts a behavior to bend it to his own use., ...
The manner in which man utilizes this opportunity, if indeed he does, depends
upon a combination of such factors as his technological capability, the mato-
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rials [IL his to tr ide, his desire fur goods, and the like. Should any of these
t111111.111 factors C.,11,111p. , man's relationships to his natural environment ...
change. I here ire, the reture, cunt [mil and changing interrelationships among
men and the natural elements of their environment. (pp.

20 chapters and Introduction
Part I. \I \N'S PHYSIC \I. WORLD

I The I arth \s a Planet
2 Continents, Islands, and Ocean Basins

I.andforms
4 Soils. Natural Vegetation, and Water
5, V\ eather and Climate

Part II: lin. \\01:1.1) AS 1111. liONII 01 \N
Low Latitude Rainv Climates

0. Wet Tropics
7 Wet-1)n! Tropics
S. Monsoon Tropics

Low lAttitade Dry Chniates
0. Low Latitude Steppe and-Desert

Low Latitude Ilighland Climates
10. Low Latitude Highlands

subtropical Climates
I I . Mediterranean Subtropics
12. I tumid Subtropics

Cyclonic Climates
13. flumid Continental I.ong s'ummer
14. humid Continental Short milliner
15. Middle Latitude Steppe and Desert
10. t emperate Marine

Nliddle Latitude Highland Climates
17. Middle Lit Highlands

Subarctic Clinites
S. The Subarct les

l'olar Climates
19. I he Arctic
20 Polar Icecaps
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Ile int/e tiliccr II ind 1Ie hard \i I lighsinith, ,Ir oriel Regional Geog-
r why. Mil I N J, ('rentice-ilall, IL)03) (3rd
edition In pri..V.I/

wi ;0'. page's, 3ht tigures. imps, graphs, diagrams, and photographs,
selected references at the end of each chapter; index.

goal remains ... to present i c one Ise t.iew 01111C earth as the home
ot man. I hi:, 1)00k provide, i I nicht-11, logical, and :.5ysteinatic introduction
to the tield ut geogr iphy, i, well asst sun, ec 01 %Mid getrgtaptly. nature
Ind elements of the It c Id ot stud% are evimined brietb, in Chapter 1, and then
arc ciiipliasi.ed throtuliout sti, ececiing rs their functions become ap-
parent I he orlel is eln,ided into lot,nc en regional types. I or each of these,
the characteristics ut tla physical environment ire tirst described and

/eel to Lieuc mine' potenti dune, and linatations. \Ian is then brought onto
the scene,, and hi, manner ut 11%14. In the region, mill/mg its endowments,
and overcoming its restrictions are e \antined anti explained. Lich regional

tick is concluded v. it 11 inUutlouk.t . U Rni, htc h not cs trelids and posnbi lit ies
lor the tuttirc.

I CSI,111%.1111:2, ire essential in our world Todd y, where over
I pin interests in resource's, trade, technologv culture, political ideology,
and international poll( ie irt etais-t !nth. evolving new meaningti and impor-
t ince:,

t.t.ogr iplic is on re I tide science, drawing together and combining the
,I1,111%. IA( C164 of earth ind man into complete' ilio:,tics to be viewed in their
totalitc R helps provide understanding ot ,t nation's position in the world.
It fines insight into the lives ut people outside. our (mil area by appraising
the resources avail iblc to their and anal% /nig their manner of living, thereby

ing us .111 Linde rstanclift., and ippreciation ot their problems and potentiali-
tie:-, (,eogr rphy is concerned t. ith the nit errelatiemsh:ps of man and earth
Ind with the sig,n.tie ant wit. s which the y differ (ruin place to place.

I he patterns ut the earth's environment art_ a Combination of natural and
man made products. l he contributions ut the natural or plivsic environment
are c r,c% krt. interwoven with the re sults of iitan's tit ili/at ion and develop-
ment. the phy611_,i1 cnvinmunin proci,des the base, the interdependent ele-
ments supplied lac nature. elun.ue Ind N, attic. r, Lindh)! ins, waster, vegetation,
anoinal Irte, surfs, inei miner I lit putcuU.rlitu s of the foundation vary
with the dIttc rt. tit cou!hunitrun, ut natural features. `Ionic att ractive areas
produce high capabilities lor people, father repel man until new
techniques enable hini to eope with the adverse Conditions. The variety' of
tactors: and the art ,t1 distribution 4)1 the possible combinations create the
dive rsit v of retaous tin the e firth's surface that must be. understood if we are
to talk, con.prelien,1 di( proldt ins or the pll,nlinlitics confronting the world's
people.

\1 in is tit central th, nit in tit ocIr ipth I he patterns ut man's occupancy
v iry with his numbers upi hi:, st ,fir of develop!' eta, as well with the po
rent! +lit 1, :5 of III:, phy;-,it. tl 11% IrontilL nit. lirough living on the natural founda-
tion of e 11th usinc, its resolire es. man r ',nes a superstructure le-
ult nts. I and iitili/at ion pato ins. insItHt ries. ind eonununitatuni lines the

cletnem , of ,,,(,(it:r 111%.

It it IN. n raplic t nicd with analysis anti
orre I it ion of ict.o e I ,t , rid I tie d e Ic mews. those Hi it are supplied
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by nature, and those that are products of human occupancy. Some background
in the geographic elements is desirable before proceeding with a regional
study of the world. ... portions of Chapter 1, therefore, present a brief but
succinct statement of the elements of regional geography. The purpose ...
is to develop an understanding of the ingredients of the field and to allude to
their significance and general patterns. ...

The earth's surface is characterized by a great variety of physical and
cultural patterns. Few areas are homogeneous in all aspects; however, large
segments'of the earth are often similar in one or more distinctive features,
either physical or man-made. A geographic study of the world is facilitated
by classifying it into regions on the basis of one or more elements. These
may be physical elements such as landforms, climate, vegetation, or soil, or
human elements such as land utilization patterns, economies, or culture.

When an analysis is made of the interrelated factors of the man-nature
complex, climate appears to play the dominant role. Man and nature every-
where feel its impact. Under given climatic conditions there are similarities
in natural vegetation, soils, crop possibilities, and shelter needs, as well as
other physical and human conditions. Broad areas exist with climatic homo-
geneity, this nukes possible a simple classification as an aid to the study and
understanding of the earth's land and peoples.

This text presents a geographic appraisal of the world organized into 14
types of regions based on similarity of climatic characteristics. Study begins
in the equatorial regions and progresses to the poles." (pp. vi -vii, 2 -3, 24 -25)

15 chapters:
I. Geography, the Correlative Science
2. Rainy.Tropics
3. Wet-Dry Tropics
4. Monsoon Tropics
5. Tropical Deserts
6. Tropical Highlands
7. Dry Summer Subtropics
8. Humid Subtropics
9. Long Summer Humid Continentals

10. Short Summer Humid Continentals
11. Dry Continentals
12. Marine West Coasts
13 Middle Latitude Highlands
14. Subarctics
15. Polar Lands

1 appendix A. Maps and Photographs

93
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Hoyt, Joseph Bixby 1\lan and the Earth kl.nglewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc . 1962) (2nd edition in preparation.)

xvin 4.521 pages, 190 maps and diagrams, 8 world and continental maps
in color, many photographs, annotated '.elected bibliography at the end of
sonic chapters; index.

"A preface should ... explain to those who .ire using the book how it has
been organized and what has been included. Second, the preface should ex-,
plain why the author has made the selection he has, and why he has arranged
the material the way he has.

This book is divided into two approximately equal parts. Light chapters
are devoted to the physical phases of geography and seven to the cultural
aspects. ... Chapters 3-10 present the earth, its landforms, climatic ele-
ments, climates, water, vegetation, soils, and mineral resources, while
Chapters 1 and 2 and 11-15 examine man and his relationship to the various
environments of the world. Chapters 1 and 2 are separated from the balance
of the cultural section and placed first in the book because the author feels
that man is the most important element of geography.

- - - - -

Man and the Earth may serve those who prefer to teach geography through
a regional approach if they will rearrange the chapters, beginning with Chap-
ters 1 and 2 and then skipping to Chapters 11 15. The material in Chapters
.'-s-10 may be brought in bit by hit at any time during the semester, or these
chapters may be read as a unit after the students have acquired a greater
curiosity about the physical elements. Both the systematic presentation of
the physical elements of geography ... and the regional concept, which em-
phasizes the interrelatedness of all the elements of the environment, are
essential to an understanding of geography. Having taught both, the author is
unwilling to leave eithe'r out.

Each of the chapters on the physical aspects, as well as the one on Man
as an element of geography, is arranged internally to describe the origin or
causes of the element, the varieties that exist, and their distribution around
the world. ...

The cultural section of the text examines man's ways of living in the dif-
ferent environments of the world. "lo simplify the description, the several
climatic regions have been grouped together into the humid tropics, the dry
lands, the polar and Subpolar regions, and the humid middle latiti, les. Each
chapter is arranged in a simiLir pattern. l'he physical environment is de-
scribed in some detail, then the varying economies that man follows in each
region are described. A series of vignettes of uifierent ways of life in some
of the regions that are not so well known ... nave been deliberately chosen
to present illustrations of some of the more intriguing culture groups from
the far corners of our fascinating world.

Describing the several economics that exist in each of the groups of re-
gions emphasizes the author's belief in man's relative freedom of choice.
With varying degrees of effort, man is ableto live as he wishes by the economy
that he wants to follow in any of the climatic regions, with rare exceptions.
Some regions offer man more than the others do in the way of resources.
The physical attributes of sonic regions actually inhibit and certainly dis-
courage man's carrying on certain activities. ... However, man's great in-
genuity, his inventions, and, most of all, his control of large supplies of power
are making him more and more independent of climatic and other physical
limitations. In each region man Lan choose from a number of possible econ-
omies.
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One feature that is worth loin:nem here is the recognition in this text of
the dynamic naturt. of MAW:, relation to his environment. In the chapters on
the underdevc loped parts of the world . sections have been included show
ing the changes that are coining inthese rapidly developing parts of the world.
... The descrptions ... are as up to date as the author can make them. ...

... Ibis author . began ... with a love of travel. Circumstances pre-
venting the satisfaction of that desire, the author turned to books of travel.
Here he was able to indulge, without stint, his curiosity about the far places
of the world . \s he 'traveled these various ways, he became more and
more curious as to %%hy they %%cre as they were Seeking an answer, he turned
to the field which tries to explainthe field of geography. ... Lnjoyment of
geography grows with each year's contact with it. It is with this in mind that
this text has been written, with a very frank hope that some 01 its readers will
become geographers old that many will become geographiles." app. v -vul

10 chapters:
Part One: M,N

1. Nian as an Llement
2. Man the Modifier

Part No, hill. PliYSICAL LNVII:ONNIENT
3. The Lartb, Field of Study for Geography
4. candforms
5. Climatic Llements
0. Climates and rhea- Distribution
7. Water Resources
8. Natural Vegetation and \ mmal Life
9. Soils

10. Mineral Resources
Part Three. NI \N IN CLIMATIC RI.GIONS

1 1. Man m the Humid tropics
12. Man in the Dr Lands
13. Man in the Polar and Subpolar Lands
14. Man in the !tumid Middle Latitudes, Hunting-Gathering,

Pastoral, and \gricultural Lcononues
15. Man in the Ilum:d Middle Latitudes, l'rban and

Industrial Developments
10. (numnary

I appendix: Mapping the I arth
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.lames, Preston I t;cography of Nlan, 3rd edition, with 1- libberd \'. U.
Jr (Waltham, Mass.. I1Iaisdell Publishing Co., 1966)

xvii 5h1 pp.. [P3 specialized maps. 38 figures,, photographs; 7 appen-
dices, 14 continental and world reference maps index, conversion scales
for units of measure.

".\ Geography of Man is designed for anelementary college-level course
in world geography. l'he book is specifically concerned with the interrelations
of man and his natural surroundings. I he purpose is to develop geographic
concepts, and to illustrate the methods of geographic analysis. Adequate fac-
tual content is presented to permit theapplication of geographic ideas, but the
ideas are presumed to be more important than completeness of content. Two
different kinds of concepts aredeveloped. (l)concepts concerning the charac-
ter and arrangement over the earth of the major physical-biotic systems that
constitute the natural surroundings of manthe human habitats; and (2) con-
cepts regarding the signific ince to man of these natural surroundings.

A system is made i, of interdependent elements so organized that a
change in any one element results in changes in all the others. Geography
deals with spatial systemsthat is, systems that occupy space on the face of

-I the earth. l'o be sure, the whole surface of the eanh, including its animal
and human inhabitants, constitutes the only complete system. But the totality
of interaction is tar too complex for meaningful analysis. It is necessary,
therefore, to proceed toward an understanding of the interrelations between
man and habitat through the study of subsystems. ... for the purposes of this
hook attention is first directed to the physical-biotic systems that are called
habitats

l'he physical-biotic systems, or ecosystems, must be simplified to pro-
vide a useful conceptual framework for the development of an elementary
picture of world geography. I his simplification involves the definition of
categories of interrelated parts at the same degree of generalization. For
the purposes of this book a habitat is considered to be made up of associa-
tions of five elements: (1) surface features, (2) climates, (3) water; (4) wild
vegetation; and (5) soils.

Nine groups of habitat regions are recognized, and these form the basis
of organization for the main part of the text. Lich is defined in terms of the
association of these five elements in specific segmLnts of earth-space.

[hese nine habitats are arranged on the earth's land masses in a pre-
dictable pattern ... described by the interpLy of the principle of climatic
regularity and surface irregularity.

Geography is also concerned with the interrelations between man and
habitat. What dots the habitat inLan to the people who must live and work in
it' Is the habitat favorable or unfavorable' In examining the:,; questions we
come to one of the core concepts of modern geography. that the significance
to man of the physical and biotic features of his habitat h.; a function of the
attitudes, objectives, and technical skills of loan himself. The habitat that is
favorable to one group of people may prove unfavorable to another. A change
in any of the elements of a culture, or way of living of a people, makes neces-
sary the reappraisal of the habitat.

I his concept is demonstrateci, for selected places within each of the nine
groups of regions by examining the experience of man with the problems of
making a living from earth resources. M. experience with a particular
habitat is examined historically. With each change in attitudes or objectives
or especially in technology, the significance of the habitat is reexamined. ...
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For each period during which the culture remains essentially unchanged, the
geography of man in relation to habitat le reconstructed. When changes in the
culture take place, for whatever reason, the differences in the man habitat
relations are identified. (pp. vii-ix)

12 chapters:
Introduction:

The Habitat
Introduction:

Culture
Group 1:

The Dry Lands
The Habitat;, The Occupance. Summary

Group 11:
The Tropical Forest Lands
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Group Ill:
The Tropical Woodlands and Savannas
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Group IV:
The Mediterranean Scrub Woodlands
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Group; V:
The Mid-Latitude Mixed Forest Lands
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Group VI:
The Mid-Latitude Grasslands
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Group VII:
The Boreal Forests and Woodlands
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Group VIII:
The Polar Lands
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Group IX:
The Mountain Lands
The Habitat; The Occupance; Summary

Conclusion:
Principles and Problems of Man-Land Relations

7 appendices:
A. Maps
B. The Atmosphere
C. The Lithosphere
D. The Hydrosphere
E. Vegetation
F. Statistics
G. References

i
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James, Preston I.. One World Divided. kNew York: Blaisdell Publishing
Co., 19(14;

xiv 482 pp., 92 world and spec' III zed 111.111S, Many photographs and tables;
conversion scales for units of measure; list of references; index.

"The purpose of this book is toapply geographic methods and use geogra-
phic concepts in the search for meaning in the modern world. Many scholars
have described the' two sets of revolutionary changes now going on in the
worldthe technological changes and the many resulting readjustments which
we call the Industrial Revolution, and the changes in the states and dignity of
the individual which we call the Democratic Revolution. Social scientists have
described the background and antecedents of these revolutions. The special
purpose of this book, however, is to note the particular place or places on the
earth where these_movements originated, to discover the pattern and speed
with which they spread, and to observe the results of the impact of change on
pre-existing societies in particular places.

These two sets of fundamental change are in process of spreading over
the earth. Both have given rise to strong reactions. As a result the world
is becoming more and more sharply divided. The contrast between develop&
and developing nations, between rich and poor nations . has become greater
than ever before. At the same time the world is also sharply divided between
those who favor one or the other of two basic political and social principles:
democracy and autocracy. But these contrastsbetween the economically
developed and the economically underdeveloped, between the democratically
organized and the autocratically organizedare more than abstract ideas.
They are found in particular places, associated with particular kinds of
habitats and resources, making Impact with particular kinds of pre-Industrial
and pre-democratic institutions.

... The world can be divided into regions, each characterized by a dis-
tinctive set of reactions to the impact of revolutionary change. ... In each
distinctive culture region, so defined, the significance to man of the features
of the habitat changes with changes in the attitudes, objective, and technical
skills of the inhabitants, requiring, therefore, repeated re-evaluations of the
resource base of states.

The eleven culture regions presented in this book are, in a sense, a geo-
graphic hypothesis. It is assumed that the general picture of the contemporary
world offered by this div:sion into culture regions will serve to illuminate
rather than obscure the nature of the processes of change that are at work.
The regions are defined as contiguous areas because an important part of our
analysis deals with the significance of positionon the globe. They are defined
in terms of political units because a major part of the analysis deals with the
viability of states. It is recognized that the characteristics of each region are
most clearly developed at the regional cure, and that around the margins there
are wide zones of transition where the characteristics of neighboring regions
are mingled. Regional boundaries, therefore, are less important than re-
gional cores. .. ,

- -
... The culture regions, as presented in this book, were outlined by in-

tuitive judgment based on a wide variety of sources and some direct field ob-
servation. Clearly, this is an initial step in the work of providing a more pre-
cise description of the processes of change in the modern world.

The purpose . . is to look at the modern world in the perspective of his-
torical process and areal differentiation. The two revolutions and the re-
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actions they set up have created a pattern of regional divisions, each charac-
terized by a particular set of economic, social, and political conditions and
problems. ...

- - -
The purpose is to put the divisiors of our one world into perspective.

This is done by tracing the geographic changesthrough time, recognizing that
the present geographic division of the world into culture regions is only the
most recent such division. and that it is in no sense the end of the series. 13y

understanding the causes and consequences of the regional divisions of the
earth a background is created for the study of specific problems, or for the
formulation of policies for action. (pp. vii-viii, xi, 31-33.)

13 chapters:
1. Introduction: The World's Culture Regions
2. The European Culture Region
3. The Soviet Cdlture Region
4. The Anglo-American Culture Region
5. The Latin American Culture Region
b.-The ;.girth African-Southwest Asian Culture Region
7. The South Asian Culture Region
H. I'he Southeast Asian Culture Region
9. The East Asian Culture Region

10. I'he African Culture Region
11. The Australia-New Zealand Culture Region
12. Conclusion: The Search for Significance

4 appendices:
A. Climates of the World
B. Surface Features
C. World Vegetation
D. Reference Tables
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Morris, John W. tud t m, W I reeman, editors, World Geogra2hy. 2nd edi-
tion, with Lontribin in by 14 other authors t New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1965)

x 710 pp, 327 continental and specialized maps, photographs and charts;
24 tables; annotated references at the ends of chapters, glossary; index.

"World Geography is ylanned to give college and university students in-
formation about nation.s and continents ,o help them in their understanding of
world affairs and the -applications of geography in general. The editors have
chogen The study of familiar geographic areas as the primary approach to
world geography because they believe that this organization will help students
to learn and remember essential facts and basic principles. The book pro-
ceeds, after a geavral introductory chapter, from areas close at hand to those
more distant. ... chapter describes a unified area, although the factors
that account for tuts unit are nut always the same. l'he detail in which an area
is studied depends, in part,, upon its relative importance in world affairs. ...
I3ecause of the need for much greater knowledge of the United States, four
chapters have heen devoted to the study of the home country.

1 hroughout the test human activities have been related to the earth's re-
lief features, climatic regions, ind natural resources soils, vegetation, sup-
plies of water, and mineral deposits \fter presenting the physical environ-
ment, the description of each area considers significant aspects of the cul-
tural environment such as cities, indiistries,, and other economic and cultural
activities. Man succeeds mos( easqy when he acts in harminy with nature,
but modern man is not inevitably dominated by his environment, because his
advanung technology has aided him in overcoming many natural handicaps.
... World Geography gives the student a conception of the broad patterns of
human occupations, the distribution of population, and the important areas of
commodity production. Its study contributes greatly to knowledge that will
help students to understand, evaluate, and reach decisions about current world
problems.

The text is intended to meet several needs. One is a survey of the coun-,
tries and areas of the world to be included in the general education curriculum,
especially where such a course is tl,e only one the student will take. Another
is a study of principles of geography, intended for a second course following
the general st4vey. ... .1 he book will also serve as a text for courses in
world-regional &ography.

- - - -
In preparing World Geography, the editors have called upon a team of

specialists, all experienced teachers, who combine comprehensive knowledge
about the regions th,..v describe with awareness of what information is most
essential for students. ..." (pp. vi-vii)

17 chapters, introduction and conclusion
Introduction: World Geography
Part I: The Americas

1. The United States: Ilhe Northeast
2. The United States: The Midwest
3. The United States: The South
4 The United States: The West
5. Canada and Greenland
6. Middle America
7. South America
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Pan II: The Old World
8. Northwest,:rn and Central Europe
9. Southern Peninsular Europe

10. Eastern Europe: The Shatter Belt
11. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
12. North Africa and the Near East
13. Africa South of the Sahara
14. Central Eastern Asia
15. South Asia
16.* Southeast Asia
17. Australia, Oceania, and Antarctica

Conclusion: People in the Changing World
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Murphey, Rhoads. An Introduction to Geography. 2nd edition, maps by John
C. Sherman (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company; 1965)

xv + 734 pages; 104 regional maps; 19 world maps, 21 figures; ,5 tables;
photographs; annotated bibliographies for further reading at the end of
each chapter; statistical appendix for 104 nations givingdemogiaphi and
economic information as of mid-1965; index.

'lihe disciplines of geography and history,/ ... share a basically impor-
tant role in general.educ4

manage
that of widening intellectual horizons. ...- If

man cannot adequately understand and anage himself and cannot adequately
understand and live with the varying nature of the world community in its sev-
eral parts, Scientific and technical advances may at best be of limited useful-
ness and at worst destructively harmful. History and geography, as they
attempt to widen man's, broadest basic perspectives about himself b" e,.c min-
ing his accumulated historical experience and the variations in ice
over the world, aim to lay an essential foundation.

This suggests that a textbook should ... provide a body e .d ii.cor-
mation and a body of ideas which together will be useful and reliable beginning
guides toward understanding, and it should encourage a maximu,a of individual
thinking and application....

- - -
. This bookle-s" objective is only secondarily information and primarily

the development of geographic ideas and the geographic approac:-. to the study
of man. ...

he first section of the book explores the nature of geography, the kinds
of pro lems which it investigates, the methods which it uses, and the subtle
implica "ons of man's changing interrelationship with the earth which he in-
habits. The second and larger section provides a series of regional studies
in which the evolution of settlement, culture, economy, and political forms in
each area .is treated in historical perspective as well as in a current context.
These samples of regional analysis attempt to convey an understanding of
each area in its various aspects and to apply the ideas developed in th s,. first
section to the principal core of geography., the total study of areas ih their
spatial frame, or their pattern of arrangement on the earth. Not all of the
world is treated, nor can any of the regional chapters attempt to deal com-
pletely with a regional totality,, given the obvious limitations of space. ...
Each regional chapter ... focuses on one oi a few leading characteristics of
the area which it treats or on one or.two major ideas, used as threads to tie
together the interpretation of the region. ...

, .. The regional chapters, however, may be read separately, dealt with
in different order, or selected from as circumstances suggest, without con-
fusing the reader or harming the book's purpose. No compulsion has been
felt to apportion space evenly among regions, but only to provide samples
of the study of a number of important regionS.

The book is designed to be used with an atlas." (pp. 1-3)

Introduction and 36 chapters:
1. Geography and Social'Science
*2. Spatial Form and Spatial Interaction
3. The Environmental Factor
4. The.Region

The Physical Environment and Its Role: I. lhe Climatic Influence
O. The Workings of Climate
7. The Physical Environment and Its Role: 11. Vegetation
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S. The Physical 1.nvironment and Its Role: III. Soils
9. The Physical laivironment and Its Role. IV. Water Resources

ID The Physical I nvironment and Its Role: V. Lundforms
I I-....1kesources and What They Mean
12 General Geographic Introduction
13. Britain and the Modern World
14 Ilighland Britain and Ireland
l5. Scandinavia: Poverty and Progress
16 The Low Countries: The Netherlands and Belgium
17. Prance Within Europe
I. The, ctate and the P oblem of Germany*"lo. 1.rustrations and Opportunities in Central Europe
20. The The Gift and Problem of Space
21. The Mediterranean. Land and Sea
22. Italy: Diversity and Iluman Genius
23, Nlan and the Land in Monsoon Asia
24. The Indian Subcontinent: Between Two Worlds
25, I he Subcontinent Decides and Plans
20. l'he Middle Kingdom: Splendid Isolation
27. Changes on the Good Earth
28. "1 he Japanese Achievement and the Problem of Korea
29. Southeast Asia: Tropical' Islarlds, Deltas, and the Sea

"1 he Dry World: Civilization and Conflict
21'. Contemporary States and issues in the Dry World
32. The Dark Continent and Its Modern Development
33, African Regions
34. Latin \merica; \ Blend of Indian Ind European
35. Latin \rnerican Regions
36. \nglo- \inerwa: \ Modern Prodigy
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,l'hilbrick, \ lien K.. I his !finnan World. KNew lork John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1963)

v + 500 pp.; 260 figures, world and specialized maps, photographs, and
diagrams; 46 tables; arviidi \; index.

the context of this book is the world today. ..,

... The evolution of the pattern and organization of area characteristic
of man's occupancy °I the earth is the product of two elements, human culture
.1 nd material resources, which d re united in life by the force of human volition.
Regional analysis will demonstrate ways in which the cutting edge of human
creative imagination provides leadership, while the natural and cultural en-
vironments supply challenge and opportunity. The perspective used throughout
the book is that perceptive innovation is the force by which man has evolved
his own pattern of iicLupancy using the materials of his earthly estate. The
transmission and acceptance of creative innovation in the activities of an in-
creasing number of people result in a spatial distribution of human culture
which is the subject of cultural geography.

l'he plan of l'his Human World is the interweaving of several threads,
which are commented on below. The traditional division of geography into
systematic: and regional treatments may be observed in the organization of
the material of the first five chapters and the remaining fifteen. The first
five chapters describe the world systematically in three main subdivisions -
physical, cultural, and organizational. l he remaining fifteen regional chap-
ters are also divided into. three parts. ... the analysis of Europe ... the
Americas and their focus on the I need States and Canada ... the division of
the old-world Lura,uan land mass into the Communist Bloc and the regions
of the Eurasian perimeter. . . Chapter 20 summarizes world regional or-
ganization.

l he major theme of this book is the origin and spread of a wider-than-
local division of labor, defined as exchange-type area organization. In de-
veloping this idea it is dernonstratedthat only the processes of cultural evolu-
tion can account for the specific innovations which brought about this revolu-
tion in the geographicl distribution of human activities and their complex
interconnections. The regional treatment begins with England and Europe
because the evoiution of a wider-than-local division of labor involves the
geography of the English and European industrial revolution and its dissemina-
tion by Europeans throughout the world. The impact of the distribution of
European culture is traced geographically in England, Europe, Africa south
of the Sahara, and in selected Commonwealth countries.

The scene then shifts to the Americas, where the great migration of
European and \frican peoples from the time of the Age of Discovery is ex-
amined in its geographic context of material resources and divergent cultural
evolution. .\ return to the Old World portrays the very different cultural
evolution as the double continent of Eurasia is analyzed in terms of the Com-
munist Bloc and the complex cultures of the Eurasian perimeter regions -
North Africa and Southwest, South, Southeast, and East Asia.

In the concluding chapter the schism in the world between Communist,
free world, md neutral regions is brought into sharp focus. The relation to
the theme of the book of the present stalemate in the struggle for power and
influence within the human race is made clear. The struggle is being waged
primarily by the peoples of three regions represented by the Americas,
Europe, and the Communisil Bloc..... Successive waves of European culture
have swept across the face of the earth and have broken around and over the
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unyielding masses of,Asians. The impact of the Industrial Revolution is only
now for the first time substantiy affecting the reorganization of area there.
The processes of cultural evMition and the understanding and use of the
earth's resources for the development of a truly staple pattern of world or-
ganization are approaching a crisis of leadership. The perspective of geog-
raphy is essential to an understanding of the future of this human world."

(1313

20 chapters:
Part 1: SYSTEMATIC GEOGRAPHY

1. A Geographic Point of View
2. P-rinciples and Regions of Human Organization
3. Warmth and Water
4. Land and Life
5. The Cultural Aspect of Geography

Part II: WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY .
6. The United Kingdom
7. The Geographical Impact of the Industrial Revolution

in England
8. Europe
9. The Paradox of European Regional Organization

10, Africa South,Of the Sahara
11. Australia, New Zealand, and the Republic of South Africa
12. Resources of the Americas
13. The Area Organization of the Americas
14. The Peopling of the Americas
15. The Regions and Peoples of Eurasia
16. The Resources of Eurasia
17. Area Organization of Communist Bloc Countries
18. The Eurasian Perimeter
19, Regions of the East Eurasian Perimeter
20. World Regional Organization

1 appendix: Average Temperatures and Precipitation of
71 Selected Stations
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Russell, Richard .1., Fred B. Kniffen, and Evelyn L. Pruitt. Culture Worlds.
Brief Edition (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1961)

xiv + 476 pp.; 141 world and specialized maps;, 9 tables; many photo-
graphs; index.

"More than twenty years have elapsed since the Culture Worlds approach
to geography at the first-year level was initiated. ...an _excellent background
is provided for students who continue with other courses in geography. Stu-
dents unable to continue retain a valuable understanding of the earth's parts
and peoples.

Culture Worlds was written with the idea in mind that all students would
be required to own a reasonably good atlas. ...

Geographers are interested in culture traits and cultures in general be-
cause they provide a rational and fundamental basis for dividing the earth's
surface into its most significant parts. Peoples who are closest akin cul-
turally tend to modify landscapes in similar ways so that they live in places
that physically resemble their homelands, and they alter the landscapes in
ways to which they are accustomed. ...

... There are relatively few first order divisions between cultures, and
they separate the main groupings of mankind's culture worlds. Each culture
world, of course, contains within it some variety of peoples and culture traits,
but these local variations are minor in contrast to the dominant character-
istics that unify each culture world, and are quite insignificant in comparison
with the differences that exist between culture worlds. To distinguish local
differences within a culture world, there are divi4ns of the second order,
each of which is a culture realm. Within each realm there may be smaller
units, culture regions.

Individual assemblages of people possess characteristic culture traits
that enable social scientists to group peoples according to their cultures, The
broadest of these groupings are culture worlds. Seven of these are so dis-
tinctive that they form an excellent basis for introducing students to the field
of geography. These broadest divisions r F the earth are the European, Dry,
African, Oriental, Polar, Pacific, and Americanworlds. Each has subordinate
realms and regions. The pattern of life in each culture world has come about
through a long and complicated series of events and experiences which have
ler their imprint on the landscape. Within the last few centuries the European
World has undergone amazing expansion, a movement recognized as the New
World Revolution,

The primary interest of the geographer is in the earth as it exists today,
He seeks to understand and explain its surface. In most places he rinds man,
knowingly or unawares, changing the face of the earth. The type of changes
varies in accordance with the culture group concerned, for the forms of the
cultural landscape are a complex expression of man's culture, superposed
upon or replacing the forms of the natural landscape. Each culture world has
its own characteristic culture traits and its own typical cultural landscape.
An entrance into the field of geography can best be made through a study of
these culture worlds." (pp. v, 3-4, 9)
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26 chapters:
Culture Worlds

1. Culture Worlds
Polar World

2. Polar World
European World

3. Lurope:, Small, but Diverse
Northwestern European Realm

4. British Isles
5. Scandinavian Lands
b. Low Countries
7. Germany

Eastern European Realm
8 Eastern Europe

Shatter Belt
9. Shatter Belt

Mediterranean Realm
10. Mediterranean Realm

Western Transition Zone
11. France, Switzerland

Dry World
12, Dry World

Arab-Berber Realm
13. Arab-Berber Realm

Turko- Mongolian Realm
14. Turko-Mongolian Realm

African Worjd
15. Natural Setting and Peoples
16. Modern Cultural Landscapes

\ Oriental World
17 Asia

Indian Realm
18. Indian Realm

Chinese Realm
19. Chinese Realm

Malayan Realm
20. Malayan Realm

Indo-Chinese Shatter Belt
21. Indo-Chinese Shatter Belt

Pacific World
22. Pacific World

American World
23. Physical and Cultural Background

Anglo-American Realm
24. Anglo-American Realm
25. Anglo-American Realm, continued

Latin American Realm
26. Latin American Realm
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Wheeler, Jesse II., Jr., J. I renton Kostbade, and Richard S. Thoman. Re-
gional Geography of the World: \II Introductory Survey. Revised edition
(New Nork: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1961)

xi ('4 pp.. many maps and Photographs (both unnumbered); 32 tables;
index.

his revised edition seeks to assist college and university students
in acquiring certain basic ideas and supporting facts about contemporary
world geography which a person with a college education might reasonably be
expected to know. Its Mill, in short, is general education in world geography.

In surveys the world importance. geographical characteristics, and major
problems of eight world regions Lurope, the Soviet l neon, the Middle East,
the' Orient, the Incific World. Africa, Latin America, and Anglo-America.
\ttention is also given to important individual countries and regional groups
of countries within each world region. Pertinent background material on sys-
tematic physical and cultural geography is presented at appropriate places.
\ general introduction to geography as a field of study is presented in Chapter
I l'he book is designed as a text for courses in world regional geography
on an introduLtory college level.

\ lthough most of the text has been specially written, a variety of
readings, mostly short, are included, ...

1'he
- - -

main reason for studying geography is togain a better understanding
and appreciation of the world in which we live. ... Geography ... centers
attention on the study and interpretation of particular areas on the world.
A well-known geographer, George 13. Cressey, has stated this idea as follows:'It is the task of geography ... to draw information from widely scattered
sources, and to give it 1 new significance as applied to the understanding of
specific areas.'

The term 'area', as used by geographers, may refer to any portion of the
earth's surface. In this book primary attention is given to two kinds of
areas, the countries as outlined on an ordinary political map and the major
world regions in which the individual countries lie.,

The scheme of eight major world regions employed in this book is only
one among various alternative methods of subdividing the world for purposes
of study bluwever, it is believed to he especially well suited as an organizing
device for accomplishing the major objective ... to assist the student in ac-
quiring a fund of concepts about the geography of the contemporary world that
an educated person might reasonably be expected to know.

-
l'o the student , the mass of detail to he' mastered may seem at first

to be overwhelming. llowever, the observant student will note that certain
topics tend to recur as different regions and countries are studied. These
key topics include (I) l.ocation, (2) Population,(3) Political Status, (4) Natural
Lnvironment, (5) Type of Economy, (6) Potentialities, and (7) Problems.

- - - -
It is important for the student to realize that the geographic study of an

area is not confined merely to consideration of a list of topics. ... In geo-
graphic study one tries to understand and appreciate the ways in which the
features of an area are_related to each other." (pp. v, 3,4,9,20).
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27 chapters:
Part 1: INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS

1. Some Introductory Concepts of Geography
Part 2: Europe

2. Introduction to Europe
3. The British Isles
4. France
5. Germany
6. The Benelux Countries
7. Switzerland and Austria
8. C. untries of Northern Europe
9. Co t ntries of Southern Europe

10. Countries of East Central Europe
Part 3: THE SOVIET UNION

11. Introduction to the Soviet Union
12. Population and Major Territorial Division of the USSR

Part 4: THE MIDDLE EAST
13. Introduction to the Middle East
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INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHYA SPATIAL APPROACH

Kennard W. Rumage and Leslie 1'. Cummings
University of Iowa

PART 1. INTRODUCTION:
THE UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY

For the past several years, the faculty of the Department of Geography,
The University of /Iowa, has been aware of the need for a new-Introduction to
Geography course. Such a course would make geographically significant facts
more meaningful to students by helping them develop a conceptual structure
of the discipline. it was decided, therefore, to design a course that would not
only serve as an introductory, supplementary, course for the propsective
undergraduate major in Geography, but one that would be of value in a liberal
education program no matter what the specific interests of the student might
be. It is hoped, further, that by presenting such a course, the undergraduate
will develop a more positive attitude towards Geography, and an enthusiasm
for its role in the general world of knowledge.

Until the last decade or so, Geography teachers focused most of their
attention on statements of largely unrelated facts about one region after another
and on the memorization of these facts. Currently, rote learning is no longer
approved. Unlike a certain young man described by Charles Dickens in his
novel, Hard Times, the student is no longer expected to know....

about all the water sheds of all the world, and all the histories of-all
the peoples, and all the names of all the rivers and mountains, and
all the productions, manners, and customs of all the countries, and
all their boundaries and bearings on the two-and-thirty points of the
compass.

Instead, the current emphasis is designed toacquaint students with Geography
as a fundamental research discipline which can contribute to their understand-
ing of the physical world and human society.

Many educators today accept the theory, advanced by Jerome I3runer,1
that the key to knowledge and understanding lies in the mastery of the organiz-
ing concepts of a given field of learning. They adhere to the belief that it is
the responsibility of the classroom teacher to help students think in terms of
the basic notions or organizing ideas of a discipline. Thus, by observing
teachers at work and by trying out for themselves some of toe techniques
demonstrated, students should soon discover:

(1) What it is geographers want to know, that is, the kinds of problems
they want to solve and the kinds of questions they ask, and

(2) How they find out, by means of mapping, statistical analysis, research
in the library, the use of many data sources, field work in town and
countryand plain reflective thinking.

'Jerome S.Bruner, On Knowing (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1962),,
p. 120.
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Although several traditions can be identified in the study of Geography,
basically all academicians in the field share a common goal. They are inter-
ested in discovering, describing, and accounting for the location, distribution,
and spatial association of things as they occur on the face of the earth as a
whole, or in any part of it.

Locations and distributions of natural or cultural phenomena may be
studied in one of two major ways. One of these is to examine them in the
manner in which an artist might portray a landscape or a poet might sense
its meaning, that is, from a subjective point of view. The other is to describe
and interpret the locution, distribution, and spatial associations in such a
manner that others might verify the results, that is, from an objective point

, of view. Choosing between these alternatives is a matter of taste rather than
of logic, because both viewpoints can be defended, and both can be scholarly.
However, the development of one approach involves very different sorts of
learning experiences than the other. In any event, we have elected to choose
the latter, that is, the scientific rather than the artistic approach.

In choosing this approach, geographers accept the notion that their dis-
cipline is concerned with problem-solving, and that the problems appropriate
for research in_Geography involve discovering, describing, and understanding
the location and distribution of phenomena, both natural and cultural, on the
earth's surface.

The acceptance of a problem-solving approac., inGeography also involves
the acceptance of some rather strict rules of intellectual behavior in the use
of a rather large and expandir r body of methods and techniques which science
has found extremely useful. 'Four steps in the geographer's methods of in-
ductive inquiry may be recognized. These are: (1) recognition and statement
of a problem having spatial aspects; (2) formulation of a hypothesis or alter-
native solution to the problem; (3) testing of the hypothesis or alternative
solution by means of relevant data; and (4) -ceptance or rejection of the
hypothesis or alternative solution and evaluation of consequences.

It will be recognized that the steps listed above do not differ in any sig-
nificant way from those commonly accepted as steps in reflective thought,
and together are often referred to as the scientific method. Only the nature
of the problem, the kinds of hypotheses developed, and the nature of the rele-
vant data differ from problems calling for reflective thought in other dis-
ciplines.

It should also be emphasized that in following this approach the stress
is placed on: (1) the collection and use of data to describe problem situations,
(2) the employment of appropriate cartographic or mathematical-statistical
techniques to facilitate comprehension of these problems, and (3) the selection
and use of suitable systems of measurement for verifying the validity of the
selected hypotheses.

Duration of the Course ,

Introduction to Geography A Spatial Approach is designed as a one -
semester course. Specifically, a seme er is here defined as a sixteen-week
period consisting of three (fifty-minute class contact hours per week. Ex-
cluding holidays and scheduled exams here are normally about forty class
contact hours per semester. In any event, the present outline is designed to
conform to a one-semester course of approximately forty contact hours.
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PART 11. AN EXAliPLE OF THE SPATiAL APPROACH IN THE
STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY USING THE PROBLEM - SOLVING METHOD

In order to help undergraduate students acquire a spatial approach to the
understanding of past, present, or future events, it is believed that they should
be confronted with problems to study, criticize, and emulate.. In keeping with
this philosophy, problem-solving, leading to the development of spatial rela-
tionships, has been selected as the method toacquaint students with the modes
of thought and techniques that characterize modern geography.

Discovering relationships can be exciting. It is not difficult for students
to become interested in the study of geography if they can sense the problem
which is to be solved, and if they are acquainted with the methods used to
solve it. Acceptance of the problem-solving approach, in its most elementary
form, involves (1) collecting and mapping facts related to clearly-defined
variables (having spatial dimensions), (2) studying the spatial distributions
thus portrayed, (3) stating hypotheses, (4) testing hypotheses, (5) accepting
3r--rejecting the hypotheses, and (6) evaluating the consequences.

The two problems discussed below provide examples which might be used
to introduce a course stressing the spatial approach to gaining geographic
knowledge.

Example No. 1: Understanding the
Location of Manufacturing Activities

The extensive literature of location theory as applied to manufacturing
activities and plant locations provides us with a well-defined body of knowledge
that is admirably suited for the purpose of introducing students to the spatial
approach using the problem-solving technique. However, it should be stressed
that the instructor is not to present everything that is currently known about
the location of manufacturing activity. If a student is to learn to think and per- ,

form as a geographer it is important that he knows how the geographer ac-
quires his knowledge. It is even more basic, however, that he knows how to
ask questions that can be studied. In any case, knowing how to ask questions
having geographic relevance is the first step in the learning prOcess, and the
acquisition of this ability is the primary goal of this first example.

One of the first tasks in problem - ,solving is to identify precisely the
phenomena being studied. Such identification is necessary in order to com-
municate, evaluate, criticize and make use of the work being done.

Once the topic and the unit area used for countingthat is, the scale
are decided upon, the "fact..." of a distribution may be assembled. When the
"facts" are mapped the map really becomes a statement of the problem, re-
vealing as it does variations in the distribution of a specified phenomenon.
Thus, we are confronted with the problem of discovering a hypothesis or
hypotheses that will account for the areal pattern (patterns) we have dis-
covered. The search for acceptable hypotheses may lead us into a variety of
fields such as economics, climatology or politics to mention a few, It may
also lead us to a consideration of historic as well as current factors.
Locating_a Plant for the Production of Ethylene Glycol,
a Permanent-Type Antifreeze

The following lines of advance are offered in order to develop a more
"geographic" approach to the problem of locating an antifreeze plant, using
the lecture-demonstration technique.
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An automotive specialty company hires a geographer to locate a plant
for the manufacture of Permanent-type antifreeze.

(2) The gvographer selects two variables that appear to be logically related
to the sale of antifreeze and .the size (volume) of the market, The van --
ables are: (I) the average annual minimum temperature of an Irea, and
c2) automotive registration by areathat js, by county or state. At this
point the geographer decides to substitute density of population for auto-
motive registration. The rationale beint., that the ratio of automobiles,
trucks, and buses per capita is fairly uniform throughout the United States.

(3) The two variables: (1) average annual minimum temperature for the
US.,. and (2) population density of the U.S. are ntapped. (The average
annual temperature map for the U.S. provides anopportumty to introduce
isotherms)

(4) Next, the geographer compares the maps. Lias on- map comparisons
he selects that" area or 'region ,where s '.es volume is greatestthe
Northeast- Great Lakes region. (Thus far, he has rather crudely isolated
the major market area for antifreeze.

(5) At 11,,s stage of the investigation the consultant is unable to state whether
the plant should be located in,the major market area or not.- The geog-
rapher muat of necessity consider the technologicalaspects of roduction
and the possibility of regional cost differentials.

0) Ethylene glycol. the basic comptinent of permanent-type an !freeze, is
derived from ethane a raw material gas contained in natural gas. bble
1 lists the raw materials, utilities and labor inputs that may lead to re-
gional corilifferentials.

(7)

TABLE I. PRODUCTION OF ETHYLENE Gi.YCOL FROM ETHANE2

Selected Inputs

Requirements per 100 Pounds of
Ethzlene Glycol

Ethane 108 lb.

Utilities
Fuel gas 377 cu.ft,
Steam 1248 lb

Electric Power 10 kw-hr.
Labor 0.19 man-hours...-11

It is assumed that labor inputs ind labor costs do not differ regionally
i.e., labor costs are held constant since the petrochemical industry is
highly unionized. Thus, the critical element in the cost of producing
ethylene glycol appears to be related to regional differentials in the cost
of ntitural gas In essence, these regional variations are based on pipe-
line transport costs (cost of overcoming the friction of distance).,
The apparent significance of natural gas leads the geographtr to construct
a map of marketed natural gas intheli.S The dominant position of Texas
and Louisiana as sources of marketed natural gas is readily observed.
To simplify the plant location procedure let us assume that the geogra-
pher has narrowed his plant location choice to a raw materials region
near Monroe, Louisiana, on the Mississippi. River and a market-oriented
location at Cincinnati, Ohio.

2Walter Isard, et al. Methods of Regional Analysis: An Introduction to Regional Science
(New York: Wiley 1960, p. 237. .1
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(10) The problem is now one of comparative costs between the raw materials
region and the market-oriented locationin essence, it is a problem of
transport inputs.

(11) The geographer prepares two tables to illustrate the transport differen-
tials.

TABLE 2. TRANSPORT COST DIFFERENTIALS PER 100 POUNDS OF
ETHYLENE GLYCOL3

Shipment of Product by Barge

Transport Cost on:
1 Total Net

Equivalent Finished Transport Advantage
Location Natu Iul Gas Product Cost of Monroe
Monroe 0 $.16 $.16 $.13

Cincinnati $.29 0 $.29

TABLE 3. TRANSPVT-COST DIFFERENTIALS PER 100 POUNDS OF
\ETHYLENE GLYCOL4

Shipment of Noduct by Roil

Transport Cost on:
Total Net

Equivalent Finished Transport Advantage
Location Natural Gas Product Cost of Cincinnati
Monroe 0 $.89 $.89

Cincinnati $.29 0 $.29 $.60

(12) After examining both tables and considering that barge transportation from
Monroe to the market area is feasible, it is obvious to the geographer
that the plant location near Monroe, Louisiana, is desirable.

4
The foregoing analysis by no means exhausts the variables that might be

included in the problem. Economies of scale (large vs. small plant) have not
been considered. In a like manner, alternate market.or raw material lcem-
dons have been excluded.

Example No. 2: Analysis of the Distribution
of the Aged Population in Wisconsin

In the previous section the lecture-demonstration techniquewas employed.
This part has as its goal active student participation in problem-solving. For
purposes of illustration the spatial distribution of the aged population in Wis-
consin has been selected as a suitable topic tor student analysis. 'Fable 1 pro-
vides some of the factual elementsothers that may be pertinent to the analysis
are readily available in the Census.

Colored pencils and a liberal supply of Wisconsin county outline maps
are needed to cGmplete this exercise.

3lbid., 238
4Ibid.
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TABLE I
,

Total Population, Number and Proportion of Population Aged 65
and Over, Percentage of Total Population Living in Urban Centers
in 1960, and Percentage Change in Total Population between 1950-
1960 in Wisconsin Counties. (Counties tanked according to the
proportion of the population aged 65 or more in 1960)

County and Rank

1. Mar,..ette
2. Adams
3. Burnett
4. Waushara
5. Waupaca
6. Sawyer
7. Bayfield
8. Washburn
9. Price

10. Trempealeou
11. Juneau
12. Green Lake
13. Ashland
14. Columbia
15. Vernon
16. Pepin
17. Forest
18, Jackson
19. Polk
20. Longlade
21. Richland
22. Door
23. Iowa
24. Sauk
25. Clark
26. Green
27. Vi las
28. Barron
29. Jefferson
30. Marinette
31. Pierce
32. Monroe

34. Dunn
33. Rusk

35. Iron
36. Lincoln I

137. Oconto
38. Douglas
39. Grant
40. Shawano
41. Walworth

,..
42. Buffalo
43. Florence
44. Lafayette
45. Fond du Lac
46. Crawford
47. Sheboygan
48. Taylor
49. St. Croix

Total
County

Population

No. of
Persons

Aged 65-Over

Per Cent of
Total Pop.

Aged 65-Over

Per Cent of
Pop. Living in
Urban Centers

Per Cent Change
in Total County
Pap. 1950-1960

8,516 1,494 17.5% 0.0% - 3.7%
7,566 1,296 17.1 0.0 - 4.3
9,214 1,484 16.1 0.0 -10.0

13,497 2,102 15.o 0.3 - 3.0

35,340 5,377 15.2 36.3 + 0.8
9,475 1,415 14.9 0.0 - 8.2

11,910 1,730 14.5 0.0 -13.4

10,301 1,463 14.2 0.0 -11.7
14,370 2,032 14.1 20.3 -12.1

23,377 3,303 14.1 0.0 - 1.5
17,490 2,452 14.0 20.2 - 7.6
15,418 2,135 13.8 31.1 + 4.5

17,375 2,339 13.5 58.3 -10.7
36,708 4,959 13.5 30.8 + 7.9
25,663 3,467 13.5 15.3 - 8.0
7,132 972 13.3 0.0 - 1.7
7,542 992 13.: 0.0 -20.1

15,151 1,981 13.1 21.1 - 5.7
24,968 3,280 13.1 0.0 + 0.1
19,916 2,568 12.9 48.7 - 9.4
17,684 2,275 12.9 26.8 - 8.1
20,685 2,645 12.8 35.5 - 0.9
19,631 2,507 12.8 14.8 + 0.1

36,179 4,633 12.8 30.5 - 5.1
31,527 4,000 12.7 8.7 - 2.9
25,851 3,290 12.7 31.1 + 6.9
9,332 1,188 12.7 0.0 - 0.3

34,270 4,305 12.6 21.3 - 1.2
50,094 6,333 12.6 50.7 +16.3

34,660 4,353 12.6 45.7 - 3.0
22,503 2,834 12.6 18.8 + 4.9
31,241 3,914 12.5 36.5 - 0.4
1 4,794 1,843 12.5 24.2 -11.9

26,156 3,232 12.4 33.0 - 4.3
1 7,830 967 12.3 35.3 -10.1

22,338 2,753 12.3 57.3 + 0.5
25,110 3,101 12.3 19.1 - 4.3
45,008 5,427 12.1 75.4 - 3.7
44,419 5,368 12.1 29.9 + 7.1

4 1 4,148 12.1 17.8 - 2.5
52,3 6,290 12.0 X37.737.7 +25.9

14,20 1,691 11.9 0.0 + 3.5
3,437 406 -11.8 0.0 - 8.5

18,142 2,132 11.8 0.0 0.0

75,085 8,765 11.7 58.0 +10.7

16,351 1;888 11.5 34.5 - 7.4
; 86,484 9,949 11.5 63.5 + 7.3

17,843 2,028 11.4 18.3 - 3.3
29,164 3,254 11.2 28.3 +12.6
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County and Rank

50. Dodge '
51. la Crosse
52. Kewaunee
53. Oneida
54. Chippewa
55. Eau Claire
56. Portage
57. Manitowoc
58. Winnebago
59. Rock
60. Calumet
61. Marathon
62. Kenosha
63. Washington
64. Milwaukee
65. Racine
66. Wood
67. Brown
68. Dune
69. Outagarnie
70. Ozaukee
71. Waukesha

(ABLE 1 (Cont.)

Total No. of Per Cent of Per Cent of
County Persot,s Total Pop. Pop. Living in

Population Aged 65-__ Over Aged 65-Over Urban Centers

Per Cent Change
in pT.o 1.a1 County

63,170 7,034 11.1% 46.8% + 9.6%
72,465 7,874 10.9 70.0 + 7.2
18,262 1,973 10.8 36.2 + 5.3
22,112 2,394 10.8 39.8 + 7.1
45,096 4,836 10.7 33.9 + 5.3
58,300 6,107 10.5 63.9 + 7.6
36,964 3,831 10.4 48.3 + 6.0
75,215 7,544 10.0 62.4 +12.0

107,928 10,R41 10.0 72.1 +18.5
113,913 11,007 9.7 69.7 +22.5
12,268 2,060 9.3 20.3 +18.2
88,874 8,295 9.3 46.8 +10.6

100,615 9,238 9.2 72.4 +33.7
46,119 4,221 9.2 33.8 +36.0

1,036,041 94,490 9.1- 100.0 +18.9
141,781 12,971 9.1 72.6 +29.4
59,105 5,36? 9.1 53.7 +17.0

125,082 10,195 8.2 77.7 +27.2
222,095 18,293 8.2 75.4 +31.1
101,794 8,082 7.9 67.3 +24.6
38,441 2,871 7.5 67.9 +64.6

158,249 10,858 6.9 65.1 \84.2

(I) The first step is to introduce atudents to the appropriate cartographic
techniques needed in the problem analysis. Asa minimum, it is expected
that choropleth mapping will be stressed.

(2) Have the students map the dependent variable-per cent of the population
65 and over, by county. (Some background items of interest: (1) The
1960 Census of population reported 402,736 persons aged 65 and over in
Wisconsin or a figure equal to 10.22 per cent of the state's population.
This compares with 9.23 per cent for the United States. Of the 402,736
persons aged 65 and over in Wisconsin,154,730 were reported as residing
in the rural areas. Or stated differently, one person out of nine (10.8
per cent) in the age group 65 aid over was residing in the open country,
small towns, or on farms-a proportion substantially higher than that in ,'
i.he urban area.)
Discuss the "highs" and "lows" of the mapped distribution. Solicit stu-
dent participation in hypothesizing independent variables that may help
in accounting for the observed "highs" and ...lows". Map the distribution
of these variables. Compare the resultant patterns with'the aged popula-
tion pattern, and formulate generalizations of their associations.

(4) In general, and dependent upon the specific independent variables selected,
the students will discover that the highest proportions cif.the elderly will
be found'in counties that are sparsely populated, highly'or exclusively
rural, and undergoing depopulation. They will also note that the charac-
teristics listed above do not apply to the highly industrialized and rapidly
growing southeastern quarter of tne state. Thus, the lowest proportions
of the elderly are in the populous, rapidly growing, industrialized and
suburbanized counties.

(3)
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Alternate Examples

The lo6tion and distribution of the paper-board container industry in
the United States. A step-by-step demonstration of problem-solving with
respect to this topic is provided by:

Stafford, H.A., Jr., "Factors in the Location of the Paper-board Container
Industry," Economic Geography, XXXVI (July, 1960), 260-266.

The historical perspective is readily introduced into the problem-solving
framework by attempting to account for changes in the location and distribution
of automobile assembly plants in the United States.

Suggested References

Alderfer, E.B., and Michl, H.L. Economics of American Industry. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1957. Provides general background material.

Alexander, J.W., Economic Geography. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,1963,
373-380.

Boas, C.W. "Locational Patterns of American Automobile Assembly Plants;
1895-1958," Lconomic Geography, XXXVII (July, 1961), 218-230. An
excellent source of maps and useful in the formulation of hypotheses.

Hurley, N.P. "The Automotive Industry: A Study in Industrial Location,"
Land Economics, XXXV (February, 1959), 1-14.

Miller, E.W. A Geography of Manufacturing. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
1962, 357-364.

Rae, J.B. American Automobile Manufacturers: The First Forty Years,
New York; Temple Press, 1959.

Study of Expansion Trends in the Automobile Industry with Special Reference
to the Detroit Region. Detroit MetropolitanArea Regional Planning Com-
mission, Oct., 1956.

e"
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\
PART III. CONCEPT OF LOCATIONTHE DESCRIPTION OF

LOCATION ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE

Geographical Science is concerned with the locations and distributions
of natural and cultural phenomena on the surface of the earth. The key attri-
bute of phenomena with which geographers are concerned is the attribute of
location - where things are. The purpose of this section is to acquaint
the student with the concepts and methods by which scholars locate things on
earth.

Someone has said that the strength of any discipline is in large part de-
termined by the sophistication of its measurement concepts. The basic con-
cept o, this brief section views locational description as an act of measure-
ment; i.e., placing the occurrence of a phenomenon along a scale of values so
that the attribute (location) being measured can be given precise meaning
with respect to other occurrences and with respect to usable reference points.
Attention will therefore be focused on systems of locational description on
earth.

Developing the Concept of Location:

The concept of location and the measurement systems that have been de-
vised to accomplish this will be developed by:,

(1) Having the student locate phenomena on maps utilizing a variety of dif-
ferent location systems.

(2) Developing, on the basis of these exercises, the general characteristics,
uses, and strengths of the several systems.

(3) Describing in some detail the nature of the widely used systems. These
would include the earth's latitude-longitude system and a large scale x, y,
coordinate system. It is not necessary to develop very fully the broad
topic of map projections, although this can be done, if other considera-
tions make it desirable.

Suggested Exercises:

1. On a blank outline map of the world containing latitude-longitude lines
ask the student to locate a series of points as follows: (this may also
be done on a globe or on a map of a smaller area)

Point A 92° 14' W 42° 38' N
Point B 14° 10' W 27° 11' 5

Point C
Point D etc.
Point E
Point F 51° 10' 30" N 29° 9' 10" E

Class discussion should bring out the following points with regard to
this location system:

a. The reference points (Equator, Prime Meridian)
b. The ordering principle
c. The degree of locational precision provided by the system (if you were

told to meet someone at 51° 10' 30" N, 29° 9' 10" E, how close or far
would you be from that person if you went to that location?)

,
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2. On a county outline map of the U.S. ask the student to locate a series
of points as follows: (Again other maps with political units may be
employed.)

Point A
Point B
Point C
Point 0
Point E
Point F

Dane, Wiscorj_sin
Cedar, Iowa
San Bernadino, California
Clayton, Georgia
Herkimer, New York
Cass township, Cedar County, Iowa

Class discussion should again bring out

1) The reference points - there are none
2) The ordering principle - there is none, except for that provided by the

state designation
3) The degree of locational precision involved

3. On a street map of some city, ask the student to locate the following
points:

Point A 915 S. Jefferson Street
Point B 10 E. Main
Point C 1429 3rd Avenue
Point D 2741 3rd Avenue

etc.

a. The reference points in most American cities are established by cer-
tain EW and NS streets.

b. The ordering principles most all cities have someorder to the num-
bering system of houses and many employ some ordering principles
in the naming of streets as well. -

c. The degree of locational precision involved.

Lines of Advance:

Exercises of the type suggested above, (and many other examples that
can be developed) should be used as the basis for a discussion of the basic
categories and general characteristics of locational measurement systems.

Place Name or Nominal Systems

A. Examples: Hal s Corner, Mt. Baldy, Cape May, etc.e
B. Such systems la referencereference points and they lack an ordering principle,

but are much us in common parlance and may provide a high degree of
precision, depending on the size of the feature employed in the name.

C. The absence of either a reference point or an ordering principle requires
that the user of such a locational description know the position of any
point with respect to another. This weakness renders such a specifica-
tion relatively useless unless combined with another system and for this
reason many would hesitate to call such specifications a system.

Co-ordinate Systems

A. Examples: Latitude and longitude, military grid, street numbers.
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B. Systems of this type normally have reference points, ordering principles,
and permit rather precise location if the several levels of the system
are employed. if both the reference points, and the ordering principles
are known, the user can locate any point with reference to any other point
without recourse to any other information.

C. 1. The latitude-longitude system employs the Equator and the Prime
Meridian as reference lines and uses sight angles from the earth's
surface to some celestial body as the ordering principle. This pro-
vides 90° of latitude from the equator to the poles, etc. How far is
45°N, 10° W from 45° N, 20° W? What is the relative position of these
two points?

2. In some cities the street numbering system is as complete as the
earth's grid, such that knowing reference lines and ordering principles
enables the user to position points with respect to ocher points. In
Chicago for example, streets on thesouth side are numbered consecu-
tively with 8 street numbers to the mile. Where is 900 W. 39th Street
with respect to 900 W. 47th Street? In some cases the ordering prin-
ciple is something else. For example, in some cities, streets are
named for the presidents in the order that they were in office: Wash-
ington, Adams, etc.

Angle-Distance Systems
A. Examples: Gun crews locating a target, etc.
B. Angle-distance systems employ a reference point and a direction and dis-

tance from that point to locate things. if all of these elements are fully
developed, then locations' specification is quite good with a minimum of
information.

C. We utilize this type of specification in common parlance, as for example,
"I am stranded and out of gas 3-1/2 miles northeast of Jones Grocery
Store." With the use of detailed angle and distance specification, a high
degree of locational precision can be provided by such systems.

Unit Area Systems
A. Examples: Political Units, Zip Codes.
B. These systems are sometimes a little different from place name sys-

tems in that they lack reference points and order. However, because the
order frequently is well known and in a few cases a crude order is pres-
ent, these types of locations' measurement are treated separately. Much
economic and social data in Geography is located by these systems.

C. The U.S. system of states, counties, and townships provides locational
accuracy down to the level of a unit 6 miles square (compare that with
the accuracy of the latitude, longitude system), although this varies con-
siderably in different sections of the country. An ordering principle is
lacking in the names, but at least for the first level of the system (states)
the location is generally known and usable.

,-..... The ZIP code system of the U.S. Post Office provides an interesting ex-
ample of a unit area system with an ordering principle. is area 95005 east
or west of area 54201? Again hierarchies permit a fair degree of loca-
tional precision.

References and Readings:

Haggett, Peter. Locational Aualysis in Human Geography. London: Edward
Arnold, 1965, Chapter 8.

Robinson, A.H. Elements of Cartography. bid ed. New York: Wiley, 1960,
Chapters 2,8,9.
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PART IV. DISTRIBUTIONS AND SURFAC S:

THEIR NATURE AND GENERAL CHARACT ISTICS

To develop generalizations and scientific understa dings on the basis of
the location of a single occu ence, is scientifically u souad eographers
must work, therefore, with stributions or "sets of locations", as for ex-
ample, the distribution of c ies over a million, the distribution of particular
types of farms such as dairy farms or crop and livestock farms, or the dis-
tribution of specific temperatures at a given time. We shall see that all such
spatial distributions have three characteristics which might be studied: areal
extent, density, and pattern.

Continuous and Discrete Phenomena

As geographers examine the distribution of phenomena they encounter
two fundamental types. The first may be defined as a spatial distribution in
which occurrences of the phenomenon being studied occur at 011 points within-
a study area. In other words, there are no breaks or voids in their distribu-
tion. This type of distribution is commonly referred to as a continuous spatial
distribution, or a surface. Barometric pressure, air temperature, and eleva-
tion above or below sea level are phenomenon which fulfill this requirement
because at each and every point within a study area pressure, temperature,
and elevation are present.

The second kind of basic distribution is the discrete spatial distribution.
A discrete spatial distribution exists when occurrences of the phenomenon
being studied are separated by areas of non-occurrence. Gravel pits, iron
ore deposits, population, and snowfall exemplify phenomena which fulfill this
requirement because they are phenomena found only at particular places on
the surface of the earth at any particular time.

In practice many discrete distributions are treated as continuous distribu-
tions by modifying the length of time or the size of the unit areas for which
the information about a specific phenomenon is being recorded. On the other
hand, some continuous distributions may be observed and treated as though
they are discrete. In any event, whether a particular phenomenon is treated
as a discrete, or a continuous spatial distribution is largely a function of the
goals of the investigation, the availability of data, and the costs associated
with the study.

We frequently find it convenient to view both discrete and continuous dis-
tributions as surfacesthat is, as a smooth or undulating plane which passes
through the values specified by the data. The earth's land forms present, in
reality, such a surface. In similar fashion, a set of data describing the price
of wheat at various locations may be conceptualized as a cost surface.

Ways of Representing Spatial Distributions and Surfaces

Spatial distributions and surfaces can be represented in a number of dif-
ferent ways. These various portrayals, it is true, alter the real surface in
different ways, but in so doing make the description of the surface more usa-
ble, more manipulative, conserve space and effort, or highlight certain at-
tributes deemed desirable by the investigator.
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I. Map

Maps provide a convenient way of representing surfacesas for example,
maps employing dots, isopleths, isolines and hachures to mention alew.
Exercises I, II, and III in this section are illustrative of several of the fore-
mentioned map types.

II. Table

Surfaces can- be represented by a table in whiL.3 the locations and the
associated atttibute of each location are listed. The table, however, has a
noteworthy weakness in that it fails to portray the positional aspects of the
spatial distribution involved.,

III. Equation

A spatial distribution can also be represented by an equation. This is a
procedure that translates data describing a spatial distribution into symbolic
language. By way of example, consider the distribution of land valueS at four
different locations progressing outward from the center of a city.

Location Land Values Per Acre

A (city center) $5,000
B (I mile out) $4,000
C (2 miles out) $3,000
D (3 miles out) $9,000
E (4 miles out) $1,000

The equation that represents this distribution is:

Z = 5,000 - 1,000x

where Z equals land value and x equals distance from city center.
Another example involves a distribution that varies in two directions.

The map (next page) may be assumed to represent average wheat production
in bushels per acre as it varies among nine unit areas of one square mile each.

The equation at describes this variation might be:

Z = 10 + 2x + ly

where Z equals wheat production in bushels per acre, x equals distance west
of the assumed origin in the southeastern most unit area, and y equals dis-
tance north of this origin. Note, that in this example wheat yields are assumed
to exist at the center of each unit area.

IV. Photograph

A spatial distribution or a surface can also be represented by a photo-
graph. This means of portrayal is normally the most "real" of the several
methods, but is not always usable for scientific purposes because the photo-
graph of necessity must include phenomena that are not germain to the inves-
tigation. In essence, a photograph is likely to give too much detail. For this
reason, things shown in photographs are usually translated into other forms
of portrayal.
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V. Landscape Painting

Similar to a photograph in terms of portravmga surface is the landscape
painting or "sketch"., In this case the eye and mind of the artist takes the
place of the camera lense As might be surmised, no two artists would likely
portray the same surface inexactly the same way, However, unlike the photo-
graph, the landscape painting may "filter out" unwanted detail and may suc-
ceed in usefully highlighting or generalizing the surface under consideration.

VI. Verbal Description

Many surfaces have been described verbally by setting fora the essential
properties of the surface in words. For example, certain textbooks in geog-
raphy contain excellent descriptions of population distribution in the United
States, and some of the descriptions of landform surfaces of Western United
States by early explorers have become classics.

VII. Physical Representation kModels)

Distributions and surfaces can also be portrayed by physical representa-
tions (models). In these cases the features of one surface are represented by
an analogous object with similar features, as for example, three dimensional
portrayals of the earth's land surface., Other illustrations include the use of
sand piles to represent population density surfaces, or the use of the magnetic
field to represent the "attractiveness surface" of a shopping center.,
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EXERCISE 1:, USING A CONTOUR MAP

1. Shade lightly all land areas above 700 feet.

2. Put in the rivers. One system, consisting of a ms,;n stream and a tributary, leaves the
map at A. The other consists of three separate streams flowing south to the River Tau.

3. Construct a topographic profile A - B.
Show by an arrow the position of the River Tau.

4. Write the word(s) CLIFF, MEANDER, BROAD RIVER VALLEY, HIGHEST POINT, CON-
FLUENCE, SAND BAR, SWIFT STREAM, over one example of each.

5. What direction is B from A, roughly?

6. Where would be the likely iocation of a large town? (Hint: this map shows an area
between 40°N. and 50° N.). WHY?
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EXERCISE II: AN ALTERNATE EXERCISE ON CONTOUR MAPPING

Horizontal Scale: 1 inch to 1 mile

Vertical Scale: 1/10 inch to 100 feet

1. Complete the numbering of the contours. Suggest possible values for the peaks.
4.

2. Complete the river system, putting in all possible streams.

3. What is the gradient of the stream from A to B?

4. Draw the topographic profile*B-D on graph paper.

5. Put a W where you wouid must likely find a waterfall.

6. If the prevailin9 winds are from the east, shade in the "rain shadow area." (Provide a
"legend")

7. Write the words STEEP SLOPE, OUTLIER, PRECIPICE, NARROW VALLEY, over one ex-
ample of each.

8. What direction is A from D?
/

9. Shade the area likely to be affected by orographic precipitation.
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EXERCISE III:, POPULATION DENSITY MAP

Suggested Lines of Advance:

1. Select some state and procure a liberal supply of county outline maps of
that state.

2, Consult the Census to obtain the population for each county in the state,
3. Construct maps to depict the distribution of population using the following

techniques:
a. A dot map of absolute values.
b. An ksoline map of population density using per square mile values.
c. A chbropleth map of population density.

4f, Compare anc1 contrast the finished maps and discuss their specific !!tility.

References and Re dings:

Robinson, A.H. Elements of Cartography., 2nd ed., New York: Wiley, 1960.
Monkhouse, F.J., and Wilkinson, H.R., Maps andDiagrams,Their Compilation

and Construction. 2nd ed., London: Dutton, 1964.

Properties of Distributions and Surfaces

All spatial distributions whether they are conceived as discrete occur-
rences or as continuous surfaces have three properties which can--rerfteati.-
gated. These properties are areal extent, density, and pattern. By areal
extent geographers mean the area that is covered by the distribution being
studiedthe area in which manufacturing in the Soviet Far East occurs, or the
areal extent of coal deposits in Belgium. To a large degree the areal extent
of a distribution is defined by the investigator; that is, the areal limits of
his interest and, or the extent of the distribution in the area he has-chosen to
study.

Density refers to the/number of occurrences within a distribution per
unit of area, as for example, the 'density of population per squire mile in
Alabama, or the density of -milk cows per 1,000 hectares in central Chile.
Density may be likened to frequency as that term is employed in statistical
frequency distributions. Unit areas are the spatial equivalent of class inter-
vals, and number of occurrences is the equivalent of frequency.

By pattern, geographers mean the arrangement of phenomena within a
distribution or the configuration of the elements in the distribution expressed
in terms of angles and relaiive distances. For example, the farm houses in
rural areas may be arranged in a linear pattern, a circular pattern, a rec-
tangular pattern or quite irregularly. For continuous distributions or sur-
faces it might be better to use the term topography rather than pattern.
Topography is expressed in terms of the relative positions of highs and lows
and the nature of the intervening slopes.

The topography of continuous distributions can also take many forms.
Some examples are:, surfaces that slope continuously la one direction as
illustrated by wheat yields as one moves westward across the Great Plains
(assuming wht,ai production to be a continuous pheni;:nenon); unimodal bur-
faces ac c.eioplified by population density decline outward from city centers;'
or bimodal, as expressed by the density surface of research and development
expenditures with one peak in northeastern United States and a second peak
in the Pacific coastal region, and so on.
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Suggested Exercises to Accompany Properties
of Distributions and Surfaces

EXERCISE IV, CAT..CULATING THE MEAN AREAL CENTER
OF A DISTRIBUTION

Using those population data collected for'Exercise Ill, calculate the mean
areal center of that distribution following the method employed by Hart.

Hark J.F. "Central Tendency in Areal Distributions," Economic Geography,
`XXX (January, 1954), 48-59.

EXERCISE 'V. DISPERSION OF POPULATION AROUND A MEAN CENTER

Again using those population data collected for Exercise III, calculate
the dispersion of population around this mean center employing the procedures
suggested by Bachi.

Bachi. R. "Standard Distance Measures and Related Methods for Spatial
Analysis," Regional Science Association, Papers and Proceedings,
X (1963), 83-132.

EXERCISE VI. NEAREST NEIGHBOR ANALYSIS

The specific exercise to accompany this lectuie-demonstrationof nearPst
neighbor analysis is left to the discretion of the instructor.

Suggested, References: Nearest Neighbor Methods

Clark, and Evans, F.C. "Distance to Nearest Neighbor as a Measure of
Spatial .Relationships in Populations," Ecology, XXXV (..x:tober,,1954),
445-453.

Dacey, M.F. "The Spacing of River Towns," Annals of the Association of
American Geographers, L (March, 1960), 59-61.

Greig-Smith, P., Quantitative Plant Ecology. 2nd ed. London: Butterworth's
Scientific Publications, 1964.

Getis, A. "Temporal Land-U
Neighbor and Quadrat Meth
Geographers, LIV (December. 1

For a more advanced treatmei of ne
Note on the D.:-.-'vation of Nearest N
gional Science, II (1960), 81-87.

Pattern Analysis with the Use of Nearest
Annals of the Association of American
9), 391-399.

est neighbor see: Dacey, M.F. "A
*ghbor Distances," Journal of Re-
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he Method

As a point of departure, consider a plain with a number of towns.

I

Choose one town, say town i; one method of describing the relationship between
i and the other towns is to arrange the other towns in order of their distance
from i. The closest town to i is called the first nearest neighbor to town i.,
Similarly, the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th .... nth nearest towns are the 2nd, 3rd,'4th,
5th .... nth nearest neighbor of i.

A variation that has been suggested is to divide the plain .

around i into regions or sectors. The towns falling into the sectors surround-
ing i are called "regional near neighbors".

The pattern (relationships between members of the distribution) is con
sidered to lie between two extremes:
1. Maximum clustering - where all the members are at one point.
2. Absolute re ularity - where the members are spaced in a "regular"

manner. ere inter-member distance is at a maximum. In this case
the members are distributed so as to form a "hexagonal lattice",
with each member equidistant from five others.

A "ranaom distribution" lies between these limits:,

1. Rank the neighbors according to their distance from the chosen cen-
tral point. Denote the distance to the first nearest neighbor by d1,
that to the second by d2, and so on to dn.
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2, The "mean observed distance" is

'a, = / VII

where n is the number of towns on the plain.

3. It is possible to compute certain theoretical values of d and then
compare the value dA with them.

4. Where there is .."maximum clustering" the value dA =0.
In the "hexagonal lattice" case the value of dA has been found to be:__.

ZA = 1.0746
P

_ 1
2

where p is the density of the distribution.

Thus d has the following range:

1
0 to 1.0746 P 2

It has also been found that if the distribu4 tion is "random''

;A '5P 12

Using these 'norms' we:can test whether a given dA value departs
significantly from a hypothetical value of d (represented below by aH).
Therefore the difference between the observed dA and given dH can be
tested statistically by using the standard error of the mean of the observed
nearest wighbor distances, using:

z =71,4 (IA

saA

where Sd A-standard error of the mean distance

7H = hypothetical value of 7

d
A

= observed value.

Using these ideas it is a comparatively easy matter to construct
class exercises to test how a distribution (say a distribution of towns)
departs from "regularity".
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Sam), Ing5

The need for sampling in Geography arises from the impossibility of ob-
taining observations from every conceivable location. Observations are made
or taken at locations picked in some objective fashion (some "sampling
plan"), and generalizations made fro,n this sample. As a classroom illustra-/
tion consider the construction and delimitations of climatic regions from data
gathered, at selected stations.

Object of Sampling
A sample consists of a small collectonfrom some larger aggregate about

which we wish information. The sample is examined and the facts/about it
learned. Based on these facts, the problem is to make correct jilferences
about the phenomenon within an area. In essence, measurements or observa-
tions are made on the location of a Limited number of individuals or objects
in order that generalizations or aferences may be drawn about the larger
area from which these samples have been drawn.

Some advantages of sampling:
1, Speed (and hence greater uti.)ty of the data). Faster gathering of infor-

mation.
2. Low cost (if being carried out for a "practical" purpose).
3. Powlation (in statistical,.sc...nse) may be scattered as to be inaccessible

as a whole.
4. Some sampling plans make it possible to measure the reliability of the

sample estimates from the sample itself.

Limitations of sampling:/
1. Cannot be used if information about each individual unit is neec.nl.

not give information about every Individual unit.
2. Occasionally sampling error may be larger than expected.

Twin problems facing the investigator using sampling;
1. He must design and conduct his :-41ropling in such a wav that it is repre-

sentative of the entire surface of the study area.,
2. Having studied the sample, he must attempt to make correct inferences

about the surface of the study area.
Inferences obtained from the sample differ from facts about the surface of
the study area because::

1. Attributes of location differ, and

5Preliminary Notations:
(1) Each individual will require a Random Numbers Table. Suggested: Herbert Arkin and

Raymond R. Calton. Tables for Statisticians. (College Outline Series), 2nd ed.,Barnes
and Noble, 1965.

(2) Develop an exercise that stresses t'e use of Random Numbers Tables. The purpose of
this exercise is to familiarize students with the mechanics of using the tables. Explain
a few of the ways the tables can be used down columns, across rows, diagonally, etc.
A class assignment should be devised wherein a random sample is drawn from some popu::
lation using these tables.

(3) Be prepared to explain cmd compute the Mean and Standard Deviation of a set of nu-
merical observations. These computations are needed for certain exercises. Reference:
Paul Blommers and E.f. Lindquist, Elementary Statistical Methods. Boston:, Houghton
Mifflin and Company, 1960. (Or any text on elementary statistics.)
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2. Chance or uncontrolled influences play a part in determining which of
these differing locations are to tie inthe sample, and out of the sample.

Because of the human element involved, bias needs to be eliminated. This can
be accomplished by random selection or by random assignment.

Why random selection? To eliminate bias, sampling cannot be left to the
judgment of the sampler because the probability of ;.. selection is unknown.

Devices attain randomness:
1. Thoroughly mix the population itself.
2. Choice of sample may be left to some mechanic ..,rocess.

By what mechanical procedures are random sem s selected?
Mechanical devices:
1. Shuffled deck of cards
2. Numbers from a hat
3. Numbered balls as in bingo
4. Random number tables

Five Elements of a Sampling Plan:
1. The frame
2. The procedure for drawing the sample from the frame
3. The formula by which to compute from the returns of the sample an

estimate of the numerical value that the equal complete coverage of the
whole frame would give for some statistical characteristic of the frame.

4. The formula for calculating the standard error of any estimate; also the
bias of any estimate.

5. A control to evaluate the non-sampling errors and their possible effects
on the final estimate.

The Frame:
The means of access to the universe. A _ a me is made up of sampling units
dwellings, farms, industrial or agricultural products, etc.

A sample of all the sampling units in the frame is by definition a complete
coverage of the frame (a 100% sample).

Census tracts
City directory
City blocks
List of members of the AA?'
List of license plates
List of telephone numbers

Every sampling unit in a frame bear a serial number in order to use the
random number tables.

Basic types of probability sampling:
random
systematic samplingstratified
cluster

What is a probability sample?
Distinguishing characteristic: every individual must have aknown probability
of being included in the sample., In making statistical inferences, probabilities
must be known in order to arrive at a "weighting" procedure of some kind.
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Sample Designs:
(Strategy: to choose the type appropriate to a given situation.)
Random sample - taken by some semblance of mechanical (dice, coins, random
numbers) randomizing process.

Multi-stage sampling (example)
1st. simple random sample of census tracts within the city
2nd. within each tract, take a simple random sample of blocks
3rd. select every Sth house, say, within these blocks
4th. interview every second adult in each of these houses

Stratified sampling:
First we divide the individuals into groups or categories, and then select in-
dependent samples within each group or stratum. (Take a simple random
sample or systematic sample in each group.)

Systematic sampling:
Instead of using random tables here we simply go down a list choosing every
kth individual, starting with a randomly selected case. Use for long lists or
large samples.
Cluster sampling:
Stratifieddivide population into groups which we called strata and sample
from every stratum.

Clusterdivide population into a large number of groups called clusters, and
sample among the clusters. For example, we might divide a city into sev-
eral hundred census tracts and then select 40 tracts for our sample. Thus
we do not ,sample our elements directly, but sample clusters or groups of
elements.
Note on Sampling without replacement:
On each successive 'draw the probability of an individual's being selected is
slightly increased because of the fact that' there will be fewer and fewer indi-
viduals left unselected from the population.
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The sampling fractions for each stratum may be equal in which case we have
a proportional stratified sample, or we may have a disproi)ortional stratified
sample.

Proportional stratified sampling:
To assure a more representative sample than might be expected under random
or systematic sampling.

Suppose we had:
600 Protestants
300 Catholics
100 Jews

in a population

If a random sample of 100 were drawnwe would not get exactly 60 Protestants,
30 Catholics, 10 Jews. The proportion of Jews might be relatively either too
large or too small.

k proportional stratified sample in which the sampling fractions for all three
strata were 1/10 (60 Protestants, 30 Catholics, 10 Jews = 100) would yield
more reliable results than a simple random sample.

Factors determining relative efficiency of the cluster design:
The degree of homogeneity within the clusters and the size of the cluster
itself, We want homogeneous clusters to be small;, if they are heterogeneous
we can afford to take more cases within each cluster without seriously im-
pairing the efficiency.

Comparison: Single Stage Cluster, Simple Random, Stratified
Single Stage Cluster: groups clusters randomly selected first and then
every individual within' the sampled clusters is used in the total sample.
Errors: variability between clusters

Stratified sampling: sample individuals within every stratum. Every
stratum is therefore represented by a certain number of cases. Errors:
variability within strata

VS.

Single stage cluster: less efficient (i.e., will yield greater sampling
errors) than simple random samples of the same size.

VS.
Simple random: but cluster sampling costs less

Single stage' cluster design: use random selection among clusters, and then
select every individual within those clusters included in the sample of clusters.

SUGGESTED EXERCISES, ASSIGNMENT AND DATA SOURCES

1. Let each person draw a number of random samples from a population.
2. Let him compute the mean and the standard deviation of each sample.
3. Let him find the standard error of the following sampling distributions:

Mean

Standard deviation

4. Compare these computations for the whole class, and observe similarities
and differences.
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Computation for standard error of the sampling distribution of the means:

Use Formula:

S. E.m = S.D. //i or IR = clirt

Computation for standard error of the sampling distribution of the standard
deviation:

Use formula:

S'E'S.D.=
SD/

2N

or
a

S
.. a/ /--ON

Areal Sampling from Maps:
Suppose that a study is being made of farming over a large area and an assess-
ment is required of the average size of farm holdings. The total number of
farms is so large that it is decided to study only a sample of these farms.

Areal sampling by random numbers requires that the area be "gridded".

1

1

5 16 25 . . .

4 15 24

3 14 23

2 13 22 26

1 12 17 18 19 20 21

0 6 7 8 9 10 11

Numbers can refer to grid intersections or to small squares.

Methods for areal distributions

Paint Sampling

/,

Area Sampling
./.

Line Sampling

Each student can draw 2 random samples. Compute the standard error of the
difference between sample means; the class results can be compared for
similarity.
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(1) Let each student draw a random sample from some pupulationsay
temperature figures for some specified period (assuming that these
figures constitute a "population").

%(2) Let him then compute the mean of the sample values.
(3 Let him compute the standard error of the difference between means.

Step b -te Standard Error of Difference between means;'
(1) Find S.E. of each mean using S.Ern =S.D./ 11-1
(2) Square eact of the Standard Errors in (1)
(3) Find the sum of the squares of the two S.E.'s.
(4) Double the correlation co-efficient
(5) Find product of the two S.E.'s.
(6) Multiply,(4) by (5)
(7) Subtract the number in (6) from the number in (3)
(8) Find the square root of the resultthis is the S.E. of the Difference.

(If a random numbers table is used some planning is necessary to avoid
two persons using the table in quite the same way.)
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PART V. TYPES OF SURFACES AN DISTRIBUTIONS6

It should have become clear to the student that quite a variety of phe-
nomena which have geographical expression (in th sense of being distributed
over the earth's surface) can be viewed as distribut'ons or surfaces, such as
the earth's land envelope. Others are directly mea rable but not visible to
the observer, such as a barometric pressure surface or land value surface.
Still others are abstract surfaces in the sense that they a ,e the result of some
manipulation of data, as exemplified by an isochronic s rface. The section
that follows provides some examples of the different kin's of surfaces that
have been employed in geography. (See next page)

Go on to a more 'abstract' example--the total 'roduct 1;u

6

in Economics.

The supply curvehere a unction
of 2 variables. Upward slop g to
the right, since a higher price will
encourage sellers to place more of
the goods on the market.

Preliminary Notes:
It is suggested, that in developing the concept of surfaces, numerous maps and diagrams

covering a wide range of socio-economic phenomena be introduced. Such ;ilustrations
should not only portray phenomena in terms of conventional densities but should also be based
on such thingsos "potential", iso-cost, iso-chrones, and so on. As Warntz has said, "...these
conceptual surfaces maybe regarded as overlying the surface of the real earth and the geo-
metric and topologicol c.horocteristics of these surfoces os transformed, thus describe aspects
of the geography of the real world."

Stewart's "Sand Pile Citizen" is an excellent illustration of a surface. John Q.Stewart
introduced the analogy of the "Sand Pile Citizen"quoted by Warntz.

References:
Stewart, John Q. Coasts, Waves and Weather for Navigators. Boston: '6inn and Co.

1945

Warntz, William. '"A New Map of the Surface of Population Potential for the United
States, 1960," Geographical Review, LIV (April, 1964), 170-184.

Instead of depicting population by dots or as densities over areas, let us imagine that
each person issurrounded by a sandpile built up to some arbitrary height. Let the height of
the sand decrease proportionally as distance from our citizen increases, If this is done for
each person the three dimensional model so obtained can be said to represent the "surface"
of that population potential.
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u(WHEAT)

u= f (x,y)

y (LAND)

x (LABOR)

The totol product surfacea function of 3 variobles. The various ordered
pairs of x and y on the x-y plane show the various combinations of lobor and
lond. If p is a point on this plane, then the u=(x,y) surface maps this point
into the u-axis and shows how much wheot will be produced by this combina-
tion of x and y. The totol product surface is found by choosing (in theory) an
infinite number of P's.

Examples (continued) ) "INCOME FRONTS"

Reference:

Warntz, William. Macrogeophy and Income Fronts. Regional Science
Research Institute, Monograph Series No. 3, 1965.

Atmospheric Pressure Surfaces
Any book on climatology or physical geography, for example: Strahler, Arthur
N. Introduction to Physical Geography. New York: John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 1965.

The Monsoon
Stress both the traditional view differential heating of sea and land surfaces
and the jet strc am hypothesis.

Reference:

Delaborde, Pierre. The Monsoon. Translated by M. J, Clegg. London:
Methuen, 1963.
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EXAMPLES (Continued): DENSITY-DECL1NE SURFACES

Basic Theory of Urban Land Use:
Sites within cities offer
(1) Land
(2) Accessibility

Each urban activity derives utility from a site in accordance with the site's
location. The activity that can offer the highest bid for that site will occupy
it. The most desirable aspect of urban sites is maximum accessibility, since
transport arteries converge at the center. The least central ("accessible"),
the location the greater the transport inputs incurred. Bid rent functions
therefore decline with incre g distance from city center, land prices
diminish outward and resident 1 densities decline.

For Western cities, the poorer people tend to live near the center on expen-
sive land (utilizing it intensively by multi-family dwellings), while the rich
live at the periphery consuming much land. Since land consumed per person
increases with distance from city center, population densities must decline.

Muth:
"the price per unit of housing, rent per unit of land, and output per unit of
land - all DECLINE with distance .
The per capita consumption of housing increases with distance from the
market.

Gross population density also DECLINES with distance from market.

Associated with each point surrounding the market is some transport cost
for consumers locating there. .-----
Transport costs increase at a decreasing rate with distance from market.

For each consumer at his optimal location the saving in housing costs from a
small change in distance must exactly equal the change in transport costs.

If transport costs fall, moving becomes a "paying" proposition, for a move
unit distance farther from the market would exceed increase in transport.

Rent per unit of land must fall with distance from market (Demand per unit of
housing is greater at the center).

With increasing distance firms substitute land for non-land factors (accessi-
bility to CBD vs. spacious house lots).

Pivotal questions, Interest Factors, Illusirations

1, What part does race play inthedensity-dezline of land values in American
cities?

2. The slum and urban renewal
3. The centrifugal and centripetal forces of agglomeration
4. What factors determine the intensity of land use in urban areas?
5. Why do some cities spread out more than others?
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Readings and References

Alonso, William. "A Theory of the Urban Land Market," Papers and Pro-
ceedings of the Regional Science Association, Vl (1960), 149-157.

"On Urban Rent Theory," Papers and Proceedings of the Re-
gional Science Association, X111 (1958).

Berry, Brian J.L. "Urban Population Densities," Geographical Review,
LIII (July, 1963), 389-405.

Blumenfield, Hans. "The Tidal Wave of Metropolitan Expansion," Journal of
the American Institute Planners, (Winter, 1959).

Carroll, J. Douglas Jr. "S tial Interaction and the Urban-Metropolitan Re-
gional Description," pers and Proceedings of the Regional Science
Association, 1 (1955), D2-D14.

Clark, Colin. "Urban Popul4tion Densities," Journalof the Royal Statistical
Society, Series A CX1V (Part IV, 1951), 490-496. .

Deutsch, Karl W., and lsard, W. "A Note on a Generalized Concept of Effec-
tive Distance," Behavioral Science, Vl (October, 1961), 308-311.

Eaton, Go . "Windborne Volcanic Ash: A Possible Index to Polar Wan-
dering," Journal of Geology, LXXII (January, 1964), 1-35.

Hoover, E,M. The Location of Economic Activity. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1963. \

Marble, Duane. "Transport Inputs at Urban Residential Sites," Papers and
Proceedings of the Regional Science V (1959), 253-266.

Muth, Richard F. "The Spatial Structure of Housing Market," Papers
and Proceedings of the PegionalScience Association, VII (1961), 207-220.

Niedercorn, John H., and Hearle, Edward F.L. "Land Use Trends in Large
American Cities," Land Economics, XL (February, 1964).

Stewart, John Q., and Warntz, William. "Physics of Population Distribution,"
Journal of Regional Science, I (1958), 99-123.

Wingo, Lowdon. "An Economic Model of the Utilization of Urban Land for
Residential Purposes," Papers and Proceedings of the Regional Science
Association, VII (1961), 191-205.

SUGGESTED EXERCISES AND ASSIGNMENTS. DATA SOURCES
On Density- decline: Urban Population.

Equipment Needed:
1. Graph paper.
2. Tables of Natural Logarithms. See Arkin and Colton - op.,cit. (see that

each member of the class is familiar with the use of these tables)

Lines of Advance:
This type of exercise calls for some preparation in the method of data collec-
tion. It is suggested that each member of the class collect the data for his
assigned area.

The city hat% to be chosen in advance (Chicago is suggested), and the sectors
and blocks assigned.

Data and maps: U.S. Census of Housing (1960) City Blocks. Data are provided
on a limited number of characteristics, but for our purposes

(a) block size (or census tract size)
(b) total dwelling units
(c) total population by block

are relevant.

ti
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The data collected by the class can be used for_other exercises, e.g., choro-
pleth, isoline maps.

EXERCISE:
Having assigned one or two sectors to each member of the class (the boun-
daries of the sector adjusted to include whole blocks) the density per block

or density per census tract (delimited on the maps accompanying the
census)

or density per dwelling unit
is computed and recorded in the sector. This information is then transferred
to graph paper, either arithmetic and/or logarithm.

Results can be compared. Departures fromthetmpected negative-exponential
curve can be discussed, and reasonsadvanced. Tor example:,

(a) presence of racially segregated neighborhoods.
(b) group quarters, institutions
(c) abandoned houses

Slope of Regression Line

References

Baggaley, A. Intermediate Correlational Methods. New York: Wiley, 1964-,
Blalock, H.M. Social Statistics. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960, 276-278.

EXAMPLES (Continued): ISOCHRONIC SURFACES

lsochronic Maps and Distorti
Use the notion of equal accessibility (on a travel time basis) to show that
distance /space is not absolute in many areas of research. Ten miles to the
north have not always the same value as ten miles to the south.,
Example:

It may take a shorter time to get
from A to. C (direct rail connection)
than from A to 8, (a change of
trains needed) despite the fact that
B is nearer A than is C.

If travel times from A to all other
places are available a travel-time
surface or ISOCHRONIC map can
be constructed.
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Distances become "transformed."

Ideal surfaces map of isochronesConcentric circles. Departure from this
pattern will be called ''distortions."

SUGGESTED EXERCISES AND ASSIGNMENTS. DATA SOURCES

The following is slightly modified from an exercise made by John Hudson,
Department of Geography, University of North Dakota.

1
Although we usually think of distances between places on the earth as straight-
line distances, or highway miles or in similar terms, distance as perceived
by man as well as animals) is often translated into some other terms such
as the effort, cost or time involved in traveling to various places.

One major factor that distorts these pure-distance relationships is the exist-
ence of transportation routes. The accessibility of places is often determined
by their location on transportation routes. Our conception of where the Soviet
Union "was" in relation to the United States wes gredtly changed when air
travel made the trans-polar route feasible. It suddenly appeared to be much
closer, although, of course, locations were the same as before.

Lines connecting points of equal travel time from a particular location are
termed isochrones, (isos meaning equal and chroins meaning time). The fol-
lowing data will enable you to construct an isochronic map of railroad travel
time for Des Moines.
On a base map of Iowa I -ate the towns (by dots) listed below., County bound-
aries are not needed.
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Near each dot place the travel time value. Construct isochrones for 1 hour,
2 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, etc.

On a separate sheet of paper comment upon:
(a) the distortions produced
(b) the efficacy of isochronic maps to convey the "surfaces" idea

Data Source: Official Guide to Railways, December, 1955.

Railroad Travel Time from Des Moines, Iowa - 1955

From Des Moines to: Hours : Minutes
.__

From Def Moines to: Hours : Minutes

Cedar Rapids 3:40 Mt. Ayr 2:52
Nevada 1:10 Chariton 1:40
Mason City 1:55 Oskaloosa 8:35
Marshal ltown 1:55' Washington 5:50
Clinton 8:30 Muscatine 5:00
Ipwa City 2:00 Shenandoah 8:20
Council Bluffs 2:15 Emmetsburg 9:35
Davenport 2:50 Knoxville 2:15
Ft. Dodge 2:50 Iowa Falls 2:25
Marion 3:29 Storm Lake 9:20
Sioux City 5:09 Charles City 10:16
Waterloo 3:40 Perry 0:55
Oelwein 4:20 Atlantic 1:33
Dubuque 10:00 Sheldon 11:35
Burlington 7:10 Keokuk 10:37
Albia 2:00 Carroll 8:00

References:

Biome, Donald. "A Nlap Transformation:, Time Distance Relationships in
the Lansing Tri-County Area," Ekistics, XVII (1964), 104-106.

Bunge, William. Theoretical Geography: Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1960.

The works of Waldo Tobler,-including his Ph.D. dissertation, are very relevant
to any discussion of "distortion and distributions."

EXAMPLES (Continued): ISO -COST SURFACES

Perhaps one of the better examples from the literature to illustrate the con-
cept of surfaces. Not only does it show how "surfaces" can touch and/or
intersect, but it incorporates adeitional lines of advance for further discussion
of Location Theory.

The original idea is contained in Weber, but has been discussed and refined in:

Daggett, Stuart. Principles of Inland Transportation, New York:, Harper,
1955,

Greenhut, Melvin L. Plant Location in Theory andtractice. Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Pieii:r1956, Chapter 1.

'Bard, Walter. Location and space Economy. New York:, Wiley, 1956.
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USE OF ISO -COST LINES TO PORTRAY A SURFACE

*M = source of raw material
'N = point of consumption
*Circles around C measure the cost of shipping a single unit of the

... finished product.

*It is assumed that the necessary raw material weighs twice as much
as the finished products, hence circles around M are closer together.

*P . point of production

lso-Cost Surfaces

References:

Daggett, Stuart. Principles of Inland Transportation. New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1955.

Hoover, Edgar M. The Location of Economic Activity. New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1963.

Losch, August, The Economics of Location. Translated by W.H. Woglom.
New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1954.

Weber, Alfred. Theory_ of Location of Industries. Translated by Carl J.
Friedrich. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962.
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PART VI. THE SPATIAL FACTOR IN INTERACTION

This is a vast topic, one which pervades all aspects of distributions in which
geographers are interested. As Olsson has said" ...practically all explana-
tions of spatial, distributionsno matter whether I, ey have been formulated
as general theories or nothave at least partly stressed an interaction ele-
ment...." (page 1)

There has to be much planning and selection of examples to bring home the
salient points. The following provide good background material:

Olsson, Gunnar. Distance and Human Interaction. Regional Science Research
Institute Bibliography Series, No. 2, 1965.

Philbrick, Allen K. This Human World. New York: Wiley, 1963.
Vernon, Glenn M. Human Interaction. New York: The Ronald Press, 1965.

A suggested tactic is to choose one or two examples, and use these as vehicles
to traverse the flow diagram attached (page 150).

After a short discussion on the meaning of 'interaction' the class should be
asked to consider:

(1) Why is there interaction?
(2) What factors influence interaction?
(3) What are the strands of human interaction?

This canperhaps begiven as a written exercise. It would serve the purpose of :'
(1) Getting the student to think
(2) Giving the instructor an idea where to start in on this very broad

topic.

The discussion can first center around the individual - what he does, how he
acts depends partly upon what others do, how others act and progress to other
scales - what the people in one section of the city do partly depends on what
others in other parts do; how one town develops depends partly on i'DW sur-
rounding towns develop (or do not develop). Interaction follows from differ-
ences between/among people, between/among places.

. (Some mention could also be made of the Concept of Areal Differentiation.
See the work of Hartshorn, and G. de Jong's Chorological Differentiation,

. Groningen: J.B. Wolters, 1962).
Stress4hat interaction implies/results in mov_ement of goods, ideas, people ...

Using the argument by analogy, ideas from "physical geography" can be
utilized as illustrations:,

Location - Insolation - Land/Water masses - Air Movements - Climate -
Crops - .... is a suggestion.

The water cycle is another. Even the Monsoon discussed in the Unit on
"surfaces" may be a useful illustration.
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STRANDS OE HUMAN INTERACTION:
Transportation Networks.
Gross movement of mail/telephone calls, etc.
Flow of funds
Migrations

It was suggestedthat a focus of humanactivity be taken and the resulting inter-
action traced through the flow diagram in this unit. Mining suggests itself
as a useful vehicle, because data exist, the effects on the lane icape are easily
discernible, the distribution of mining activity is "discrete" During the
normal course of this activity establishment. are interconnected (e.g., con-
nection between mills and mines), and these interconnections- result in the
growth of larger units of area organization -- transportation networks, move-
ment of workers, provision of power supplies, flow of foodstuffs and funds,
interconnection with other raw matenalstoform an"industrial complex" ....
Another good example is the growth and spread of the plantation system. This
offers an opportunity to show how greatly separatedareas were interconnected
by the system during the height of the sugar plantation.

SEE CHART ON THE SPATIAL FACTOR IN INTERACTION (page 150)

If the focus of activity is well chosen and the extractive industries are sug-
gested - examples from the "regional" section of parallel or continuing
courses can be utilized advantageously, For example, if there is a parallel
course on Scandinavia, the softwood industries from that area can be used.

[An excellent and well written source on Scandinavia is.

Mead, W.R. An Economic Geography of the Scandinavian States and Finland.
London: University of London Press, Ltd., 1g58.,

he ei h. sed on lie examination of the Softw'cod Industries of tha:
area (pages 233-255).

Stress first the reason for the "focus" - the use of softwoods. 'Specifying
location" provides an opportunity for Latitude/ Longitude review, stressing
the effects of the land/water distribution in Scandinavia.

Proceeding to the other "box" in the flow chart - interconnection and link-
ages - the role of the rivers, the river regimes, and the length of the 'freeze'
can be stressed. Mead's use of floatage aI felling cartograrns (page 237)
provides a good vehicle for the discussion of interconnections resulting from
the "focus" of human activity - the softwood forests.

The hierarchy of units can nedemonstrated by the links with the mills, hydro-
electric power stations, paper distribution points, etc.

Demographic movement results from the seasonal demands of the industry,
the financial and other requirements leads to certain territorial organization
by each company, and so on through the flow chart.

The aim in using the chart and a well chosen example is to demonstrate an
ordered way of thinking, of seeing relationships, of bringing home the role of
the spatial factor in interaction.
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Very often material is not available, thus one example cannot be used to
trace the steps through the chart. In this case, a different strategy can be
adopted: take one example down to the appropriate level, then use another to
stress the lower levels. Finally one could seek some cross-relationship
between the examples.

This scheme may be necessary when talking about:
Agricultural /Urban Land Use "Theories"
Transportation and Other Networks
Arbitrary, Homogeneous and Nodal Regions
Spatial Diffusion

Agriculture/Urban Land Use Notions

An accessible source for background material is:

Hoover, E.M. The Location of Economic Activity. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1963, especially Chapter 6 "Land Use Competition"

Hoover shows that the producer's expected profits would be an important
variable in his choice of location for his activity. Each producer may be
regarded as having in mind a maximum or "ceiling", rent that he could just
afford to pay fcr the privilege of occupying any site. For better sites his
ceiling is, of course, higher. if the pattern of actual rents asked happened to
coincide with his pattern of ceiling rents, all locations would be equally de-
sirable for him. In practic.., however, he finds that in many locations the rent
asked is more than he could afford, while if he is fortunate, there may be a
few locations where he is asked less than his ceiling and therefore can make'
an extra profit" (page 90).

Using these ideas of land use competition (based upon "rent"), which in turn
is influenced lay transfer costsa manifestation of the "friction" of distance
resulting in systematic spatial patterns can be deduced for both urban and
rural land use.

SUGGESTED EXERCISES, ASSIGNMENTS, AND DATA SOURCES

Thr cartographic examination of the volume and direction of overseas travel
is another way of stressiag the spatial factor in interaction. Exercises can
be patterned after:

Mayfield, Robert C'. "Goods, Men and ldeasan Approach to a Problem,"
Journal of Geography, LX (May, 1961), 218-221,

Winsberg, Morton P. "Overseas Travel by American Civilians Since World
War II," Journal of Geography, LXV, (February, 1966), 71-79.,

Exercise on Flow Line DiagramOverseas Travel:,

Data: Survey of Current Business
Survey of InteKnational Travel, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign Commerce, Washington, D.C., 1956.
Summary of Passport Statistics, U.S., Dept. of State, Passport Office,

Washington, D.C.
Annual ReportU.S. Dept. of Justice, lmmigration-Naturalization

Service, Washington, D.C.
I r
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Spatial Interaction, Gravity, and Potential Models

This is an appropriate place to discuss:,
--the use of models in Geography and other Social Sciences.
--the use of mathematics/statistics in Geography and other Social

Sciences.
Types of models are given treatment in:

Ackoff, R.L., et al. Scientific Method. New York: Wiley, 1962.

Iconic Models:
a. Look like what they'represent.
b. Are really scaled representations of objects.
c. Examples: maps, aerial photos, floor plans, flow charts.

Analogue Models:
a. One property used to represent another.
b. Examples:

--Closely spaced contours to represent steep slopes.
--Different colors to show road types on maps.
--Slide rule, where distances are used to represent quantities.
--Graphs in which costs, numbers of people are plotted.

Symbolic Models:
a. Properties are expressed symbolically
b. Examples:

--an equation

Generally Iconic and Analogue models are used as a preliminary to the con-
struction of a Symbolic model.
The advantages and disadvantages of using Symbolic (mathematical) models
are given treatment in:

Nagel, E. The Structure of Science. New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1961.
Wilson, E.B. An Introduction to Scientific Research. New York: McGraw-

Hill, 1952.
Woolf, H. Quantification. lndianapolisf Bobbs-Merrill, 1961.

Specific overall discussion is also found in:
National Academy of Science/National Research Council. The Science of

Geography. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Geography, Earth Sciences
Division, Publication No. 1277, 1965.

Explanation of the gravity and potential models of interaction could be ap-
proached tills way:
Following Coleman, make the following assumptions:

(1) All pairs of persons a given distance apart have the same likelihood
of interacting, exchanging transactions, in a given time interval.

(2) Given equal population densities, a person is more likely to have a
greater exchange with persons nearerto him thanwith those at a distance.
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a4

.°2 *al

a3

Using assumption (1)
Given two towns, pa = 4

Pb = 5

Where pa = population of town a

Where pb= population of town b

Then a person in town b (say b1) has pa potential pair relations with persons
t in town a.

b

b5 b4

1:13

But there are ob persons in town b, so that the total number of pairs is papb
that is the product of the populations of both towns, (The truth of this can be
demonstrated by a numerical example)

Using assumption (2)

Given two towns b and c; b is 50 miles from town a, and c is 500 miles from
town a. The circle with b as radius, and that with c demonstrates that, on the
average, there are 10 times as many persons and town in the larger circle.

Town a is likely to have rnore interaction with a particular town in the smaller
circle (assuming that all the towns are of the same size) than with a town in
the larger circle. The number of interactions would be inversely proportional
to the distance.

The joint consequences of these assumptions is the well-known "Social
Gravity Concept ": The amount of interaction between two cities is directly
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proportional to the number of people living in those cities, and inversely pro-
portional to the intervening distance.

The empirical basis of this concept can be emphasized by tracing its develop-
ment in the work of J.Q. Stewart, particularly:

Stewart, J.Q. ''An Inverse Distance Variation for Certain Social Influences,"
Science, XCIII (January 24, 1941), 89-90.

"A Measure of the Influence of Population at Distance" Sociom-
erry, V (March, 1942), 63-71.,

Illustrations:

No. of
Students

College
Town Distance

Ocean
Freight

Seaport
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Urban
Pop.

Density

City
Center

Distance

The concept of Population Potential is best developed in the work of William
Warntz. Source material can be found in his:

"A New Map of the Surface of PopulationPotentials for the United States,
1960," Geographical Review, L1V (April, 1964), 170-184.

Macrogeography and Income Fronts
Regional Science Research Institute
Monograph Series, Number Three, 1965.

The Review paper is specially relevant.
"Potential of population - a macrogeographic, spatially continuous phenomenon
- defines a 'demographic gravitational field' that is a useful concept for the
understanding of certain features of the geographical patterns of economic
and sociological activities" (Warntz)

Computitiai of a Potential Map

The large number of computations needed for the production of a potential
map of the U.S.A. makes the use of a high speed computer necessary. Since
this is not teasible for undergraduate classes, it is suggested that verbal (and
perhaps symbolic) methods be given:
STEP 1 Compute interaction between city i and city J.
STEP 2 Do this for city i and all other cities.
STEP 3 Sum all these values, and this gives the population potential for place i.
STEP 4 Do this for all N places.
STEP 5 Draw isopleths.

EXERCISE: APPLICATION OF 'GRAVITY MODEL'

Exercises on the spatial factor in interaction are easy to construct if data
are handy, especially data on flows or movement of people and goods.

One source of data obtainable on every campus is the number of students from
each state. The population of each state can be secured from the appropriate
Census Reports, while distances (airline) can be taken from any map, measur-
ing from physical center to center.

Obviously there are many factors influencing the number of students that come
from out ut state. Higher fees may repel them; w, " known departments may
attract them. In this exercise we are interestt, ill the factors associated
with the "gravity models"population and distance.
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Knowledge of the process of interaction leads us to advance two hypotheses:
(1) Variations in the number of students at College X from different

states will be directly related to the population of those states (i.e.,
the "mass" concept), and

(2) Variations in the number of students at College X from different
states will be inversely related to the distance of the states from the
state in which the College is situated ("the friction of distance").

These hypotheses have been combined to a simple interactance model of the
gravity type and expressed symbolically as:

Ns = pl/Dij

where Ns an index representing the number of students from out'of state
p9 the population of that state raised to some power - a constant.

1. the distance between that state and the state of College X.

Using this formula an index can be computed for each state and this hypothe-
sized figure compared with the actual. This comparison can take several
forms:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Making a scatter diagram (scattergram), with the actual values on
the vertical axis, and the deduced on the horizontal.
Visual examination of the figures, and deviations noted. Attempts
can be made to account for these deviations.
Choropleth maps can be made for the two groups of figures, using
narrow categories - the same categories for each map - and the re-
sults again compared visually.
A simple co-efficient of correlation can be computed between the
observed number of students and the hypothesized.
(Optional) One of the non-parametric tests (as described in Siegel7
can be used to see if the observed and the computed are significantly
different.

Spatial Interaction and Diffusion

This topic provides an opportunity to introduce stimulating material from
neighboring disciplines which have an interest in the diffusion process - for
example, Cultural Anthropology. The available source materials provide many
(interest-creating) illustrations and opportunities for map exercises. How-
ever, the focus should be on the spatial factor in the spread of innovation -
thus highlighting the geographer's contribution to the understanding of the rate
and direction of the spread of ideas, artifat-ts, techniques, etc.

A relevant bibliography is:

Brown, L. A Bibliography on Spatial Diffusion. Discussion Paper No. 5,
Department of Geography, Evanston: Northvestern University Press,
June, 1965.

Source material can be found in:'

Hagerstrand, T. The Propagation of Innovation Waves. Lund. Lund Studies
in Geography, Series B, (4, 1952), 3-19.

Katz, E., et al. "Traditions of Social Research on the Diffusion of innovation,"
American Sociological Review, XXVIII (April, 1963), 237-252.

7Sidnev Siegel, Non-Parametric Statistics (New York:, McGraw-Hill, 1956).
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UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS

(By State)

State Distance Total Students Populatian P I -m..II

1. Alabama
2. Arizona
3. Arkansas
4. California
5. Colorado
6. Connecticut

759
1578

766
2074
703

1236

15

16

21

118

32

31

3,317,000
1,486,000
1,842,000

17,029,000
1,893,000
2,625,000

>7. Delaware 1094 467,000
8. Florida 1181 40 5,434,000
9. Georgia 832 12 4,083,000

10. Idaho 1491 8 700,000
Point 11. Illinois 258 1 272 10,098,000
of 12. Indiana 422 53 4;663,000
Origin 1 3. Iowa 8509 2,774,000

14. Kansas 483 70 2,21-5,000
15. Kentucky 504 9 3,084,000
16. Louisiana 1039 10 3,371,000
17. Maine 1746 9 978,000
18. Maryland 1034 23 3,233,000
19. Massachusetts 1256 55 5,188,000.
20. Michigan 510 122 8,029,000
21. Minnesota 411 142 3,461,000
22. Mississippi 841 11 2,261,000
23, Missouri 221 96 4,316,000
24. Montana 1161 17 697,000
25. Nebraska 265 98 1,446,000
26. Nevada 1422 4 350,000
27. New Hampshire 1679 10 4, 622,000
28. New Jersey 1080 103 6,357,000
29. New Mexico 1128 12 997,000 '
30. New York' 1146 216 17,498,000 ."*.
31. North Carolina 910 13 4,704,000
32. North Dakota 621 30 633,000,
33. Ohio 519 88 10,038,000
34. Oklahoma 565 .17 2,448,000
35. OregOn 2038 16 1,807,000
36. Pennsylvania 1054 86 11,382,000
37. Rhode Island 1100 5 878,000
38. South Carolina 1053 4 2,448,000
39. South Dakota 535 76 721,000
40. Tennessee 760 27 3,642,000
41. Texas 780 60 10,122,000
42. Utah 1291 14 958,000
43. Vermont 1626 2 387,000
44. Virginia 1100 26 4,248,000
45 West Virginia 1002 13 3,090,000
46. Woshintiton 2044 20 1,796,000
47 Wislons'n 342 111 4,019,000
48. Wyomin 772 6 - 332,000

(Data: SUI Admissions)
Note: Suggested Exponent for the population in this case is .003.
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'Kirk,. W. "The Primary \gricultural Colonization of Scotland," Scottish,
Geographical,Mivazine, (Septemt)er 19577, 65-90,

Morrill, R. "The Distributio., of Migration Distances," Papers and Proceedl
ings of the Regional Science \ssociation, XI (l963), 75-84.

Roger-s, L.M. Diffusion (..f innovations. New York. The Free Press of Glen
coe, 1962

Sauer. Carl 0. .\g,ricultural ()I-111 and Dispersals New, Yoik. merican
Geographicarociety, 1952,

V' finer. R.L.ud Nlikesell, M.V. (eds 1. Readims in Cultural Geog-raphy,
Chicago: Unikrsity of Chicago Press 1962.

Many disciplines are interested in the diffusion process, l here have been
ni p.,.oaLhes to examination of the mechanics of the process, ansi a hirg,e

,.re. As Katz, et al, have said:
it alm.st seems as if diffusion research in the 'arious rese h

traditions can be said to have been 'independently invented'' Indeed,
fusion researchers in the several traditions... scarcely know of each
other's existence.... As a resu.i, each tradition has emphasized rather
different variables and a characteristically different approach."

The keynote to a geographer's approach is sounded by Morrill in the work
suggested above.

"We recognize' the fact that from any source of r ment or migration
a kind of diffusion occurs ,a which the -quency or pr, of migra-
tion is related to distance,"`)

It is suggested that the interaction aspi_ct be stressed by starting with some
'real world' examples from Sauer, for e\amnlemdthen prcceed to more ab-
stract considerations as in Morrill, Pittsliagerstrand and Bowden.

Bowden L The Diffusion of the Decision to Irrigate. University of Chicago,
Department of Geography, Research Paper No 97 Chicago: 1065.

The hierarchiacal nature of the spatial aspects of diffusion should he em-
phasized. For example ideas seem to spread from central place to central
place by a 'leap-frog" process, and then outwards from these centers to
neighboring smaller centers following a "density-decline" function. \
can be made with the Unit on Surfaces.)

8E. Katz, et al. "Traditions of Social Research on the Diffusion of Innovation," Americon
Sociological Review, XXVIII (April, 1963), p. 240.

9R. Morrill, The Distribution of Migiuriun Distrances," Ropers and Proceedings of the Re-
gional Science Association, XI (1963), p. 75
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Hagerstrand also Postulates 4his hierarchical idea, operating on the local
plane,, the 'regional' plane and the international plane.
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Preliminary Remarks; Spatial Interaction and Central Place Theory

A sizeable literature has grown up around Central Place Theory. See for
example:

Berry, B.J.L., and I'red, A. Central Place Studies. A bibliography of theory
and applications. Philadelphia: Regional Science Research institute,
1965.

There have been several approaches. The aim here should be to view the cen-
tral place pattern as a result of the spatial factor in interaction.

The following provide background material for this approach:,

Haggett, P. Locational Analysis inHumanGeography. London: Arnold, 1963.
Losch, A. The Economicsof Location. New Haven, Connecticut:, Yale Univer-

sity Press, 1954.
Meier, R. A Communication Theory of Urban Growth. Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts:, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1962.
Ullman, .L. "A Theory of Location for Cities," American Journal of

Sociology, X' '.". (May, 1941), 853-864.
Webber, M. Lxpi .rations into Urban Structure. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1963.

Material should be chosen to demonstrate the general theme of the unit.
Meier, for example, after examining human settlements in their historical
development, and, after considering the 'behavioral' aspects of city life, con-
cludes that interaction was the thread running through'he genesis and develop-
ment of all cities. This is so whether we view interaction in terms of con:
crete market place transactions or in the more abstract notion of cultural
contact and transmission.

Webber stresses the importance of viewing a system of cities as a "dynamic
system in action." This dynamic system sets up linkages - either visible
(roads) or invisible (radio waves) - interconnecting the parts of the system in
a hierarchical manner. His view of linkages involves three related per-
spectives::

--the spatial aspect of interaction
--the physical form of the city - transportation networks and other func-

tional units
- -the system as a result of activity - the spatial distribution of various

types of functions of either an economic or socio-political nature.

It is suggested that these ideas be stressed before the assumptions, con-
figurations and other aspects of Christaller.

Preliminary ideas to be developed:

The substantive part of Christaller's ideas can be approached deductively:*
Perhaps a small "experiment" can be conducted: arrange five pennies on a
square so that no area of the square (the plain) is left 'unserved'. It can be
demonstrated that geometric laws determine what would seem to be the
most 'efficient' arrangement of the coins (service centers). The experiment
can be conducted for 6 coins (no solution?), and 7 coins.
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Each service center would have a circular trade area (Why'l., These would
be' overlapping, lines can be drawn to divide the overlapping area equally be-
tween neighboring centers Hexagons should fill the area with no overlap,

of the clearest treatments of one aspect of Christaller is:

Getis, Arthur and Judith. '"Chnstaller's Central Place Theory," Journal of
Geography, LXV (May, 1966), 220-226.

Their explanation and definition of:
4 Central Place; Range of a Good; The Complementary Region, and
The K-3 Network,

can be neatly tied in with the discussion of the spatial factor in interaction-:

Class exercises are not easy to construct especially if there is a desire to
use "real world data". ,But, by using ruled paper, exercises can be made up
to reproduce the theoretical hexagon arrangement of trade areas, and also
the hierarchical nature of each type of network.

CHRISTALLER'S K3 NETWORK
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1CHRISTALLER'S K3 -NETWORK
K4
K7

Lxplanation for K-3 Network

--Means that the number of equal-size
cities in lower size classes increases
regularly 3, 4, or 7 times,

Trade area of lowest order central place
Trade area of second order central place
Trade area of third ordercentral place

The K-3 network is based on the marketing or supply principle wherein all
areas are served by a minimum number of places of larger order. Relation-
ships between towns of succeeding order follow :..he rule of 3's.

Distance between towns
increases by 3

X
basic distance

X= distance between towns
of lowest order

b X2 X2
4

b /3X2
4

b zX 3 2b =X

A-rea of trade territory
increases by 3

A area of lowest order town

A6A+ 3 area of next order
town

3A area of next order town

2b-- distance between town of second order
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CHRISTALLER'S K-4 NETWORK

Trade area of lowest order central place
Trade area of second order central place
Trade area of third order central place

The K-4 network is based on the transportation principle and relationships
between towns of succeeding orders follow the rule of 4's.

In this network, a single straight line (transport route) between larger centers
connels a maximum number of important places of lower order.

Distances between towns
increases by 4

= basic distance
2 (minimum travel)

X distance between towns
of lowest order

X(2) or X 4 distance between
towns of second order

Area of trade territory
increases by 4

A..., area of lowest order
town

A+ 6-- area of second order
town

4A = area of second order
town

CHRIS FALLER'S K-7 NETWORK

The K-7 network is based the administrative principle in which each suc-
cessively higher place exercises control over 6 complete towns of the next
lower orders

Area of trade territory increases by 7
A e area of smallest order place

A+ of 6A+ of 6A... I +3 + I

7A area of next order place

Christaller's K-7 Network diagram shown on the next page.
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CHRISTALLER'S K7 NETWORK

Trade area of lowest order central place
Trade area of second order central place

Spatial interaction, Gravity and Potential ModelsContinued:

The literature built up around these 'models" is quite large. Preparation for
this part of the [nit on Interaction consists mainly in choosing appropriate
material from the following:

Carrothers, G.A.P. "An Historical Review of the Gravity and Potential Con-
cepts of Human Interaction," Journal of the American Institute of Plan-
ners, XXII (1956), 94-102,

Olsson, G. Distance and Human Interaction: Regional Science Research In-
stitute Bibliography Series No 2, 1965.

A critique of these '"models" has been given by David t3ramhall, Methods
of Resaonal_Analysis. (by W, Isard, et al.) New York:, Wiley, 1960.

For a more recent critique see James S. Coleman. introduction to Mathe-
matical Sociology. New York: Free Press, 1964, 470-478.

Spatial Interaction and Land Cse

The physical separation of various types of land use within an urban area is
another suggested vehicle for explaining movement over areathe volume,
direction and intensity of interaction: This vehicle can be tied in with con-
siderations of the spatial structure of cities, as well as with the location,
distribution and density of linkages.
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The following provide source material:

Hoover, E.M., and Vernon, R. Anatomy of a Metropolis. Cambridge:, Harvard
University Press, 1959.

Loewenstein, L.K.. The Locations of Residences and Work Places in 1J ban
Areas. New York: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1965.

Mitchell, R.B., and Rapkin, C. Urban Traffic: I unction of Land Use. New
York: Columbia University Press, 195.1,

0i, W.,, and Shuldiner, P. An Analysis of Urban Travel Demands. Evanston.,
Northwestern University Press, 1962.

Taaffe. E , et al The Peripheral Journeyto Work: itGagraphic Considera-tion. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1963.

Data also exist for the construction of meaningful exercises.. For example, in:The Chicago Area Transportation Study (C.A.T.S.). The "urban land usetheory" stressed in the unit on "Surfaces" can provide a relevant starting
point for the discussion.

The points to be covered are:

A, Why this topic is of interest to geographers.
B.- Factors contributing to the spatial variation of travel patterns.
C. Non-residential trips, stressing the interaction patterns set up by

the physical separation of living areas on the one hand and business/
place of work on the other.

D. The distribution of "labor sheds".
E. The relative importance of the different modes of transport.
F. The role of labor force differences upon the intensity of interaction.

Difference like sex, occupation, age, and composition
G. The "friction of distance"
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OUTLINE

For an Introductory College Geography Course Titled

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY

Wesley C. Calef
University of Chicago

Introduction

At the outset it is important to state explicitly that the outline presented
below is suggested, not recommended. The author now has twice taught an
"experimental" course based on an original, inductively created outline
sharply different from the one here displayed. Subjected to the test of class-
room use, parts of the original outline proved illogical, trivial, or uninterest-
ingor all three. Other sections of the original outline proved more stimulat-
ing and significant than anticipated. Many defects of organization and con-
tent quickly became obvious, and new materials andorganizationa! structures
were substituted. I here publicly commiserate with and apologize to the vic-
timized students who struggled hopelessly to impute some logical organiza-
tion or structure to a course that as it was presented, had none.

On the basis of the initial classroom experience the course outline was
revised; new concepts, new data, and new organization were substituted for
the discarded, unsatisfactory segments of the original outline. Using the new
outline the course was offered again with similar results. The revised course
exhibited structural defects and pedagogical deficiencies; although the inade-
quacies of the second outline were neither so extensive nor so fundamental
as were those of the initial attempts. On the basis of the second experimental
teaching experience the outline for the course was revised again. This second
revision is presented below. How satisfactory the current outline will prove
in the classroom cannot be determined a priori. The author will use it for an
introductory class again, and will revise it on the basis of that experience.
The reader is invited to utilize the outline (or those parts that he finds prom-
ising) in the same way.

Rationale of the Outline

This course outline is based on three initial assumptions:'

(1) at the beginning of the course the students wil' iave almost no knowl-
edge either factual or conceptual about the geography of the world;

(2) the data of geography arr sufficiently numerous to make an attempt
at general coverage an exercise in futility;

(3) the outlined course will be the student's only college course in geog-
raphy,

All three of the initial assumptions seem realistic. First, nearly all stu-
dents enrolling in introductory geography courses have no significant knowl-
edge of geographical data, of geographic literary or visual materials, or of
geographical methods. Second, to quote Philip Wagner: "Among all the
branches of human knowledge, that which is called geography contains the
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largest single body of factual information"a statement in which most geog-
raphers would concur, at least in a less extreme form. Third, the over-
whelming majority of registrants in introductory geography courses never
take another course, or at most take an additional one or two geographic
courses.

If these three assumptions are realistic and reasonable they carry some
strong implications for the characteristics of an introductory college course
in geography, and these implications have served as directives in the con-
struction' of the successive outlines for the course.

The implications of the third assumptionthat this is the students' only
college course in geographywere the ruling consideration in constructing
the entire course. The most important implication wa that the student should
be taught those most significant and important facts about the world that geog-
raphy is capable of elucidating. This conclusion affords some guidance for
the inclusion or omission of materials and ideas in the course. Only the more
important geographical findings are retained. Nothing is held back or reserved
for subsequent courses. This conclusion should not be evaluated as simply
a tiresome reiteration of an obvious truism. If the reader will review those
introductory courses with which he is acquainted, he will realize that their
content is related, both positively and negatively, to other geography courses
offered in the same department; that is, materials are included in the inn -
ductory course as preparation for studying subsequent geography courses,
orof greater consequenceimportant data and concepts are omitted from
the introductory course because they are "covered" more thoroughly and in
greater detail in other more specialized courses. The course outlined below
specifically and affirmatively eschews that approach:, selection of materials
for inclusion is solely on the basis of significance to geographic understanding.

The assumption that the introductory geography course will be both the
students' first and last formal course in geography points to another inter-
related set of implications. The geographer hopes that his students, for the
rest of their lives, will retain an awareness of the significance of local and
world-wide geography, will view the world and the people on it in the per-
spective that geographers maintain, will understand the significance of and
be concerned with those problems that geographers regard as important, and
will be able to use geographical concepts, modes of analysis, and research
techniques in studying the world and its problems; in short, he wants them to
develop an interest in geographical matters and the ability to comprehend
geographical data. Consistent with our assumption that the introductory
course is our only classroom access to the student, our primary purpose
must be to prepare the student for a lifetime of geographic self instruc
not for subsequent formal classroom instruction. The introductory
is our single opportunity to instill the motivation and to supply the analytical
tools to nourish that lifetime of self instruction.

The first of our ruling assumptionsthat the students enter the class
innocent of geographical data and conceptscarries the obvious, but impor-
tant, implication that the course itself must supply any geographical data,
techniques, or concepts that the student will need, either immediately in the
course or in the indefinite future. The course must begin at the beginning and
explicitly tutor on eve ry item that the instructor wants the student to acquire.

This objective raises a delicate, rather than difficult, pedagogical prob-
lem. Numerous rather simple and uncomplex definitions, concepts, and tech-
niques must be introduced and explained to the students or practiced by them.
They must be explained sufficiently so that they will be understood; but over-
explanation or tiresome repetitive practice of a technique are among the surest
ways to kill,interest in and respect for the subject,
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The course for which the outline has been used comprises'a third of the
students' work for two quarters: it is the equivalent of approximately seven
semester hours. Because the course as outlined is not tightly integrated and
structured, to expand the course to an academic year or to contract it to a
semester would not be difficult. Hence, timeallocations have been expressed
as proportions of total course time instead of in absolute time units such as
days, hours, or weeks.

The outline is presented separately immediately below, followed by the
commentary on the outlinean arrangement that enables the reader to obtain
the most compact view of the outline's structure, proportions, and sequence.

OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY

I. The Idea of Human Organization and Use ( Occupance) 10%

A. Indian occupance of an area of the U.S.
Major aspects of occupancerelations to ideas of animal ecology

Population density and structure
Natural environment
Culture

Social organization
Pattern of settlement
Modes of economic activity

Technologymodes of resource use
External relations

B. Current Occupance of the Same Area
Present characteristics of the same aspects of occupance

C. People's organization and use of area as a system
The idea of a system
Characteristics of an occupance system, illustrated by

the two examples previously described

II. Maps: Their Characterisiics and Uses 5%

A. The general problem of accurately describing the spatial
arrangement of things on the globe.

B. Matters of scale
C. The geometrical characteristics of the globe grid
D. Map projections: methods of depicting the globe grid in two

dimensions.
Analysis of global and hemispherical mapspopulation,
cities, mountains, nations, climate, etc.

E. Maps as depictions of statistical surfaces
F. Large scale maps

HI. The Natural Enrivonment of the Human Race 15%

A. The segments of the natural environment and their interaction
The lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere

B. Atmosphere and Hydrosphere
Characteristics and physical behavior of atmosphere and
hydrosphere
Flux of energy and moisture near the earth's surface
Resultant world distribution of climates

C. Lithosphere
Composition and structure
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Vulcanism a.. strophism
Interaction wit'. -.. -phere and hydrosphere

Weathering and erosion
Soil formation

Spatial relations to climatic regions
D. Biosphere

Components of Biosphere and major ecological processes
Relations to atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere
Relations with man

IV. Political Organization of People and Area 15%
A. General nature of political organization

Current dominance of the sovereign state i

Super state political organizations
Intra-state political organization

B. Principal characteristics of the state
Population, types of Internal organization, area, boundaries,
resources, external relations

C., World political-geogiaphic organization
Classification and description of sovereign states

By principal characteristics listed under B above
Super state organizations

V. Economic Organization of People, Areas, and Resources 15%
A. Economic Geography as an Aspect of Human Ecology
B. Relationships between Production, Consumption, and Exchange of

Commodities
The range of area scale and degrees of complexity of exchange

C. Some very simple economic-geographic organizations
Gathering, herding, and peasant cultivation

D. Technologically sophisticated, elaborate exchange economies
Centrally managed production, distribution, and consumption

Communist dominated world
Market oriented production, distribution, and consumption

Western Europe and North America
E. Interpenetration of the various forms of economic organization .
F. Inter-relations among economic organization, political organization,

technological development, and natural resources

VI. Regional Analysis
A. Arc:'c Region 5%
B. Anglo-America and the Economically Developed World 15%

The economically and technologically developed world
discussed in the same aspects as were the societies in
Section I of this outline

C. The Underdeveloped World 15%
The underdeveloped world discussed in the same aspects
as in the immediately preceding section.

VII. Relation's Between the Developed and the Underdeveloped World 5%
Relations in terms of cultural, habitat, economic, and political
aspects.
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Commentary

Section 1 treats the organizing ideas of the entire course, but it does so
by considering substantive facts concerning the contrasting ways in which two
groups of people have organized and used the same area at different times.
The two groups described are a tribe of American Indians prior to contact
with Europeans and the current population of European extraction occupying
the same section of the United States. Class time is devoted to a consecutive
and explicit development of the idea that we are concerned with a population
organizing the contents of the earth space they occupy and developing a tech-
nique for living in the area. Parallels with animal ecology are developed
the necessity for a continuous supply of food and water, of shelter, arrange-
ments for defense against enemies, provision for the nurture of the young,
allocation of space, distribution df goods, and the division of labor. It is re-
peatedly stressed that these aspects of human ecologypopulation numbers
and structure, characteristics of the natural environment, elements of the
culture such as social organization and level of technologyare universals,
true for all peoples living in any area.

A second theme that runs through all of Section 1 is the idea of an eco-
logical system, stressing the coherence of the system, the structural inter-
relations of all components of the system, and the pervasive influence of the
group's culture.

Few comments are required on Section II - Maps. Most etude s who
register for an introductory course in college geography are favors ly pre-
disposed toward maps. When presented zestfully, the section on map evokes
a strongly affirmative student response. Class discussion is p icularly
effective in this section. In my classes each student has an eight4inch globe
in his hand during the discussions of the global grid, map pro ctions, and
maps of world distributions. Projections are studied analytica y, and ques-
tions from the instructor about the properties of the various pr ections com-
monly elicit highly self-instructive class discussions. The se ions on larger
scale maps are designed to acquaint students with the capabilities and limita-
tions of maps of various scales, techniques, and designs. Lastly, the study
of global and hemispheric maps of various kinds can serve as an effective
device to introduce a number of major distributions (population, terrain, etc.)
which will serve as background information and reference materials for all
subsequent sections of the course.

Section III - The Natural Environment probably requires the least com-
ment because the data have customarily been included in introductory college
geography materials. The extreme limitations of time have two moulding in-
fluences on the structuring of this section. Our objective is to provide the
student with a few crucial organizing and analytical ideas to be used for ex-
tensive subsequent reading about the human natural habitat, The world's
climatic characteristics are treated entirely as innumerable local variations
of the flux of energy through the atmosphere and hydrosphere, understanding
of which requires a few extremely simple and basic ideas about the physical
behavior of gases and liquids. The composition and form of the surface of the
lithosphere are treated, in traditional fashion, as a resultant of the interaction
of internal earth forces (diastrophism, volcanism, isostasy) and external
forces (weathering and erosion). The resultant physical geographic patterns
are sketched only in the broadest and most simplified global provinces, and
the significance of their relations to human affairs is stressed. Bio-geography,
because of its complexity, is treated almost entirely descriptively. Its sun-
ceptibility to human modification is emphasized.
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Political geogronhy; Section IV, is allocated much more time and attention
in this outlined course than in other introductory courses with which I am
acquainted, with one or two possible exceptions. This structuring seems
clearly justified, however, by the current forms of human interaction and
organization over the surface of'the globe. Inter national relations between
peoples over most of the earth are,regulated, characterized, knd controlled
by the sovereign political states. Likewise, many of the more important and
significant Ultra-national aspects of life are also shaped, directed, and modi-
fied by the structure and functions of the sovereign state. Moreover, nearly
all information we receive about society, resources, and human activities
from all parts of the globe is. classified 4nd organized for us in terms of
national states or parts of national states. To me it seems crucial to acquaint
the citizen with an understanding of the identifying characteristics of sovereign
states'and with the current political geographic structure of the earth. One
principal objective perhaps not directly suggested by the outline is to relate
the world political map to the naturathabitat description developed in the pre-
vious section.

The significant relationships between the state and its component popula-
tion are analyzed and then surveyedfor a major fraction of the world's states.
A vital difference between the political organization of very simple societies
and of large complex states is developed. In a simple society the structure of
the religious, military, economic, and political organizations may be almost
identical; whereas in complex intricately organized, modern states there may
be very little overlap of yersonnel among the various functional organizations
of the state. The national states are surveyed and classified with respect to
these characteristics. The same relationships are also dem-onstrated to be
of significance to the internal structure of states.

Time permits only a cursory consideration of super-national political
organizations and arrangements.

Of the entire outlined course, SectionV - EconomicCeography has pro
least efficient in the classroom, most refractory to,reorganize, a 's the
section in which currently I have the least confidence. The diffi ies arise
from the multiplicity of interrelationships that exist between.the economy and
the natural environment, political and social organization, levelof technology,
and the history of the people and area. So numerous are the complexities and
the truly vital aspects of economic organization that it has proved difficult
to devise an organizational scheme neatly to mesh and articulate them.

A review of Section V of the outline indicates that so much of the available
time is devoted to consideration of a few major ideas about economic organiza-
tion and relationships that little time is left to survey world pattern, of pro-
duction and exchange. Nevertheless, the approach indicated by the outline
seems much preferable to stuffing the student with a mass of economic geo-
graphic facts without providing him with some organizing ideas with which to
render the facts coherent and reasonable.

The latter 40% of the course has twin objectives: (1) to give the student
some experience with comprehensive regional analyses, and thereby acquaint
him with the regionalapproach and perspective; and (2) to integrate, exemplify,
and review the systematic geographic facts that have been the major focus of
attention in much of the first halt of the course. Because of the inadequate
treatment of economic geography in Section V, the regional analysis has been
formulated and organized with a strongly economic orientation.

The outline makes clear that the regional section does not contemplate
an orderly, comprehensive coverage of a world system of regions. Quite to
the contrary, regions of greatly different scale, basis of definition, and gen-
eral characteristics are studied, and constant attention and emphasis are paid
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to the, way in which, as the outline states, the various aspects of human or-
ganization and use of area are integrated into the regional occupance system.

The regional segment of the course opens with a consideration of the
Arctic, because the harsh environment, the low population density, the sim-
plicity of the economic and political aspects, and most particularly because
the extreme economic contrast in the life mode and conditions of populations
based upon subsistence exploitation of local re,ources and of those based upon
external resources make the reglon especially suitable as an introduction to
the kinds of analysis to be followed in the remainder of the course.

Thereafter the instructor has a wide latitude of regional choice. A con-
sideration of the occupance pattern of Arctic America can lead, through a
study of spatial interaction, to a consideration of the regional geography of
Anglo-America. The regional geography ( the continent may be taught by
asking the students to contemplate the nature of regions and the process of
regional differentiation and delimitation, Various kinds of regions within
Anglo-America may be studied in turn. During my two experimental offerings
of the course, the western range grazing region, the Great Valley of California,
and the Chicago Region were Et' 'd. The first two regional choices did not
prove unduly successful; the Region did. Which suggests thet re-
gional study of me local area, particularly if it is complex and diverse, may
commonly prove of strong interest to introductory students.

The regional study of Anglo-America as an economically highly -ievPloped
area is folloked by a similar, brief, comparative analysis of Europe, curing
which similarities and contrasts between two economically developed areas
are described and analyzed. Hopefully, this discussion lea%;,-. to a clearer
understanding of the meaning of economic development and underdevelopment.
This is followed by an even briefer review of Australia and Jar: n as eco-
nomically developed regions.

An essentially similar regional analysis and description of Africa as an
economically underdeveloped region considers the same aspects of occupance.
The choice of sub-regions foi description and analysis is much more limited
because of the daucity of detailed regional information easily available, Tc
avoid tedious repetition we may summarize the treatment of. the underdeveloped
areas as being closely parallel to that for the developed regions.

The course closes with an overall comparative Survey of the economically
developed and underdeveloped .:eas of the earth: its purpose being to pull
together and review the threads of geographic analysis that have constituted
the fabric of the entire course.,
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